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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.1

Introduction

The 540 kilometer (km) Bishkek-Torugart road is part of the Central Asia Regional Economic
Cooperation (CAREC) Transport Corridor 1 linking the Kyrgyz Republic (KR) with other central
Asian countries, the People’s Republic of China (PRC), and Russia. The proposed Project 3
(the Project) comprises rehabilitation of the existing road from the checkpoint at Km 479 to the
PRC border at Km 539.
Various parts of Corridor 1 have been under development since the late 1990s with the initial
concepts for transport sector development in the context of regional cooperation. The KR
Government, Asian Development Bank (ADB), and other development partners have been
discussing the Bishkek-Torugart road since 2005. The Bishkek-Torugart Road Rehabilitation
Project was included in the ADB Country Strategy and Program Update for 2006 - 2008
(published in November 2005) as a proposed loan project for approval in 2008. The Joint
Country Support Strategy for 2007 – 2010 (published in August 2007) also included the
Bishkek-Torugart road project. The proposed Project is included in the ADB Country
Operations Business Plan for 2009 – 2011, published in January 2009.
This Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) report was prepared on behalf of the Ministry of
Transport and Communications (MOTC), the Executing Agency (EA) for the project, beginning
in 2009 by Japan Overseas Consulting Company, Ltd. (JOC) in association with Kyrgyz TREC
International, Ltd. (KTI). A draft final version of the EIA, dated December 2009, received
government endorsement. ADB determined that the assessment should cover additional
aspects in order to comply with its Safeguard Policy Statement 2009, in particular the sections
pertaining to natural and critical habitats. In September 2010, ADB engaged a staff consultant
to assist MOTC in completing the assessment and disclosing the findings and recommendations
(EIA Report) to the public.
1.2

Summary Findings of the Environmental Impact Assessment

The assessment of alternatives revealed that the CAREC Transport Corridor 1, BishkekTorugart Road, including Project 3, is the most economically and environmentally sustainable
option for meeting national development goals. The Project will reduce transit time and cost,
improve traffic safety and reduce accident risk. The “no action” alternative has a higher risk of
environmental deterioration and negative impact on the Chatyr-Kul ecosystem.
There will be impacts on the environment during implementation of the proposed project, but
most are temporary and reversible. The most severe risk is hazardous materials spills (mainly
vehicle fuels and lubricating oils). Potential impacts during the design lifetime of 20+ years will
increase as the pollutants entering the Chatyr Kul aquatic ecosystem will accumulate because
the lake has no outlet. Therefore, pollution prevention measures must be taken at the outset.
In consultation with ADB, MOTC has developed a 2-track environmental management program
(EMP) to address potential impacts during implementation and operation. The EMP comprises:
(i) pollutant source control, and (ii) biodiversity [receptor] protection. For controlling pollutant
sources, a variety of common sense “no regrets” mitigation measures -- mainly spill prevention,
control, and countermeasures -- will be incorporated into the road design, providing insurance
against loss of biodiversity, and financed under the civil works component. Biodiversity
protection measures include additional baseline survey, analyses, and monitoring, and near-
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term ecosystem enhancements. These activities will be financed under the construction
supervision consulting services component.
Complete implementation of the EMP will ensure that both the short term and long term impacts
of the proposed project are minimal and there is a net gain in biodiversity. MOTC will be fully
responsible for EMP implementation by contractually assigning the tasks to the supervision
consultants and construction contractor, and exercising continuous oversight. A grievance
redress mechanism has been established to enable any potential lapses in EMP implementation
to be brought to the attention of the responsible parties for immediate corrective action. ADB
will assure quality through routine communication with MOTC and periodic review missions.
1.3

Report Organization

This report focuses on the section passing west and south of the Chatyr Kul Lake from the TuzBel pass at KM 501 to the Torugart Customs post at Km 531. The following sections include:
¾

Section 2 describes the policy, legal, and administrative framework for the project
including the environmental assessment process.

¾

Section 3 describes the need for the project, proposed design, analysis of
alternatives, and expected benefits.

¾

Section 4 provides a description of the environment with emphasis on the Chatyr
Kul lake which is considered to be a critical habitat.

¾

Section 5 discusses potential environmental impacts, benefits, and mitigation
measures.

¾

Section 6 describes public participation and consultation activities, information
disclosure, and grievance redress mechanism.

¾

Section 7 is the Environmental Management Plan (EMP).

¾

Section 8 presents conclusions and recommendations.

¾

Appendices provide supporting data for analysis and photos of the site.

For this EIA report, English version and Russian version are available and, if there is any
discrepancy between them, English version will prevail.
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2. POLICY, LEGAL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK
2.1 Environmental Protection Law and Policy
The legal basis for environmental assessments in the Kyrgyz Republic is formed by the Law on
Environmental Protection (1999), Law on Ecological Expertise (State Environmental Review
(1999)), Instruction on Procedures of State Environmental Expertise for Pre-Project, Project and
other Materials in Kyrgyz Republic (1997), and Instruction on Environmental Impact Assessment
Performance Procedures in the Kyrgyz Republic (1997) and other normative documents. The
Kyrgyz Republic acceded to the Aarhus Convention on Public Participation and the Espoo
Convention on EIA in a Transboundary Context.
The relevant environmental legislation of the Kyrgyz Republic is summarized in Table 2.1. In
addition to the list in Table 2.1, there are special parts of the Administrative and Criminal Code
which have strengthened the liability for illegal hunting, illegal harvesting of eggs from nests,
destruction of nests, illegal enterprises in ecologically sensitive areas, and pollution of wetlands
and sensitive habitats.
The State Agency for Environmental Protection and Forestry (SAEPF) is the key institution
responsible for the establishment and implementation of environmental policy in Kyrgyz
Republic. The Department of the State Environmental Review under the SAEPF is responsible
for reviewing environmental assessment documents for projects of national significance.
Other major stakeholders in environmental assessment are:
• Ministry of Health (safety and health issues);
• Ministry of Emergency Situations (natural hazards), and its subsidiary agency Kyrgyz
Hydromet (KHM, or Hydromet, responsible for ambient air and water quality monitoring);
• Ministry of Agriculture (agricultural issues)
• Ministry of Natural Resources (mineral resources, road construction materials, and
quarries);
• Local administrations (social issues, land use, etc).
The EA system in KR is based on two subsystems: (i) OVOS (the Russian acronym for
“Assessment of Environmental Impacts”), and (ii) Ecological Expertise (State Environmental
Review, SER). A screening procedure based on screening lists identifies whether a project is
the subject to environmental assessment. In case if it is required, an OVOS is conducted by an
OVOS Developer hired by a Project Proponent. After presentation of an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for public consultations, the EIS is revised based on the feedback from the
public. Then the OVOS report and a Statement of Environmental Consequences along with
other supporting documentation is submitted to a state expert commission for the State
Environmental Review (SER). The project may be approved, rejected or send for reexamination.
Public consultation should occur at stage of the OVOS and may be also initiated in parallel to
the SER as Public Environmental Review (PER). The implementation of any project is permitted
only in case of its approval by the SER. The PER is a supplement to the SER of a
recommendatory nature. The SER duration depends on the complexity of the project, but should
not exceed 3 months after submission of all the OVOS documents and making payment for the
SER by the Project Proponent.
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Table 2.1: Major Legislation for Environmental Protection
Legislation

Constitution of Kyrgyz
Republic

Law on Environmental
Protection

Law on Specially Protected
Area and
Biosphere Territory
Law on the Protection of
Ambient Air

Year
Passed
(Amended)
2010

Purpose / Content

1999
(2002,
2003,
2004,
2005,
2009)
1999

The general legal framework for comprehensive environmental
protection and for the use of them, including environmental
standards setting, legal regime of specially protected area, rules
and procedures for the use etc

Land, subsoil, air waters, forest, wildlife and other natural
resources shall be utilized and, at same time, protection shall be
give

It establishes legal requirement of for the protection and use of
all natural objects within certain areas.

1999
(2003,
2005)
1994
(1995)
1999

Ambient air standard and air quality management

Law on the Radioactive Safety
of the Population

1999

To manage the use of radioactive material by specifying permit
procedure, security measures, etc

Law on Ecological Expertise
(State Environmental Review)

About the use of public ecological expertise and environmental
assessment procedures

Law on Fisheries

1999
(2003,
2007)
2002
(2003)
1997

Law on Subsoil

1997

About safe exploitation of subsoil and recovery of land for mining

Law on Protection and Use of
Flora

2001
(2003,
2007)
2002
(2003)

About protection, use, and reproduction of flora

Law on waters
Forest Code

Law on Wildlife

Law on Mountain Areas in
Kyrgyz Republic
Law on Waste of Production
and Consumption
Law on Rates for Pollution of
the Environment (emission,
pollutant discharge, and waste
disposal)

2001
2002

Regulate the use and protection of waters
Regulates the use and protection of forest resources

About protection of wildlife habitats
About regulation of commercial fishing an protection of water
bodies

About sustainable development of mountain areas, conservation and
management of natural resources, historical, cultural and
architectural heritage
About waste management
The law fixes the rate for pollution of the environment in the amount
of 1.2 Kyrgyz Som per specific value (ton) of pollutant

Operational Difficulties and Challenges
As is often the case for developing countries, although the legislations seem to be sufficient,
operational difficulties are abundant. The main challenges in the KR are lack of financing for
research, monitoring, compliance assistance, and enforcement of existing regulations and
standards.
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Other Legislation and Standards

Air Quality and Vehicle Emissions
Air pollution levels in KR are a concern mainly in urban areas. In Bishkek, 90% of all emissions
are related to road transport. The air quality at locations away from the towns is expected to be
much better. Ambient air quality regulatory responsibility and monitoring of air quality in KR
rests with the Kyrgyz Hydromet (KHM) under SAEPF. Air quality monitoring stations are largely
located in populated areas close to sources of pollution: Bishkek, Osh, Tokmak, Kara-Balta, and
Cholpon-Ata. Ambient air quality standards are shown in Table 2.2. Impact monitoring for
atmospheric pollution is carried out by the Department of Ecological Monitoring under SAEPF.
Table 2.2: Ambient Air Quality Standards (in mg/m3 except as noted)
Pollutant
Total suspended
particulate (TSP)
Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Carbon monoxide
(CO)
Nitrogen dioxide
(NO2)
Nitrogen Oxide (NO)
Tetraethyl Lead

Maximum Permissible
Concentration
0.15

Average Daily
Concentration
0.05

Hazard Class

0.5
5

0.05
3

3
4

0.085

0.04

2

0.40
0.0001

0.06
0.00004

3
1

3

Source: Health Standard GN 2.1.6.1338-03

Vehicle emissions standards are summarized in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Vehicle Emissions Standards
Engine shaft speed
Maximum CO
concentration

Nmin X.X

1.5

Maximum permissible concentration of
hydrocarbons, part by volume (mln-1) for
engines with number of cylinders
Up to 4
More than 4
1200
3000

Nincr X.X
2.0
600
1000
0.8 Nnom X.X
Source: Instruction on Implementation of State Control over Protection of Ambient Air from
Emissions of Vehicle Pollutants, accessed on 12 November 2010 at:
http://www.nature.kg/lawbase/acts/18_ins_polutant_emissions_air.xml

The national standards for emissions testing are:
•
•

GOST 17.2.2.03-87 “Environment Protection. Atmosphere. Norms and Methods of
measurement of contents carbon oxide and hydrocarbons in burnt gases of vehicles with
gasoline engines. Safety Requirements”
GOST 21393-75 “Vehicles with diesels. Black smoke of burnt gases. Norms and
Methods of measurement. Safety Requirements”
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GOST 17.2.2.03-87 defines the contents of carbon oxide (CO), hydrocarbons in burnt gases of
vehicles with gasoline engines, and GOST 21393-75 covers black smoke of burnt gases of
vehicles with diesel engines.
According to information published by the United Nations Environment Program, leaded
gasoline was phased out by 2002 (information accessed on 12 November 2010 at:
http://www.unep.org/pcfv/PDF/MatrixCEE_FuelsApril_2010.pdf).
Water Quality
Water quality standards have been defined for 3 general categories: fisheries, drinking water,
and wastewater discharge. Water quality standards include:
(i) Hygienic Normative GN 2.1.5.1315-03 “ Maximum Permissible Concentrations
(MAC) of Chemical Substances in the Water of Water Bodies used for Drinking and
Domestic-Recreation Purposes” (the complete list of chemicals:
http://www.nature.kg/lawbase/acts/36_rgs_pdk_water.xml )
(ii) Hygienic Normative GN 2.1.5.1316-03 “ Tentative Permissible Levels (TPL) of
Chemical Substances in the Water of Water Bodies used for Drinking and DomesticRecreation Purposes” (the complete list of chemicals:
http://www.nature.kg/lawbase/acts/37_rgs_odu_water.xml )

There are no specific water quality standards for the Chatyr Kul watershed, based on protection
of indicator species. Therefore it is not practical to develop project-specific mitigation measures
based on a concentration- or total pollutant load based approach.
Noise
Noise standards are consistent with multi-lateral bank guidelines. Kyrgyz noise standards are
summarized in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Noise Standards
Description of Activity / Category
Areas immediately adjacent to hospitals and sanatoriums
Areas immediately adjaceet to dwellings, polyclinics, dispensaries, rest
homes, holiday hotels, libraries, schools, etc.
Areas immediately adjacent to hotels and dormitories

Leq
Day =
Night =
Day =
Night =
Day =
Night =
35

45
35
55
45
60
50

Lmax
Day =
Night =
Day =
Night =
Day =
Night =
50

60
50
70
60
75
65

Receational areas in hospitals and sanitoriums
Rest areas at the territories of micro-disticts and building estates, rest
45
60
houses, sanatoriums, schools, homes for the aged, etc.
Source: Collection of the Most Important Records on Sanitoray and Anti-epidemiological issues, Volume 2, Part 1,
Iformaiton Publishing cetner of Goskomsanepidnadzor, Russian Federation, 1994.

2.3

International Conventions

The Kyrgyz Republic has ratified the following international Conventions related to
environmental management:
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Basel Conventions on the Control of Transboundary Movement of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal, 1996
Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD), 1996
Convention of Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution, 2000
UN framework Convention on Climate change (UNFCCC), 2000
Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain
Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade, 2000
Vienna Convention of the Protection of Ozone Layer, 2000
Montreal Protocol on Ozone Depleting Substances, 2000
Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, 2002
Espoo Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context, 2001
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands, 2003
The UNECE Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decisionmaking and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, acceded in 2001
United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries
Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, Particularly in Africa, acceded
in 1999
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora,
acceded in 2006
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, acceded in 2005
Convention Concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
acceded in 1995

Responsible Agencies

Figure 2.1 shows the relevant organizational arrangements for the Project, including the
Government of the Kyrgyz Republic, Ministry of Finance (MOF), MOTC (the EA), the State
Agency of Environment Protection and Forestry (SAEPF) which is in charge of issuing
environmental license, subsidiary organizations under SAEPF, and ADB.
Central Government Agencies
MOF is the responsible government body for coordination with ADB and other donors for foreign
assistance. MOTC is responsible for transport sector development and is the EA for the Project.
MOTC has overall responsibility for planning, design, and implementation of the project.
SAEPF is responsible for environmental policy, regulatory development, and oversight of
environmental assessments and permits. Their functions are:
a. Administrating including general affairs, accounting, personnel affair etc
b. Ecological information service providing
c. Forest development and hunting/game reserve control
d. Ecological monitoring
e. Environmental license issuing
f. International cooperation
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Figure 2.1: Project Organization
Government of the Kyrgyz Republic

Ministry of Finance

State Agency for
Environment
Protection and
Forestry

Ministry
of
Transport
and
Communications

Karatal – Japyryk State
Preservation Office
Field Monitoring and
oversight

Project Implementation
Unit (PIU)
Field inspection and
monitoring

Asian
Development
Bank

Construction Contractors and
Implementation Consultants

Source: ADB Staff Consultant

Regional Agencies
SAEPF has a regional office in Naryn, with the same general responsibilities as the central
office. The Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation Office (KJSPO), with a total of 30 staff based in
Naryn, is responsible for the Chatyr Kul and Song Kul as well. In the office there are two
departments: (i) the Academic Research Department, and (ii) the Protection and Surveillance
Department.
The Academic Research Department is responsible for carrying out research related to birds,
animals, flora, and lake water fauna. Every year from 1994 together with the national scientific
academy in Bishkek, 5 crews carry out the monitoring of migrant birds for 10 days at Chatyr Kul
and make reports. They have several difficulties in carrying out their task:
•
•
•

There are no dedicated vehicles for travel to the Chatyr Kul Lake
There is no environmental laboratory equipment or field monitoring equipment
There are no proper accommodations near the Chatyr Kul site

The Protection and Surveillance department is tasked with protecting the ecosystem of Chatyr
Kul from illegal hunting. Three (3) teams, consisting of 3-4 personnel respectively, carry out
patrol around Chatyr Kul Lake from April to October, using tents as accommodation. Their main
task is to prevent unauthorized people from entering the protected zone of Chatyr Kul. The
main difficulties and challenges are: (i) the department has insufficient manpower and facilities
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to effectively protect ecosystem such as eggs and baby birds, not only from poachers but also
from livestock and shepherds; and (ii) shepherd’s dogs are prone to disturbing birds and other
wildlife, inadvertently or otherwise.
The department recommends that new warning sign boards and least 2 watch posts of 10m
high should be provided for effective surveillance, but the operating budget has been insufficient
to cover the cost of these items.
2.5

ADB Safeguards

ADB has classified the project as environment category A in accordance with its Safeguard
Policy Statement (2009) and Environmental Assessment Guidelines 2003. A full environmental
impact assessment is required. The project is classified as resettlement category C, since land
acquisition and resettlement are not required for the project; and is classified as indigenous
peoples category C.
ADB’s main concern is that the project not result in degradation of the Chatyr Kul protected
area, which is considered to be a critical habitat due to its designation under the Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance, also known as the Ramsar Convention, (hence it is
referred to as a “Ramsar site”). According to the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (2009),
Appendix 1, paragraph 27, “the project mitigation measures should be designed to achieve at
least no net loss of biodiversity,” which could be achieved by post-project restoration of habitats
or “through the creation or effective conservation of ecologically comparable areas,” i.e. an
ecological “offset.”
This section of the ADB policy covers instances where a project will directly impinge on a
natural or critical habitat; for example, an electric power transmission line or natural gas pipeline
that crosses protected wetlands. The proposed Project will be constructed outside of the
protected area buffer zone. The “post-project period” is not clearly defined, but for purposes of
this report, it is assumed that it refers to the construction phase as well as the design lifetime of
the project.
As discussed in this report, the Project is designed to avoid, minimize, and mitigate negative
impacts and is expected to have net benefits to the area. The road is expected to operate into
the indefinite future (at least 20 years), and the potential impacts during the operational period
are expected to be greater than during the construction period. The potential impacts to the
Chatyr Kul ecosystem cannot be fully quantified at present, as existing baseline ecological and
water quality data are not sufficient for comprehensive and exhaustive analyses. Therefore, a
common sense “no regrets” approach is taken to identify measures to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate the potential long-term negative impacts. The proposed mitigation measures are
intended to minimize potential pollutants entering the lake; additional baseline data can be used
to update the environmental management program, but the mitigation strategy will maintain the
focus on pollution prevention (see discussion in Sections 5 and 7).
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The proposed project is the third and final phase of the Bishkek-Torugart road rehabilitation
program (see Figure 3.1). The project will rehabilitate the road from the Checkpoint at Km 478
to Km 539.
Figure 3.1: Bishkek-Torugart Road Rehabilitation Program
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3.1

Project Location

The Kyrgyz Republic is divided into seven oblasts (provinces). The oblasts are further subdivided
into rayons, and the rayons are subdivided into ayil okmotus. Administratively, the Bishkek-Torugart
Project is located within Chuy, Issyk-Kul and Naryn oblast of Kyrgyz Republic. The current Section is
entirely located within At-Bashi Naryn oblast. The directly-affected rayons within the Section are as
follows:
• Naryn oblast
• At-Bashi Rayon

Figure 3.2 shows the general project area within Kyrgyz Republic and the route alignment in the
project area (the red line in the lower figure). Figure 3.3 shows a satellite image of the area
with the road highlighted. The area between the Checkpoint at Km 478 and the Torugart
Customs post at Km 531 is restricted and there are no permanent residents, except for people
assigned to road maintenance facilities, and the customs and border security checkpoints.
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Some nomadic shepherds are observed in the area in summer months, but only a few families
have actually been observed in the area during preparation of this EIA.
Figure 3.2: Project Area

Chatyr Kul Lake

Chatyr Kul Lake

Kyrgyzstan

PRC

Source: JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009. Taken from The Naval Postgraduate School’s Program for Culture
and Conflict Studies, “Central Asia Executive Summary Series, Kyrgyzstan Country Profile, 2009
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Figure 3.3: Project Area Showing Route from Km 478 to Km 539

Source: JOC draft EIA, December 2009. Imagery from Google Earth.

3.2

Need for the Project

For the last decade, since the launch of the ADB-sponsored CAREC Program in 1997, regional
cooperation in Central Asia has centered on transport, energy, and trade facilitation. Endorsed
under the CAREC Transport and Trade Facilities Strategy, the Bishkek-Torugart road forms part
of the CAREC Transport Corridor 1.
The Bishkek-Torugart road plays two important roles. It is one of the two thoroughfares
connecting the Kyrgyz Republic and the People's Republic of China (PRC); and the main
arterial from Bishkek to the rapidly growing tourist destinations around Lake Issyk Kul. The road
is also the only north-south trunk road in central Kyrgyz Republic and the province of Naryn, and
the city of Naryn, in particular, depends heavily on it for connecting to the rest of the country.
Additionally, it is a link in the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation (CAREC) Transport
Corridor 1(c), which extends from Troitsk in the Russian Federation to Hexi in the PRC.
In 2008 and 2009, Asian Development Bank (ADB) provided financing to improve 114 km (km
365-km 479) of this road. The PRC government committed financing in 2009 to improve about
250 km. Works under these projects are in progress. A consortium of Arab funds is negotiating
with the government at present on a financing package for improving about 115 km. Although,
these improvements would reduce transport costs and help achieve the economic and social
goals set out in the government's Country Development Strategy (2007-2010), the last leg of the
road from Km 479 to Km 539 must be improved before the investments could have the full
impact.
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The road section from Km 479 to Km 539 currently is unpaved, often water logged, and is
unusable on certain winter days. Annual maintenance is required which is achieved in part by
uncontrolled excavation along the road side. Due to the poor condition of the road, vehicle
speeds are low and transit times between the PRC border and Naryn, a distance of 400 km, are
now measured in days rather than hours.
Upgrading to an engineered, paved surface will reduce transit times to one day or less and
facilitate expanded trade. At the same time, paving the road surface will reduce noise and
vibration. Improved transit times are expected to reduce the intensity of vehicle emissions.
Improved road foundation and drainage control will reduce annual maintenance requirements.
It will allow year-round, reliable flow of local traffic between Bishkek and Torugart, and
international through-traffic from PRC to Central Asia and beyond.
3.3

Executing Agency

The Ministry of Transport and Communications (MOTC), which is the executing agency for
ongoing ADB-financed projects, will be the Executing Agency (EA) for the Project. Its
administration will be delegated to the project implementation unit (PIU), which administers all
donor-funded projects. The current team of about 10 professionals is familiar with international
best practices, and ADB policies and procedures. The PIU includes a 2 safeguards specialists.
The PIU will recruit additional specialists for specific tasks, if and when necessary.
3.4

Proposed Design

The project will rehabilitate the existing unpaved road from the checkpoint at Km 478 to Km 539.
The present elevation profile of the road is shown in Figure 3.4. As show in the figure, the
elevation of the road between Km 501 and Km 531 is more than 3,550 meters (m) above sea
level, and the water level of Chatyr Kul Lake is as high as about 3,530 m. The section between
Km 501 and Km 531 is in the Chatyr Kul watershed, which will require environmental
management measures to avoid and minimize potential negative impacts on the Chatyr Kul
ecosystem. The design includes rehabilitation and upgrade of foundation, installation of an
asphalt surface, rehabilitation and upgrade of drainage (run-on/run-off controls), and installation
of silt traps and run-off water retention basins for containment of potentially contaminated run-off
water and potential fuel and hazardous material spills. Potential environmental impacts and
mitigation measures are discussed in Sections 5 and 7. A summary of design and construction
aspects is presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Design Summary
Parameter
Total length

Quantity
53 kilometers

Estimated Cost

$60 million

Construction
Period
Asphalt / cement
Earth moved
Heavy equipment
Manpower
Source: MOTC

Notes
31 kilometers in Chatyr Kul protection area watershed
Estimated total construction cost including
contingencies and interest during construction

55 months

Construction is limited to April – September

180,000 tons
480,000 m3
82 vehicles
220 persons /
month

Construction activities will require about 80 truckloads
of materials per day
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Figure 3.4: Elevation Profile of Existing Road and Project Area
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Source: JOC draft EIA report, December 2009

3.5 Project Benefits
By improving the existing road, the Project will substantially reduce the existing transport
bottleneck to trade and will foster regional economic cooperation. The entire region will benefit
from the Project, while the project area will gain through economic development and increased
access to markets and social services. Improving the project road will reduce transport cost and
will contribute to commercial and industrial development opportunities. The overall economic
internal rate of return of the Project is 14.7%, and the net present value is about $37.8 million.
The project is expected to help boost trade between the Kyrgyz Republic and the PRC. The
total volume of bilateral trade is expected to grow from 0.5 million tons in 2007 to 3 million tons
in 2015, of which the Kyrgyz Republic-PRC border at Torugart is expected to contribute more
than half.
The following performance targets and indicators are expected to be met:
•

Kyrgyz Republic - PRC trade increases from 540,174 tons in 2007 to 3,000,000 tons in
2015

•

Cost of transported goods from Kashi in the PRC to the Kyrgyz Republic reduces from
$2,000 to $1,500 per ton

•

Number of tourists from the PRC to the Kyrgyz Republic increases from a few to 3,000 in
2015

•

Daily international freight traffic crossing the border increases from about 80 trucks in
2008 to 200 trucks in 2015
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•

Travelling and transit time between Bishkek and Kashi in the PRC decreases from 3-4
days in 2008 to 2 days in 2015

•

Average number of trips from Naryn oblast (province) to Bishkek increases 50% by 2015

The Project will indirectly benefit 2.3 million people living along the project road, 51% of whom
are women dominant in intra- and inter-oblast (province) trade and commercial activities in the
Kyrgyz Republic.
In the Chatyr Kul section, the Project is expected to have positive environmental impacts in
addition to the economic benefit. Such positive environmental impacts include:
•

Reduction of present levels of noise, dust, and vibration to the Chatyr Kul Preservation
Area by smoother running of heavy vehicles

•

Securing safer habitats by enhancing surveillance ability to prevent illegal poaching and
intrusion of livestock grazing into sensitive breeding areas; and

•

Improving the ecosystem monitoring system by Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation
Office (KJSPO) via training and procurement of new equipment and vehicles.

The project does pose potential negative environmental impacts during construction and
operations. Construction impacts are mostly temporary and reversible, and potential impacts
during operations can be avoided and minimized with appropriate design features and
operational controls (see discussion in Sections 5 and 7).
3.6 Analysis of Alternatives
Several alternatives have been considered including “no action,” alternate alignments, and
alternate transport modes, as discussed below. Considering only economic and financial
factors, there are no practical alternatives to the proposed project. The “no action” alternative is
not attractive based on environmental and economic factors. Alternate transport modes are not
viable based on economic and social development objectives. The proposed Project is
preferred based on economic, environmental, financial, and social factors.
3.6.1

No Action

The “no action” option is not recommended on environmental and economic considerations.
Although no direct cost would be incurred, the demerits of the no-action option are:
(1) Economic factors including traveling time and transportation cost from the PRC will
increase as the road deteriorates further.
(2) The ecosystem of the Chatyr Kul protected area will be threatened by increased risk
of traffic accidents.
(3) Chatyr Kul water may be contaminated by fuel and other hazardous materials spills
resulting damage to vulnerable fauna and flora.
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Alternative Routes

There is a theoretically available route from the Torugart Customs post to the northeast,
detouring around the At-Bashi mountain ridge to At-Bashi town, which is about 3 times longer
than the section proposed for rehabilitation shown in (see solid red line in Figure 3.5). This
route was considered early in the planning phase of the Bishkek-Torugart road, but was rejected
as it will not contribute to the economic and social development of the communities in the
existing road corridor. This alternative route would have effectively abandoned the existing road
linking the town of At-Bashi and villages to the southwest, which would then not benefit from
economic development related to trade and transport growth along the new road.

Figure 3.5: Alternative Alignments

The alternative alignment is actually a non-engineered track which is in very poor condition and
is reported to be passable only by 4-wheel drive vehicles. It would require much larger volume
of cut and fill than using the existing alignment, and would entail much higher construction and
maintenance costs to be made into a Class II road. This alternative would occupy a greater part
of the catchment area of Chatyr Kul, thus increasing the potential pollutant load entering the
lake basin from vehicle emissions and contaminated runoff. Hence, it is not attractive on
economic, environmental, financial, or social bases.
There are 2 other theoretically possible routes within the Chatyr Kul watershed (dashed red
lines shown in Figure 3.5). Routing around the north side of Chatyr-Kul from the Torugart
Customs post along the south flank of the At Bashi ridge to the Tuz-bel pass is theoretically
possible as there is sufficient space for the alignment between the protected area and the ridge.
However, this route crosses the argali sheep habitat and would impinge on the Chatyr Kul
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protected area. The other possible route is along a track which crosses the At-Bashi ridge from
the north side of Chatyr Kul to the existing road northeast of the Checkpoint at Km 478. This
route is marked on Soviet-era maps as a secondary road, but it is not considered a viable
alternative as it would traverse part of the Chatyr Kul protected area. These routes are not
economically, environmentally, and financially viable options.
3.6.3

Alternative Transport Modes

Air Transport. The KR has 11 operational airfields, of which 3 are designated as international
airports, and 8 are designated as domestic. International airports are located at Bishkek
(Manas), Issyk Kul (Tamchy), and Osh. Domestic airports are located at Batken, Isfana,
Jalalabad, Kara Kul, Kazarman, Kerben, Naryn, and Talas. The airport at Naryn would be the
directly analogous option to the proposed project for air passenger and freight services.
Commercial air freight services are generally limited to small volume, high-value, and timesensitive cargoes. The cargoes transported on the existing Bishkek-Torugart road are generally
high volume, low to medium-value, and non time-sensitive. Air freight services would have to
be expanded along with cost reductions in order to be competitive with road or other surface
transport modes. Air travel is not an obvious option to the proposed project, as it does not
deliver the transport and trade services in the At-Bashi valley, which are key to the overall
Bishkek-Torugart road rehabilitation program.
Rail Transport. The governments of the KR, the Peoples Republic of China (PRC), and
Uzbekistan have been discussing and studying a regional rail line since 1997. A feasibility
study for a rail line linking Uzbekistan and the PRC via the KR has been conducted with support
from the European Union TACIS program. The study considered growth in freight traffic based
on possible future trade scenarios, and rail construction cost assumptions consistent with recent
experience in the PRC and Uzbekistan. The rail line could be justifiable with a freight volume of
10 to 15 million tons per year, which is several times higher than the predicted freight traffic on
the Bishkek-Torugart road.
As of September 2010, the 3 countries had agreed in principal to proceed with the rail line,
although technical specifications (rail gauge) have to be agreed on. The proposed financing
arrangement is a “resources exchange for investment” with the PRC providing construction
funds to be repaid by mineral resources. PRC-based firms would be granted development
licenses for the "Terekkan" and "Perevalnoe" gold prospects in the Jalal-Abad region); the
"Chechekty" aluminum prospects at the Sandyk area in the Naryn region; and the "Dangy" iron
ore prospects in the "Jetim too" area, also in the Naryn region.
Given the nature of this financing arrangement, a rail line is clearly not a straightforward
alternative to the proposed road Project. It could be an independent and complementary
transport system, and in the future could provide a viable alternative to widening the road
depending on transport growth. The economic benefits would arguably be much greater than
the proposed road Project, and railways are considered to be environmentally friendly compared
to roads based on relative fuel efficiency per passenger-kilometer or ton-kilometer. However, a
rail line would have a much greater environmental “footprint” during construction due to large
volumes of waste generated during tunnel construction. A rail line could also have much
greater potential cumulative and induced impacts, as the proposed rail line would facilitate
access to other mineral resources, including several coal deposits which have been identified in
the Jalalabad, Naryn, and Torugart pass region (see further discussion of cumulative and
induced impacts in Section 5). More importantly, unless the route were approximately parallel
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to the existing road, a rail line would not serve the social and economic development needs of
the local communities.
3.6.4

Abandonment of the Naryn-Torugart Corridor

Considering the narrow context of potential negative ecological impacts, elimination of transport
activities is the only “guaranteed” alternative to prevent negative transport-related impacts to the
Chatyr Kul area. This alternative would require abandoning the existing road completely, which
would eliminate cross border trade on the Naryn-Kashi corridor. This alternative would be an
academic option to demonstrate compliance with the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (2009),
Appendix 1, paragraph 27, provision for no net loss of biodiversity (discussed in Section 2).
However, such an action is at odds with economic development plans for the KR. This would
result in only 1 border crossing with the PRC (at Irkeshtam), and would effectively eliminate
future trade-related economic growth in the Naryn-Torugart area. Given the government’s
development plans, which include expansion of cross-border trade, this is not considered to be
a realistic alternative.
3.6.5

Construction of New Alignment Parallel to Existing Road

Above Grade Road. It is theoretically possible to construct a new road on new alignment
roughly parallel to the existing road, but farther away from the Chatyr Kul protected area. This
would be considerably more expensive than the proposed rehabilitation-in-place alternative, as
it would require much more earthwork and import of construction material. The existing road
could be modified in some areas for catchment of potentially contaminated runoff. The high
cost of this option is not justified based on current level of traffic. Any environmental
improvements would be negligible, and anticipated mitigation requirements would not be
appreciably different from the proposed Project.
Reconstruction of Road Below Grade (Depression). Although this method can effectively
reduce noise and would theoretically prevent spilled contaminants from entering into the lake,
control of numerous numbers of surface water and groundwater streams crossing the road will
be difficult, in addition to the higher cost and longer construction period. This design approach
could also require excavation and considerable disturbance of permafrost. This method is not
recommended based on engineering, maintenance, and environmental considerations.
Tunnelling. This is a theoretically perfect method to avoid any impact to the Chatyr Kul
ecosystem. In the developed countries, this is very practical method to avoid impacts to not only
natural environment but also human settlements. However, the cost can be more than
$10,000,000/km and is not considered to be feasible.
3.6.6

The Preferred Alternative: Rehabilitation of Existing Road At Grade

Rehabilitation of the existing road at grade is considered to be the most feasible method with
respect to minimizing construction impacts and costs, delivering economic benefits, and
minimizing potential negative environmental impacts. Potential environmental impacts can be
mitigated by provision of spill control countermeasures, enforcement of speed limits, installation
of new warning signs, and other measures (discussed in more detail in sections 5 and 7).
Figure 3.6 illustrates the current poor condition of the road in the project area.
The present route has been used for many years although it is in proximity to the Chatyr Kul
protected area. Impacts to the Chatyr Kul ecosystem can be minimized with proper mitigation
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measures. The estimated cost is also minimal compared to construction of new alternative
routes as discussed above.

Figure 3.6: Existing Road Near Km 525 (21 September 2010)
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

The project area is in the south-central portion of Naryn Province, as shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3. Selected photographs from site reconnaissance are presented in Appendix 1.
4.1

Geography, Geology, and Soils

The KR is mountainous and contains some of the highest parts of the Tien Shan and Pamir Alay
Ranges. The mountains form a natural geographic boundary between central Asia and the
PRC. The severe topography of much of the country is a major factor in its settlement patterns
and development, with the project area being sparsely populated. The project area has
naturally high erosion rates. Landslides, rock falls, and avalanches are common. The Bishkek –
Torugart road corridor lies entirely within the mountain systems of the North and Internal Tien
Shan.
The major orographic features of the project area are:
•

At-Bashi Ridge (item number 38 in Figure 4.1) is located in the south part of the
Internal Tien-Shan. Its length is about 140 km and width – up to 30 km. Its average
altitude is 4300 m. For about 100 km the Bishkek – Torugart Road runs parallel to the
ridge and traverses it at its west end.

•

Torugart Too (No 78 in Figure 4.1) is a ridge in the Internal Tien-Shan which serves a
border between Kyrgyzstan and China. The length of the ridge is 64 km and width of
up to 20 km.

•

Arpa Valley (No 35 in Figure 4.1) is a high-altitude valley located in south-west part of
the Internal Tien-Shan (Naryn oblast). On south-west it borders with Fergana ridge,
south – Torugart ridge, east – At-Bashi ridge and north and north-east – Ortok-Too and
Jaman-Too ridges. The length of the valley is 60 km, width 32 km, altitudes 2700 –
3600 m above s.l.

•

Chatyr Kul Valley (No 51 in Figure 4.1) is a high altitude depression located between
ridges Torugart Too and At-Bashi. The length of the valley is 48 km and width of up to
18 km. Chatyr-Kul Lake occupies part of the valley.

4.1.1

Seismology

The region is seismically active. Earthquakes with magnitudes of 6 to 7 on the Richter scale are
not unusual and there are records of catastrophic earthquakes in the recent past. The most
severe earthquakes in the area occurred in Kemin (1911, M=8.2), Chilik (1889, M=8.4), Vernyi
(1887, M=7.3), and more recently at Suusamyr (1992, M=7.3), Kyrgyzstan – Xinjiang Border
(2002, M=5.5), and Southern Xinjiang (2003, M=6.4). However, the project area proper has
little historical seismic activity. MOTC design guidelines do not include special earthquake
resistance criteria.
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Figure 4.1: Major Orographic Features of the Project Area

Source: Atlas of Kyrgyz SSR (Central Directorate for Geodesy and Cartography at the Council of Ministers of the
USSR, 1987.
Note: see text for explanation of symbols.

4.1.2

Soils and Permafrost

Complex orographic relief and interrelation of numerous natural factors determine the
occurrence in Kyrgyzstan of the numerous types of soils; some of them are unique. Soils
occupy about 80% of the country’s area. The most common are two groups: mountain valley
soils and mountain soils. The extensive studies of the soil cover in the KR have culminated in
preparing the Map of Soils of the KR that presents 51 soil types and sub-types. References to
soil types described below are those provided by the Atlas of Kyrgyz SSR (Central Directorate
for Geodesy and Cartography at the Council of Ministers of the USSR, 1987) based on the
above Map.
Soils. Soils in the project area are mainly classified as mountainous-valley chestnut, highaltitude dry-type playa, high-altitude mountainous steppe, and high-altitude tundra peat
polygonal soils. In Arpa Valley (km 478 – km 501) soils are mountainous-valley chestnut soils
and high-altitude dry-type playa. High-altitude dry-type playa is also located in the western part
of the Chatyr-Kul depression, whereas high-altitude mountainous steppe soils dominate the
eastern part of the depression. High-altitude tundra peat polygonal soils are typical for areas
around Torugart Pass. The major characteristics of the soils in the project area are as follows.
Mountainous-valley chestnut soil (KвГ in Figure 4.2) is being formed under conditions of sharply
continental climate under sheep fescue including wheatgrass, feather grass, and different
species of wormwood.
High-altitude dry-type playa (вТвп in Figure 4.2) is being formed in cold and extremely arid
climate on loam soils and sabulous clays under saltwort, wormwood and other xerophytes.
Among morphologic peculiarities of soil are fractured, light pale, pressed, fine-porous crusted
layer covered on surface with grayish and white deposit of salt. Soil contains 1-2% of humus
with a maximum at the depth of 5-20 cm, and 0.2-0.3% of total nitrogen. Soils are highly
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carbonaceous on surface with 8-12% of CO2 carbonates. The pH variation is within 8 - 8.8. Soil
is very low in cation exchange capacity: 5-9 MEQ/100 g of soil.
Figure 4.2: Soils in the Project Area

Source: Atlas of Kyrgyz SSR (Central Directorate for Geodesy and Cartography at the Council of Ministers of the
USSR, 1987.
Note: see text for explanation of symbols.

High-altitude mountainous steppe soil (вК in Figure 4.2) is being formed under conditions of
huge temperature swings and a result of permafrost in sheep-fescue and sheep fescue –
ptilagrostis steppe. Morphology of soils is characterized by clear turfness of topsoil, gray with
reddish tone color lumpy structure, and fractures. High-altitude tundra peat polygonal soil
occurs as isolated areas at the altitudes of 3700-4000 m. It is being developed under cushions
of Dryadanthe that together with moss form polygons.
Permafrost. Permafrost is defined as a layer of soil with permanently negative temperature
and not subject of seasonal thawing for at least 2 years. The thickness of permafrost layer can
range from several meters to several hundred meters. The soil above the permafrost (known as
active layer) thaws and freezes seasonally. Severe climatic conditions of high altitude areas
cause forming permafrost not only in mountains but also within elevated valleys. The Map of
Engineering and Geocryological Zoning of KR distinguishes the following geocryological belts:
• Belt A: island distribution of permafrost;
• Belt B: discontinuous distribution of permafrost
• Belt C: continuous distribution of permafrost.
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For the Internal Tien-Shan these belts are commonly associated with the following altitude
ranges: Belt A (3000-3300 m), Belt B (3300 -4100 m), and Belt C (4100 m and higher). Soils in
the project area, which topographically fall into Belts B and C, are dominated by alluvial deposits
formed by erosion of the high mountains. The distribution of soils in mountainous areas fulfills
the vertical zoning rule, i.e. soils change more or less systematically with the altitude. It can be
explained by substantial dependence of the climatic conditions at which soils are being formed
of the orographic relief. In the Chatyr Kul area, alluvial fans are common, as well as intermittent
stream channel and flood deposits. Soil porosity and permeability are highly variable.
4.2

Climatic and Meteorological Conditions

The maximum monthly temperature at Chatyr Kul is less than 10℃ in July, while the minimum
reaches to -20℃ in January. Only from May to September, is the monthly average temperature
higher than 0 ℃ (see Figure 4.3). Total yearly rainfall is less than 300mm and the maximum
observed snow thickness is 400 mm in March (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5). Only the season from
July to September is the seasons when no snow lays. The wind blows mostly from the southwest with a wind speed of 2 – 4 m/s as a monthly average (see Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.3: Monthly Temperatures

Note: Month 1 = January
Source: JOC draft EIA report, December 2009

Figure 4.4: Monthly Rainfall

Note: Month 1 = January
Source: JOC draft EIA report, December 2009
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Figure 4.5: Monthly Snowfall

Note: Month 1 = January
Source: JOC draft EIA report, December 2009

Figure 4.6: Monthly Wind Speed

Note: Month 1 = January
Source: JOC draft EIA report, December 2009

Air Quality and Noise
Air pollution levels in KR are a concern mainly in urban areas. In Bishkek, 90% of all emissions
are related to road transport. The air quality at locations away from the towns is expected to be
much better. Ambient air quality regulatory responsibility and monitoring of air quality in KR
rests with the Kyrgyz Hydromet (KHM) under MOES. Air quality monitoring stations are largely
located in populated areas close to sources of pollution: Bishkek, Osh, Tokmak, Kara-Balta, and
Cholpon-Ata. Pollution control [impact] monitoring for atmospheric pollution is carried out by the
Department of Ecological Monitoring under SAEPF.
There are no large sources of industrial pollution in the project area, resulting in air quality that
is generally good, but is affected by dust generated by vehicles. The closest ambient air quality
monitoring stations are located quite far from the Project Area - in Tokmok (Chuy Valley) and
Cholpon – Ata (Issyk-Kul Lake). There are no air quality monitoring stations located in Naryn.
Neither the KHM office in Naryn, nor the KJSPO (also located in Naryn), have any air monitoring
equipment.
Noise is not a major issue, as there are no permanent residents in the project area. Modeling
conducted by the JOC team in 2009 indicates that noise drops rapidly with distance from the
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road: at a distance of 500 meters from the road, noise is predicted to drop to less than 60 dB(a)
which is the recommended nighttime limit for residential areas (see Table 2.4).
4.3

Water Resources

The project area is characterized by intermittent streams, small lakes and ponds, and the Chatyr
Kul Lake, which is discussed in more detail below. The socio-economic survey of the area
indicates that most people in the project area use groundwater from springs or wells. Residents
report water quality as good-to-poor, and it can be consumed without boiling.
4.4

Biological Resources

The project area is classified largely as steppe and meadow. Fescue grass steppe (Festuca
kryloviana, 10b in Figure 4.7) and sedge meadow (Kobresia capilliformis, 15a) are characteristic
of the project section located in Arpa Valley and western part of Chatyr-Kul Valley. Barley
steppe (Hordeum turkestanikum, 10e) covers the middle part of Chatyr-Kul Valley, and Festuca
olgae steppe cover the eastern part of the Chatyr-Kul. Chatyr-Kul is discussed further below.
Figure 4.7: Flora in the Project Area

Source: Atlas of Kyrgyz SSR (Central Directorate for Geodesy and Cartography at the Council of Ministers of the
USSR, 1987.
Note: see text for explanation of symbols.
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Critical Habitat: The Chatyr Kul Area of the Karatal Japyryk State Nature
Reserve

The Chatyr Kul wildlife refuge was established in 1971 covering 190 km2 and was classified as
IUCN Category IV (Habitat and species management area). Later, it became a part of Issyk-Kul
State Nature Reserve. Karatal-Japyryk State Nature Reserve was established on March 1, 1994
with the purpose of conservation of unique natural complexes, rare and endangered flora and
fauna of the Central Tien-Shan. On May 5, 1998 Chatyr-Kul Area was transferred from the
Issyk-Kul State Nature Reserve to Karatal-Japyryk State Nature Reserve. In November 2003,
the lake was excluded from the list of specially protected territories and gained the status of
state fishery; however, this Decree was annulled in 2005. Decree of the Government No.310 of
July 25, 2005 made provisions to designate Chatyr-Kul Lake for inclusion in the Ramsar List
and in November 2005, it was formally registered as a Ramsar Convention Site for the following
key reasons:
It is one of the few habitats for Pamir Brown-headed Gulls, a
breeding area for Bar-headed geese, and crucial for nine
species of moulting ducks, especially Tadorna ferruginea,
representing about 40% of the global population. A significant
population of IUCN Redlisted Argali Sheep (Ovis ammon) is
also found grazing at the plateau. The absence of ichthyofauna,
high transparency and shallowness of the lake support luxuriant
growth of submerged macrophytes like Potamogeton and high
population of rare invertebrates like Gammarus krevetki
The protected area includes a 2 km boundary on land from the shoreline, comprising a 1 km
wide prohibited area with an additional 1 km wide buffer zone. There are a few guards to
prevent anyone entering this prohibited zone. Figure 4.8 presents the Chatyr Kul protected area
highlighting habitat of key fauna. The existing road alignment is well outside of the protected
area and is outside of the key habitats. Figure 4.8 shows clearly that the maximum potential
impact of the Project can be expected to occur along the south side of Chatyr Kul during the
avian breeding season from April to June.
4.5.1

Water and Soil Characteristics of Chatyr Kul

Chatyr Kul is the second largest endorheic (non-outflow) mountain lakes in the Kyrgyz Republic
(after Issyk Kul). This slightly salty lake lies at an altitude of 3530 m between the At-Bashi and
Kakshalto ridges near the border with China. The At-Bashi ridge has peak elevation of
approximately 4700 meters above sea level, and the Kakshalto ridge has peak elevation of
almost 5500 meters above sea level. The lake area is 175 km2 and the catchment area is about
1050 km2. The maximum length is 23 km, width 10 km, and maximum depth is 16.5 m; the
average depth is 3.8 m.
The main permanent inflow is from the Ak-Say River to the northeast (north of the Torugart
Customs post). There are 3 minor inflows: the Muz-Ter, Tue-Bel, and Tash-Bulak Rivers.
There are about 50 culverts crossing the road to let surface water flow towards the lake from the
mountain to the south of the road. Also there are many groundwater flows into the lake with
some observed as surface springs. Springs are observed mainly between the Kosh Kul lake
and the Torugart customs post; there is road access to the “narzan” springs. Flood conditions
can occur around the lake due to snow thawing in warmer months.
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Figure 4.8: Chatyr Kul Protected Area Showing Key Habitats
Argali Sheep (Red Data
Book Species) summer
habitat (in winter goes east)

Area with most of
migrating
birds
hatch and breed
from April to June

Small lake close
to the road (Kosh Kul)
1

Source: JOC draft EIA report, December 2009.

The climate is continental modified by altitude. The lake is covered by ice from September to
June, and the thickness of the ice is up to 1.5 m, which means that a considerable volume of the
water in the lake is frozen for 9-10 months of the year.
The lake area is decreasing, but change of shoreline is not regular. For example, small gulfs
have appeared in the south-western part of the lake. This topographic expression is believed to
be occurring because of continuous evaporation of water from the lake and thawing of
permafrost.
Dissolved Oxygen (DO) levels in the Chatyr-Kul Lake are around 40-60% of saturation values
during the summer and the pH is slightly alkaline (5.8 – 6.0). Water transparency is high, with
submerged plants growing down to a depth of at least 3 m. The lake has a comparatively low
degree of mineralization, with about 0.5-1.0 grams per liter (chloride, hydrocarbonate, sodium
and magnesium type of mineralization). The water color is yellowish-green. Chemistry of
sediment is magnesium carbonate and calcium carbonate, clay, and ferruginous clay. Water
analyses by the Institute of Biology of the National Academy of Sciences are presented in Table
4.1. Lake bathymetry and location of sampling stations are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Table 4.1: Analyses of the Institute of Biology of the National Academy of Sciences
Dissolved Oxygen
(mL/L)a
Date: 31 August 1977
1
4.5
3.56
2
0.0
3.14
3
10.5
2.84
4
0.0
4.06
5
0.0
3.21
6
0.0
3.06
7
15.5
2.97
8
0.0
4.16
Date: 24 April 1978
1
0.0
4.02
2
7.5
2.56
3
1.5
1.70
Station

Depth

Oxygen %
Saturation

Water
Temperature

50.97
45.55
39.74
57.65
45.33
42.74
41.22
58.58

13.2
13.8
12.1
12.8
12.5
12.0
11.7
12.4

42.55
28.98
17.84

0.5
3.0
0.25

Air
Temperature

pH

0.5
0.5
0.5

7.58
7.58
7.42

Source: [V.M. Bukin, R.A. Dosaev. Some Issues of Geomorphologic and Hydrogeologic Study of Chatyr-Kul Lake.
In: Physical and Geographical Studies of Issyk-Kul Lake and its Shore. Academy of Sciences of Kyrgyz SSR. TienShan Physical and Geographical Station, Ilim, 1988.
a
Note: 1 milliliter (mL) oxygen = 1.43 milligram (mg) oxygen [1 mole = 22.4 L oxygen = 32 grams oxygen]

Figure 4.9: Chatyr Kul Water Analysis Sampling Locations

Source: V.M. Bukin, R.A. Dosaev. Some Issues of Geomorphologic and Hydrogeologic Study of Chatyr-Kul Lake. In:
Physical and Geographical Studies of Issyk-Kul Lake and its Shore. Academy of Sciences of Kyrgyz SSR. Tien-Shan
Physical and Geographical Station, Ilim, 1988.
Note: bathymetric contours show depth in meters; other numbers denote sampling locations listed in Table 4.1
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Ionic composition of Chatyr-Kul Lake depends on a variety of processes occurring in the lake
and its basin. The lake’s ionic composition is being formed during spring and summer flood
flows, when the lake receives most of water and salts including low-salt snow melt and glacier
water from mountains, and hydrocarbonate calcium water largely from shoreland.
Scientific research carried out by Institute of Limnology in the 1970s allowed to make a
hydrologic zoning of the Chatyr-Kul Lake area. Figure 4.10 shows the major zones that
contribute to the ionic composition of the lake. They can be classified as follows:
Upper-belt of mountain zone. The zone occupying valley heads, stream and river’s outlets is
distinguished by very homogeneous composition of low-salt hydrocarbonate calcium water (0.12
– 0.15 g/l, 90 % equivalent HCO3-, and 80% equivalent Ca2+).
Lower-belt of mountain zone. The zone is located in the lower belt of mountains. The
mineralization of water increases to 0.15 – 0.35 g/l, and composition changes. The
concentration of HCO3- ions decreases to 70% equivalent, and Ca2+ to 50% equivalent, and
ions of Mg2+ and SO42- with concentrations of correspondingly 30% equivalent and 50%
equivalent emerge with fracture groundwater, and water of proluvial – deluvial fragmental rock.
Foothill zone. There is practically no surface water in this zone. This is an area of submersion
and transit of infrabed water and dry riverbeds which fill with water only during snowmelt.
Inshore zone. This is a belt of groundwater decrement and shallow underflows. The width of
this belt is 0.5 – 1 km at the north side of the lake, and up to 8 km – at the west and south sides.
Composition of inshore belt is completely different from the one of other belts. It can be
characterized as zone of high mineralization (sometimes up to 5.8 g/l).
Inshore zone can be one of the reasons of low salt content in Chatyr-Kul Lake as in case of
some other lakes in Central Asia (Balkhash in Kazakhstan, or Kara-Kul in Tajikistan). Saline
areas have being formed on shore areas to capture salts by “shore barrier”, and as a result of
deflation salts being removed from the lake area.
Azonal spot. This is an area, approximately 1 by 2 km of young tectonic faults and outcrop of
acidulous water from calm and bubble springs (also known as “Narzan swamp” or Chatyr-Kul
Deposit of Carbonic Acid Mineral Water).
Table 4.2 and concentration contours in Figure 4.10 show the ionic composition of the ChatyrKul Lake. As can be seen from these data the flow of Kek-Aygyr river influences south – east
part of the lake where mineralization is comparatively low, and mineralization is more “lake type”
in the north-west part.
The origin of the Kosh-Kul is caused largely by thermokarst. It captures the flow from Torugart
Range, and its mineralization and composition is largely depended on the characteristics of the
flows, and springs (Narzan swamp) located to the east.
The system Chatyr-Kul Lake – Narzan swamp – Kosh-Kul is under the condition of unsteady
balance and transforms with the time. An illustration of this fact is alteration of the total
mineralization of the Kosh-Kul from 0.14 to 0.23 g/l during 1971 - 1976. Increase in
mineralization was also observed for the smaller channels (“girt’) between Chatyr-Kul and KoshKul lakes. These channels are rather of lake than river type. The surface water flow is weak,
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and can be observed in vicinity of “narzan swamp” only. While approaching to Chatyr-Kul Lake
the flow becomes even weaker, and reverses during wind pile-up.

Figure 4.10: Hydrological Zoning of Chatyr-Kul Lake

Legend: 1 – Low-salt hydrocabonate - calcium water (0.12 – 0.15 g/l) of upper belt mountains; 2 –
hydrocabonate - calcium water (0.16 – 0.35 g/l) of low belt mountains; 3 - foothill belt – area of
submersion and transit of infrabed water; 4 – high-salt water (up to 6 g/l) of inshore belt; 5 – azonal area
– tectonic deformations and discharge of acidulous water; 6 – contour lines of total mineralization of lake
water; 7 – sampling points .
Source: Climatology, hydrology, and hydrophysics of lakes of Internal Tien-Shan. Trends of natural
development, Collected works, Institute of Limnology of Academy of Science of USSR, Nauka, 1981.
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Table 4.2: Ionic Composition of Chatyr-Kul Lake (g/l)
Point in
Mg2+
Na+
K+
HCO3SO42ClSum of ions
Figure
Ca2+
4.10
1
0.0200
0.0600
0.2600
0.0200
0.3600
0.0800
0.3500
1.1500
2
0.0200
0.0600
0.2500
0.0200
0.3600
0.0700
0.3400
1.1200
3
0.0200
0.0500
0.2400
0.0200
0.3600
0.0600
0.3200
1.0700
4
0.0200
0.0500
0.2300
0.0200
0.3700
0.0600
0.3100
1.0600
5
0.0200
0.0370
0.1630
0.0152
0.2260
0.0890
0.2130
0.7632
6
0.0162
0.0322
0.1430
0.0094
0.1590
0.0912
0.1910
0.6420
7
0.0158
0.0334
0.1440
0.0109
0.2380
0.0298
0.1960
0.6679
8
0.0200
0.0600
0.2800
0.0200
0.4200
0.0900
0.3800
1.2700
9
0.0205
0.0131
0.0582
0.0030
0.1220
0.0216
0.0808
0.3192
10
0.0181
0.0178
0.0849
0.0062
0.1650
0.0207
0.117
0.4297
11
0.0179
0.0091
0.0448
0.0031
0.0915
0.0144
0.0631
0.2439
Source: Adapted from: Climatology, hydrology, and hydrophysics of lakes of Internal Tien-Shan. Trends
of natural development, Collected works, Institute of Limnology of Academy of Science of USSR, Nauka,
1981.

Limitations of Water Quality Data. As discussed above, the water chemistry of Chatyr Kul is
complex and dynamic. There has been little or no research conducted on the lake in the postSoviet era. The KHM office in Naryn and the KJSPO do not have any water monitoring or
laboratory equipment. According to officers at the KJSPO, there have been no systematic water
quality analyses done since the early 1990s. There has been no recent water sampling and
analyses for possible pollutants originating from the existing road (e.g., petroleum
hydrocarbons, suspended solids, organic carbon, and heavy metals).
The sensitivity of various species to different types of pollutant loads has not been quantified.
Different species exhibit different dose-response behavior, e.g., sheep may have a higher
tolerance for heavy metal contamination than birds. Extensive research would be required to
determine critical pollutant concentrations for the various species in the ecosystem. Based on
extensive research conducted on road networks in North America, these data limitations may be
the norm rather than the exception [see Richard Forman, et al. 2003. Road Ecology: Science
and Solutions. Island Press (www.islandpress.com)].
Although this information deficit precludes detailed quantification of potential impacts on the
various sensitive species in the lake, the Project is being designed to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate potential impacts. A common-sense approach will include engineered drainage
controls which will minimize potentially contaminated runoff water from entering the lake
ecosystem. Mitigation measures are identified and discussed in Section 5. New baseline data
collection and regular monitoring will be conducted prior to commencement of construction, as
part of the environmental management program (EMP), discussed in Section 7 (however, as
discussed in Sections 5 and 7, the recommended mitigation measures are not expected to be
modified substantially based on the updated baseline information).
4.5.2

Fauna

The absence of fish in the lake and the unique climatic conditions also supports biological
diversity of rare plankton and amphibians. Kyrgyz experts have recommended that additional
field survey work should be conducted to more fully characterize the aquatic ecosystem (see
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further discussion in Sections 5 and 7). Regular monitoring and counting surveys are performed
by KJSPO. Experts from KJSPO have noted that populations of key fauna are variable from
year to year with a steady long-term trend.
Argali Sheep
An estimated total of 400-500 IUCN Red listed Argali Sheep (Ovis ammon) are observed at the
northern shore of Chatyr Kul in the summer time. They spend their winter east of and far away
from Chatyr Kul. Environmental impacts to the Argali Sheep during construction/operation in
the future may not be so serious since their predominant habitat area is to north of the lake.
Marmots, rabbits, mice, wolves and other small animals are found all over the area.
Avian Fauna
More than 130 species of birds have been observed, of which some take temporary rest during
migration while others breed there staying a longer time. According to the research report
(Ostashenko et al 2005), monitoring of birds in Song-Kul and Chatyr Kul has been made from
the beginning of the1950’s and a total of 52 species of water birds, hatching and breeding in
Chatyr Kul, were listed as below together with categorization by International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN).
As shown in Table 4.3, none is classified as a threatened species by IUCN, although a few are
categorized as “Near Threatened “species. However in the Kyrgyz Republic, it is noted that (1)
Larus Ichthyaetus (Pallas's Gull) and (2) Anser Indicus (Bar-headed Goose) are classified as
rare/number decreasing birds to protect. Based on the monitoring results, the number of Pallas's
Gull is slightly increasing from less than 10 in 2003 to 15 in 2008. As for Bar-headed Goose, this
number also increased from 316 in 2004 to 467 in 2008.
All of the water birds come in late April to May, hatch and breed until June. They leave Chatyr
Kul in October. Therefore, April to June is identified as the most sensitive time for water birds.
The location of nesting is indicated in Figure 4.8. The birds while breeding on land are always at
the risk being disturbed by sheep or eaten by shepherds of nomads.
Table 4.3: Water-Birds breeding in Chatyr-Kul
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Academic Name
Tachybaptus ruficollis
Podiceps nigricollis
Podiceps auritus
Podiceps cristatus
Ardea cinerea
Anser anser
Anser indicus
Tadorna ferruginea
Tadorna tadorna
Anas platyrhynchos
Anas crecca
Anas strepera
Anas Penelope
Anas acuta
Anas querquedula
Anas clypeata
Aythya ferina
Aythya nyroca
Aythya fuligula

English Name
Little Grebe
Black-necked Grebe
Horned Grebe
Great Crested Grebe
Grey Heron
Greylag Goose
Bar-headed Goose
Ruddy Shelduck
Tadorna tadorna
Mallard
Common Teal
Gadwall
Eurasian Wigeon
Northern Pintail
Garganey
Northern Shoveler
Common Pochard
Ferruginous Duck
Tufted Duck

Number (2004)
150
>150
>150
<10
<10
70-100
316
5-10 000
<10
>500
>2000
>250
>200
>5000
>2000
>300
<100
>200
>250

IUCN Red List
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Near Threatened
Least Concern
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20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

Academic Name
Mergus merganser
Bucephala clangula
Fulica atra
Circus aeruginosus
Pluvialis squatarola
Charadrius dubius
Charadrius alexandrinus
Charadrius mongolus
Vanellus vanellus
Himantopus himantopus
Recurvirostra avosetta
Tringa ochropus
Tringa glareola
Tringa nebularia
Tringa totanus
Tringa erythropus
Actitis hypoleucos
Xenus cinereus
Arenaria interpres
Philomachus pugnax
Calidris minuta
Calidris temminckii
Calidris ferruginea
Calidris alpine
Calidris alba
Gallinago gallinago
Numenius arquata
Numenius phaeopus
Limosa limosa
Larus cachinnans
Larus ichthyaetus
Larus ridibundus
Sterna hirundo

4.5.3
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English Name
Common Merganser
Common Goldeneye
Common Coot
Western Marsh-harrier
Grey Plover
Little Ringed Plover
Kentish Plover
Lesser Sand Plover
Northern Lapwing
Black-winged Stilt
Pied Avocet
Green Sandpiper
Wood Sandpiper
Common Greenshank
Common Redshank
Spotted Redshank
Common Sandpiper
Terek Sandpiper
Ruddy Turnstone
Ruff
Little Stint
Temminck's Stint
Curlew Sandpiper
Dunlin
Sanderling
Common Snipe
Eurasian Curlew
Whimbrel
Black-tailed Godwit
Larus cachinnans
Pallas's Gull
Black-headed Gull
Common Tern

Number (2004)
<5
Not regular
>250
1-2
>10
>10
<10
>500
<10
>50
Not regular
<10
<10
<10
>20
<10
>10
>10
>10
>50
<10
>10
>10
<10
Not regular
<10
<10
1-3
<10
<10
<10
20-40
<10

IUCN Red List
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Near Threatened
Least Concern
Near Threatened
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern

Flora

The genus of Potamogeton (submerged pond weed), generally observed in shallow water
swamp, are reported as rapidly disappearing due to backfilling of wet land all over the world. In
Chatyr Kul, they are found at the water logged area to the south of Chatyr Kul Lake and
especially near the Kosh-Kul, a small pond located between Chatyr Kul Lake and the project
road near Km 520.
Zooplankton of Chatyr-Kul Lake is typical of high altitude lakes with low temperature regime:
relatively low zooplankton diversity and prevalence of wide-spread species. Two studies of
Chatyr-Kul’s zooplankton found that the lake is inhabited by 34 species of the following groups:
rotifers, copepods, and cladocera. [Source: Kustareva, L.A, Ivanova, L.M. Zooplankton of
Chatyr-Kul Lake. In: “Icthiological and Hydrobiological Research in Kyrgyzstan”. Academy of
Sciences of Kyrgyz SSR: Institute of Biology. Ilim. Frunze, 1979.]
Rotifers
Pediastrum borianum
Gomphonema sp.
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Ceratium hirundinella O.F. Mull.
Synchaeta pectinata Ehrbg.
Testudinella patina O.F.Mull.
Brachionus urceolaris O.F.Mull.
B. quadridentata brevispina Ehrbg.
Keratella quadrata typica Ehrbg.
Keratella quadrata brevispina
Keratella quadrata testudo Ehrbg.
Keratella quadrata valga Ehrbg.
Notholca striata Ehrbg.
N. labis Gosse
N.acuminata Ehrbg.
Euchlanis sp.
Cephalodella sp.
Lecane sp.
Cladocera
Daphnia longispina O.F.Mull
Daphnia longispina caudate Sars
Daphnia longispina Hyalina (Leydig)
D. pulex (De Geer)
Alona guttata Sars
A. rectangular rectangular Sars
A. welterni Keilchack
Chydorus sphaericus O.F. Mull.
Macrothrix hirsuticornis Norm. et Brady
Copepods
Hemidiaptomus ignatovi Sars
Arctodiaptomus bacillifer Koelb.
A. glacialis Lill.
Paracyclops fimbriatus (Fish.) typ.
Cyclops strenuous Fisch.
Acanthocyclops viridis Jur.
A. vernalis (Fisch.) typ.
Abundance and biomass. Abundance and biomass of zooplankton is determined by rotifers,
copepods, and cladocera. Rotifers dominate by abundance, and copepods and cladocera by
biomass. Using zooplankton biomass as an indicator, Chatyr-Kul can be classified as a
mesotrophic lake. The amount of organisms per cubic meter decreases with depth. Keratella
quadrata typica is the most abundant rotifer and Arctodiaptomus bacillifer Koelb is the most
abundant copepod.
According to the most recent research (1976) the average amount of rotifers, cladocera, and
copepods totals 80,689, 8,926, and 12,247 per cubic meter, and biomass – 0.06, 2.1, and 2.7
grams per cubic meter correspondingly. The average biomass of the lake is around 4.7 g/m3
which is close to that reported in earlier research.
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Socio-economic Conditions

There are no permanent residents in the Project area: the road is secured by the checkpoint at
Km 478 and the Torugart Customs Post at Km 531. Customs and Border Security personnel
are assigned to the Checkpoints at Km 478 and the Torugart Customs post.
Some nomadic families are allowed to graze livestock around Chatyr Kul from April to October.
A social-economic survey found that these families have a poor quality of life and waiting for the
rehabilitation of the road for improved transportation. The results of survey are summarized in
Appendix 2. These families set up temporary living accommodations about 400 - 500 meters
from the existing road (see photo 5 in Appendix 1), and are not directly impacted by traffic
except when livestock are crossing the road.
Government Infrastructure
The customs facility is located at Km 531 to register vehicles transiting the border with the PRC.
The buildings are old, and the communication system is old and technologically obsolete. There
are plans to install new truck weighing scales in the near future; this is an important step in
monitoring and controlling vehicle loads to be consistent with the road design. There is no
proper drinking water system and sanitary facilities need to be upgraded.
There are 2 road maintenance facilities in the Chatyr Kul area, one located near the Tuz-bel
Pass and one located near the Torugart customs post. These facilities are also old but
functional. There is sufficient space at these facilities to pre-position equipment and materials
to respond to vehicle accidents.
Other Facilities
Some informal facilities (“container houses”) are located near the customs post. These are
privately operated, and provide basic food and lodging services for transiting drivers and
passengers. Tourists are reportedly allowed to stay for 1-2 nights when transiting the border.
Gender
In Kyrgyz Republic, the female unemployment ratio is 53.3% of all citizens, nearly half of which
live in rural area. Female unemployment ratio is constantly increasing. Education level of
woman may slightly higher than man. Comparison of education levels is shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: Comparison of Education Levels
Graduates of secondary school in 2002
Region

Girls %

Total of the Kyrgyz Republic
53.5
Naryn region
54.7
Source: JICA, Kyrgyzstan Country Gender Report, 2004

Boys %

46.5
45.3

HIV/AIDS
In the Kyrgyz Republic there were reportedly 534 people affected by HIV/AIDS in 2004. Most of
them are Injecting Drug Users (IDU) and Sex Workers (SW). Female injecting drug users are
problem since they offer sex services for buying drugs. In the Chatyr Kul area, no report is
available about this issue for the people staying there.
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ANTICIPATED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Expected impacts due to the Project are mainly temporary, minor, and reversible except for
possible fuel spills and air, noise, and wastewater emissions. Potential pollutant sources,
pathways, and sensitive receptors are shown schematically in Figure 5.1. Potential impacts and
mitigation measures are summarized in Table 5.1. Potential impacts are discussed in Sections
5.1 and 5.2. Mitigation measures are discussed in Section 5.3.
As depicted in Figure 5.1, potential pollutants include vehicle emissions, fuel and other
hazardous materials spills, and dissolved fuel and other contaminants in groundwater.
Contaminated runoff water is a also a source of both inorganic and organic pollutants originating
from eroded pavement material, tire rubber, trace quantities of lubricating oil, metal particles
from vehicle brake linings, etc. Runoff water can carry these pollutants in solution as well as in
the form of sludge. Sludge may be a small part of runoff in terms of mass and volume, but
normally contains most of the contaminants. Capturing sludge with engineered drainage
controls is thus a very important consideration in controlling pollutants at the source, and
preventing long-range transport into the sensitive Chatyr Kul ecosystem. Properly designed
drainage will allow the road to remain permeable to normal surface water flow while capturing
most of the pollutants. As discussed in Section 4, detailed knowledge of the various receptors
is not necessary to design effective mitigation measures.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of Pollutant Sources, Pathways, and Receptors
Greenhouse gas emissions
Vehicle emissions:
dust, SPM, NOx, SOx

Road

Surface fuel spill

Lake

Sensitive Habitats in
Chatyr Kul Protected Area
Note: not to scale
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Table 5.1: Potential Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Project Activity

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional
Responsibility

Design Stage
Alignment / routing

Physical impacts of new
alignment

Minimized by using existing
alignment

Baseline ecological
and ambient
monitoring to further
characterize
possible impacts on
Chatyr-Kul protected
area

During road construction
and operations, air and
water quality may be
degraded by vehicle
emissions and
hazardous materials
spills

Vehicles to meet Kyrygz
emissions standards; design
includes run-on / run-off control
components to contain potential
hazardous materials spills

Noise could exceed 70
dB(A) at project site

Equipment to meet national
noise standards; personal
protective gear to be provided to
construction workers

MOTC / PIU

MOTC / Design Institute
Hydromet (KHM) and
Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation Office

Construction Stage
Noise from
construction
equipment
operations and
maintenance
Soil erosion and
wastewater from
work site and
construction camps

BOD and fecal coliform
contamination

Run-on / run-off control including
retention ponds, silt traps, and
other treatment if needed
Construction camps to be
located outside of Chatyr Kul
basin

Construction contractors
will prepare and
implement an
environmental, health, and
safety program including
wastewater and solid
waste control, consistent
with international best
practices.
Supervision consultants to
conduct pollutant source
emissions monitoring,
inspect wastewater and
solid waste controls;
results to be included in
regular reporting to MOTC
/ PIU and ADB.

Wastewater, waste
lubricants, and minor
fuel spills from
construction
equipment
maintenance areas

Petroleum and detergent
contamination

Construction dust
and exhaust gases
from construction
machinery and
vehicles

Increased SPM, NO2,
SO2 levels at
construction sites, and
surrounding areas

Dust control with water sprays.
Contractor’s equipment to meet
national equipment and vehicle
emissions standards

MOTC / PIU to include
appropriate contract
clauses for implementation
of environmental
management plan (EMP),
including performance
incentives and penalties.

Soils and non-hazardous
solid waste

Spoils may be used as base
material for drainage / run-off
control structures

ADB to confirm that bid
documents and contracts
incorporate EMP,
environmental
performance incentives
and disincentives.

Spoils from earth
moving; construction
debris

Spill control berms and retention
ponds in maintenance areas
Equipment staging and
maintenance areas to be located
outside of Chatyr Kul basin
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Table 5.1: Potential Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures (continued)
Project Activity

Potential Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Institutional
Responsibility

Operations and Maintenance Stage
Traffic noise and
vibration

Minimal or no impact

Paving of the road will reduce
noise and vibration

Contaminated runoff water and
possible hazardous
materials spills

Diesel, gasoline, and
other hazardous
materials contamination
of soils, surface water,
and groundwater

Spill prevention, control, and
countermeasures including
improved road safety, drainage,
run-off control, and retention
basins

Improved access to
Chatyr-Kul area

Encroachment and
poaching in protected
area

Upgraded access controls and
increased frequency of patrols by
protected area staff

MOTC
MOTC to include in
design, and Contractors to
build to specification.
MOTC to ensure adequate
maintenance of spill
control systems
Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation Office

BOD = biochemical oxygen demand, dB(A) = decibel acoustic, MOTC = Ministry of Transport and Communications,
NO2 = nitrogen dioxide, NOx = nitrogen oxides, PIU = Project Implementation Unit, SO2 = sulfur dioxide, SPM =
suspended particulate matter.

5.1

Potential Impacts During Design and Construction

As discussed in Section 3, at the design stage, various alternatives were evaluated based on
economic, environmental, financial, and social aspects. The preferred design, rehabilitation in
place, will have some negative impacts during the construction stage when equipment and work
crews are mobilized to the project area.
Major impacts anticipated are noise and vibration from construction equipment; soil erosion and
waste water discharge from work sites and construction camps; wastewater, waste lubricants,
and minor fuel spills from construction staging and maintenance areas; dust from earthwork;
exhaust emissions from construction equipment; and construction spoils and other constructionrelated solid wastes (see Table 5.1).
Up to 220 workers at a time are expected, along with more than 80 pieces of heavy equipment.
Total earthwork is estimated to be 480,000 m3. About 80 truckloads per day of material will be
moved to the site, equivalent to the current traffic flow. Thus, construction vehicles will
effectively double the total traffic volume during construction.
Some earthmoving will be required for construction and drainage improvements, but
alternations to topography will be minimal. No major changes to drainage patterns will occur.
Borrow pits for earthen material and quarries for rocks will be necessary. Borrow pits for
earthen material are not proposed in the Chatyr Kul area. However, the preliminary design
team has identified 4 rock quarry sites in the Chatyr Kul area, each 0.03 hectare in area, at Km
508, Km 524, Km 528, and Km 538.
Soil and water contamination are possible due to sanitary wastes, wastewaters from
construction equipment maintenance, and uncontrolled disposal of construction waste materials.
Soil and water contamination are also possible due to spills of waste oils and fuel from
construction equipment, and similar spills which could occur due to vehicle accidents on the
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road. As the road has a design lifetime of 20+ years, and the construction period is less than 5
years, the potential impacts from fuel spills are much greater in the operations period. Spill
scenarios are discussed further in Section 5.2.2.
Potential impacts on fauna will mainly be from temporary increases of dust, noise, and vibration
from construction activities. Additional impacts on fauna and flora may arise from the increased
number of construction workers in the area. For example, the risk of wildlife poaching may
increase along with the temporary influx of construction workers.
Potential impacts during construction are mostly acute, temporary, and reversible. For example,
dust emissions may increase slightly, but will be reduced in the operational period compared to
current conditions (see further discussion in Section 5.2.1). The main exception is potential
hazardous materials and/or wastewater spills which could flow into the Chatyr Kul ecosystem.
The sensitivity of the ecosystems to such shock loads has not been quantified, and extensive
research would be required to determine critical pollutant concentrations for the various species
in the ecosystem. Given this limitation, common sense “no regrets” mitigation measures are
proposed that will control and minimize pollution at the source in order to prevent pollutants from
flowing into Kosh Kul and Chatyr Kul. More detailed knowledge of the Chatyr Kul ecosystem is
of course desirable, but the overall mitigation strategy will still be oriented toward pollution
prevention.
5.2

Potential Impacts During Operations

The road has a design lifetime of 20+ years, and impacts are dependent mainly on future traffic
increases. As the operational period is much longer than the construction period, the
cumulative impacts from operations are of greater concern than during construction.
Computer modeling was conducted to determine emissions levels of noise, vibration, dust,
suspended particulate matter (SPM), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and carbon
monoxide (CO). Dust emissions, noise, and vibration are all predicted to be reduced due to
paving of the road. Ambient concentrations of SPM, NO2, SO2, and CO are predicted to
increase slightly, but the concentrations decline sharply with distance from the road. As a
distance of 5 km from the road, the increased concentrations with the project are very slight.
The total air pollution load will increase due to increase in traffic, but ambient air quality is
expected to be maintained well below WHO guidelines for SPM, NO2, and SO2 (there are no
ambient concentration limits established for the Chatyr Kul area). Emissions scenarios are
discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.1 below.
Possible hazardous materials spills and easier access to the Chatyr-Kul protected area are the
main impacts during operations. Some hazardous cargoes are transported across the road at
present, including cyanide (which is used at gold mining operations in the KR). Other
hazardous materials of concern are: petroleum-derived fuels (diesel, gasoline, kerosene,
propane, etc.), fertilizers, and pesticides. Liquid materials are of much greater concern, as an
accidental spill could result in immediate release of the materials into the watershed. The
impacts of a catastrophic spill into the Kosh Kul or one of the perennial streams cannot be fully
predicted at present; given the sensitive ecosystems of the Chatyr Kul, such scenarios must be
prevented to the maximum extent possible, and spill response capacity must be mobilized to
mitigate such events (see further discussion in Section 5.3 and Section 7).
Additional impacts on fauna and flora may arise from the increased number of travelers
transiting the project area, i.e., possible encroachment and poaching in the protected area. For
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the other common species which are able to migrate to alternative habitats, the road may
continue to be a barrier to movement. As for permafrost, the project is an improvement of the
existing road where 2-3 m high embankment has been in place for many years. New
embankment will not impinge on undisturbed wet land, and there should be no impact on
permafrost.
5.2.1

Emissions Scenarios

Potential impacts from noise, vibration, and air pollutants were analyzed by numerical
dispersion models at the point of maximum impact: a location about 2 km away from the road in
avian breeding area. Four (4) cases were analyzed: (1) present condition, (2) future condition
without pavement, (3) future condition with pavement and (4) during construction. Dust
emissions, noise, and vibration are expected to improve with the project. Emissions from
vehicles (carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, and sulfur
oxides), are expected to increase in some proportion with increasing traffic, but are predicted to
be lower in the with the Project than in the “no project” scenario. Results are summarized in
Table 5.2, and presented graphically in Figures 5.2 through 5.9 (details of the emissions
analyses are presented in Appendix 3).

Table 5.2: Summary of Emissions during Construction and Operation
SCENARIO

Assumption
Traffic
volume

Nos./day

(1)
Present
(2010)
Unpaved

(2)
Future
(2015)
Unpaved

(3)
Future
(2015)
Paved

100

200

200

(4)
During
construction
100 plus nos.
of
construction
equipment

Allowable
range for
human
(except
as noted)

Effectiveness of
rehabilitation

Traffic
Km/h
20
20
35
speed
Indices at the location 2km away from the road (birds breeding area)
Noise

dB(A)

50.9

52.9

50.3

51.2

Vibration
Dust
NO2
SPM
SO2

dB(A)
ton/year/km2
μg/m3
μg/m3
μg/m3

26.9
0.250
0.44
0.023
0.070

29.3
0.500
0.72
0.037
0.011

21.5
0.003
0.52
0.027
0.009

30.4
0.270
1.58
0.061
0.070

40-45
(Fauna)
50
200
80-120
100-200
110-150
12,500
-25,000

Better than
present
condition

Slightly worse
than present
condition if
rehabilitated,
but
CO
μg/m3
0.31
0.50
0.37
0.31
better than the
case if not
CO2
ton/year/km
118
188
148
165
rehabilitated
Note: noise limit for fauna is from L.C. (Eelco) den Boer, Traffic Noise Reduction in Europe, March 2007
Source: JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009

The long-term impact of noise and vibrations on birds and other sensitive species is difficult to
predict. Observations in the Chatyr Kul area indicate that some bird species are already
adapted to the noise and disturbance of traffic on the existing road along the south side of the
lake (see Figure 4.8 showing identified habitats), while some bird species occupy the area on
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the east side of the lake farther from the road. These observations are consistent with studies
in other areas (e.g., at airports) where some avian species adapt to traffic disturbance and
continue to occupy their habitat, while some species will shift to areas farther from the
disturbance.
As noted in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, noise and vibration levels are predicted to decrease due to
paving of the road. Noise levels during construction may exceed 70 dB(a) adjacent to the road,
but are predicted to decline below 70 dB(a) less than 100 meters from the road. Vibration
during construction is expected to be higher than present conditions, but will be significantly
lower after paving of the road. As shown in Figure 5.4, dust levels may increase slightly during
construction, but will be effectively eliminated by paving the road.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show predicted NO2 and SPM concentrations. NO2 and SPM are predicted
to increase during construction due to emissions from heavy equipment, but this increase is
limited to a distance of less than 500 meters from the road.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show predicted SO2 and CO concentrations, which are predicted to be
higher after construction, based on projected increases in traffic growth, but will be lower than if
the road is not paved.

Figure 5.2: Predicted Noise Levels

Source: JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009
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Figure 5.3: Predicted Vibration Levels

JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009

Figure 5.4: Predicted Dust Levels

JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009
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Figure 5.5: Predicted NO2 Levels

JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009

Figure 5.6: Predicted SPM Levels

JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009
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Figure 5.7: Predicted SO2 Levels

JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009

Figure 5.8: Predicted CO Levels

JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009

As shown in Figure 5.9, CO2 emissions from the project area were estimated at 75 ton/km/year
in 2009, and estimated at 189 tons/km/year in 2015 without the project due to increased traffic
volumes. In the “with project” scenario, CO2 emissions are estimated at 140 tons/km/year in
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2015, because CO2 emissions increase with traffic volume but decrease with higher velocity of
vehicles. Thus, the project has a beneficial scenario compared to business as usual with
respect to GHG emissions.
Figure 5.9: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Scenarios
189

200
180

CO2 t/year/km

160

140

140
120
100

75

80
60
40
20
0

Present

Future without Pavement

Future with Pavement

Source: JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009

Eliminating all of the project-related GHG emissions would have no effect on the national or
global total emissions trajectory: GHG emissions are insignificant in all scenarios. The total
energy related GHG emissions of the Kyrgyz Republic were 4.95 million tons carbon dioxide
equivalent (MtCO2e) in year 2006, ranking the country 131st out of 224 reported [data from US
DOE-EIA]. These emissions represent only 0.017% of the global energy-related total.
5.2.2

Spill Scenarios

At present, there is some transport of hazardous cargo, and trucks and other vehicles are prone
to minor leakage of engine oil, hydraulic fluids, and transmission fluids. An accident could
involve spillage from a car or truck fuel tank. Four scenarios have been considered, as follows:
Scenario 1: short-term acute – a hazardous material spill which flows uncontrolled to the
lake
Scenario 2: long-term chronic – percolation of fuel into soil, with dissolution and longrange transport in groundwater
Scenario 3: short-term chronic – fuel spills into soil and flows without dispersion or
dissolution; and
Scenario 4: long-term seasonal – spring runoff becomes potentially contaminated from
contact with the road and flows uncontrolled toward the lake.
The potential impacts of these scenarios assume that there are no physical controls to contain a
spill and contaminated runoff water.
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Scenario 1
The worst-case, acute, scenario is a hazardous material spill which flows uncontrolled to the
lake without any dilution or biodegradation. This scenario is conceivable around Km 515 to Km
525, where the road is less than 1 km from Kosh Kul. Impacts on the Chatyr Kul ecosystem
cannot be quantified at present, as there are no identified threshold contaminant concentrations
for sensitive species. An uncontrolled spill can cause “shock load” to sensitive species. Rapid
changes in pH, reduction of dissolved oxygen, increases in nitrate and/or phosphate, would be
detrimental to the lake ecosystem.
This worst-case scenario is more likely under present conditions than during operations, as spill
containment procedures will be in effect at the start of the construction period, and the road will
include engineered drainage controls to minimize impacts from hazardous materials spills.
Scenario 2
A likely long-term chronic scenario is that residual fuel and oil from contaminated runoff or a
minor fuel spill will percolate into groundwater, with the resulting dissolved constituents posing a
potential long-term threat to flora and fauna in the lake. A minor fuel spill could occur anytime
from a truck accident which results in spillage from the truck’s fuel tanks. Contaminated runoff
will be generated during the spring and summer, when snow melts and maximum rainfall
occurs.
Groundwater pollution analysis was conducted assuming a 100 liter gasoline spill which
percolates into groundwater and flows toward the lake. The concentration of gasoline in
groundwater reaching the lake at a distance of 3,000 meters may be close to 0.1 mg/L, which is
the recommended limit of gasoline concentration in the water for baby planktons. Summary of
analysis is presented in Table 5.3, and details of this analysis are included in Appendix 3.
Table 5.3: Results of Groundwater Gasoline Pollution Analysis
Groundwater Maximum concentration of Gasoline in the
Amount of
velocity
gasoline
groundwater (mg/L) at 1000 – 3000 m distance
(m/day)
spilled Littre
1000m
2000m
3000m
100
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.002
100
1
0.3
0.09
0.04
100
10
0.3
0.1
0.05
100
100
0.3
0.1
0.06
Source: JOC, draft EIA report, December 2009; see modeling summary in Appendix 3.

Scenario 3
Another short-term chronic scenario is a hazardous material spill in winter which could
theoretically flow across frozen ground directly into surface water. Except for a spill occurring
adjacent to Kosh Kul or one of the perennial streams flowing into Chatyr Kul, this scenario is
actually unlikely as an uncontrolled spill of fuel or other liquid would probably encounter and
partially melt ice and snow while flowing toward the lake. Assuming a 100 liter spill
encountering a 10 centimeter (cm) thick layer of soil with 8% porosity, the fuel would percolate
into the soil and occupy an area of only 12.5 m2. This would be equivalent to a square 3.5 m x
3.5 m, or a circle with a radius of 1.99 m. The basic calculation is:
{[100 L x (1 m3/1000 L)] / [10 cm x (100 cm/1 m)]} / 0.08 = 12.5 m2
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Assuming that such a fuel spill flows through groundwater without mixing (laminar “plug” flow),
the spill could reach the lake within 20 to 30 days as shown in Table 5.4. The potential impacts
would be similar to Scenario 1.
Table 5.4: Bulk Fuel Spill Scenario
Groundwater
Amount of
velocity
gasoline
1000m
(m/day)
spilled Littre
100
0.1
10,000
100
1
1000
100
10
100
100
100
10
Source: ADB staff consultant estimates

Days to reach the lake surface
2000m

3000m (lake)

20,000
2000
200
20

30,000
300
300
30

Scenario 4
Another long-term scenario is seasonal runoff of water during the spring thaw period which
becomes contaminated due to contact with the road (“contact water”). This seasonal pollutant
load occurs every year, and presents a chronic threat to the lake ecosystem because the
pollutant loads will accumulate in the lake, and the extent of possible degradation or
sequestration of pollutants is unknown. Potential impacts of this scenario are similar to that for
Scenarios 2 and 3, as the contaminant concentrations in contact water will be low. Contact
water percolating into the soil could dissolve and exhibit behavior as simulated in Scenario 2, or
could exhibit plug flow behavior noted in Scenario 3.
This type of non-point source pollution has been the subject of extensive research in the US and
other countries. An initial estimate of the potential pollutant loads from contact water is
presented in Table 5.5. This estimate uses pollutant concentrations for rural roads (measured
in other countries), shown in second column of the table. These concentrations are multiplied
by the average May rainfall (35 millimeters, as shown in Figure 4.2) falling on the 12 meter wide
roadway, along the 30 km length of road in the Chatyr Kul watershed (total volume of 12,600
cubic meters, or 12.6 million liters). Assuming total annual precipitation equivalent to 350
millimeters of rainfall, a worst case estimate of the total annual load would 10 times higher that
the loads for estimated for May. Taking the May runoff loads in column three times 20 provides
estimated cumulative pollutant loads for a 20-year operational period (shown in the fourth
column of Table 5.5).
It is important to note that the estimates shown in Table 5.5 are only first approximations, are
somewhat hypothetical, but are conservative as the key assumption is that runoff concentrations
would be steady for a 1-month period. In reality the concentrations would be expected to
decline sharply over the 1-month period as residual pollutants are flushed off the road with each
successive rainfall event. Monitoring of runoff water at the project area is recommended to
determine actual pollutant loads, which would then allow further evaluation of potential longterm ecosystem impacts.
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Table 5.5: Estimated Pollutant Loads from Contaminated Runoff Water
Pollutant / parameter
Total suspended
solids
Volatile suspended
solids
Total organic carbon
Chemical oxygen
demand
Nitrate + nitrite
Total copper
Total lead
Total zinc

Concentration in
Runoff Water
(micrograms per
liter)

Estimated Pollutant
Load in Chatyr Kul
in May (kilograms)

Estimated Cumulative
Pollutant Load Over 20
Years (kilograms)

41.0

516.6

10,332

12.0

151.2

3,024

8.0

100.8

2,016

49.0

617.4

12,348

0.46
0.022
0.080
0.080

5.8
0.28
1.01
1.01

115.92
5.54
20.16
20.16

Source: Victoria Transport Policy Institute, http://trainsnotlanes.info/Documents/tca0515.pdf, accessed on 26
September 2010. Pollutant concentration data are derived from Eugene Driscoll, et al. Pollution Loadings and
Impacts from Highway Stormwater Runoff. Publication Number FHWA-RD-88-007, Washington DC, April 1990; and
from Richard Forman, et al. 2003. Road Ecology: Science and Solutions. Island Press (www.islandpress.com).

The risk of a spill is considered to relatively low as about 2% of registered vehicles have been
involved in traffic accidents every year between1997 to 2007. There are no accident statistics
specifically for the project area [although anecdotal sources report one accident per year.]
Hazardous cargoes are subject to KR / MOTC placarding requirements. Hazardous material
shipments traverse the project area in convoys (with a pilot car) to minimize accident risk.
According to the State Customs Service, hazardous materials shipments in 2010 include
explosive and chemicals. The total shipments as of early November 2010 have been as
follows:
(i) Explosives – 7 vehicles, total of 88.8 tons
(ii) Chemicals – 44 vehicles, total of 1285.5 tons
The frequency of shipments has been about 1 every 2 months for explosives and about 3-4 per
month for chemicals.
The spill scenarios discussed above assume that there are no drainage controls to prevent
contaminants from reaching the lake. The road design will include run-on/run-off control to
maintain structural integrity of the road, and retention basins for control of potential fuel spills.
MOTC also proposes to implement a roadside assistance program which will include spill
control and countermeasures capability.
5.3

Mitigation Measures

Referring to Figure 5.1 and the anticipated impacts discussed above, mitigation measures have
been identified according to 2 strategic activities:
(i) Pollutant source control and monitoring, and
(ii) Receptor protection.
Pollutant source control and monitoring comprises proactive measures to avoid, minimize, and
mitigate pollution impacts from the Project. Receptor protection comprises a parallel set of
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measures to enhance the ecological management activities at the Chatyr Kul protected area
which will facilitate long-term ecosystem conservation and possible future enhancements.
Although further baseline characterization is necessary to implement a viable environmental and
ecological monitoring program, detailed knowledge of the receptors sensitivity to various
pollutants is not required to design an effective mitigation program for controlling pollution at the
source. Thus, various mitigation measures are recommended to avoid, minimize, and mitigate
potential negative impacts. This “no regrets” approach is consistent with KR objectives for
protected areas and ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement 2009.
As discussed in the analysis of alternatives in Section 3, the proposed design was selected
partly because it is expected to have the least environmental impact of the various alternatives
considered. Therefore, the overall project design will avoid and minimize most of the negative
impacts associated with building a new road. Passive drainage controls, to be incorporated in
the detailed design stage, will further avoid and minimize potential negative impacts. Additional
operational controls will mitigate potential negative impacts.
In order to preserve – and possibly improve – the ecosystem of Chatyr Kul protected area, an
“ecological passport” zone is recommended to be established between the Tuz-bel pass and the
Torugart Customs post. This zone should incorporate several recommended design elements,
including but not limited to:
(i)

Passive run-on and run-off controls such as silt traps, interceptor drains, and
retention ponds, to prevent contaminated water and potential hazardous materials
spills from reaching the lake;

(ii) Automated monitoring stations for observation of indicator parameters (e.g.,
conductivity or dissolved oxygen) at 2 or 3 key locations adjacent to the road;
recommended locations are near Kosh Kul and perennial streams;
(iii) Active spill prevention, response, and countermeasures, including placarding and
convoys for hazardous material shipments, driver awareness, warning signs, and
pre-positioned spill response gear at the existing road maintenance facilities;
(iv) Enforcement of speed limits and provision for emergency stopping only; these
provisions can be enforced by deployment of automated video monitoring systems
which are widely used for enforcement of traffic rules in other parts of Asia;
(v) Vehicle safety inspections at the Km 478 Checkpoint and the Torugart Customs
posts; visual inspections will be conducted as part of routine operations to identify
fuel and oil leaks from vehicles; drivers could be subject to fines and denied
passage across the Chatyr Kul section of the road until leaks are repaired.
(vi) Introduction of an ecological protection toll, as is currently in effect at the Issyk Kul
protected area.
These design elements and operational controls, depicted in Figure 5.10, will create the
necessary conditions to minimize and mitigate potential negative impacts to the Chatyr Kul
ecosystems. This is a necessary starting point to consider additional measures to improve the
ecosystem, i.e., an in situ biodiversity offset (discussed further below).
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Mitigation Measures During the Construction Period

Excavation from borrow pits and operation of asphalt batching plants will not be allowed in the
Chatyr Kul basin between the Tuz-Bel Pass (Km 501) and the Torugart Customs Post (Km 531).
Borrow pits, asphalt batching plants, construction staging and maintenance areas, and any
construction camps, will be allowed between the checkpoint at Km 478 and Km 500.
Construction equipment will be required to meet Kyrgyz noise and emissions standards. [Rock
quarries are proposed at 4 locations in the Chatyr Kul watershed. In order to minimize potential
negative impacts during construction, quarries and borrow pits should be identified outside of
the Chatyr Kul area. However, earth and rock material in the Chatyr Kul area which is
excavated for construction can be used for road construction or for non-structural fill.
Sanitary facilities will be utilized in construction areas. Construction spoils, including material
excavated for constructing drainage controls and retention ponds, will be used as base material
or as non-structural fill where possible. Other non-degradable wastes will be disposed of at
appropriate facilities outside of the Chatyr-kul watershed. Spill containment measures will
include construction of berms, silt traps, and retention ponds as necessary at construction
camps, equipment staging and maintenance areas, and active construction sites adjacent to
watercourses.
Construction contractors will be prohibited from entering the Chatyr Kul protected area, and will
provide briefings to all workers to this effect. Upgrade of surveillance and monitoring in the
Chatyr Kul area is proposed to minimize possible encroachment and poaching in the protected
areas, including erection of 2 new watch posts for the Karatal-Japyryk Preservation Office, and
increasing the human resources for surveillance and monitoring. Additional warning signs will
also be erected around the periphery of the 2 km buffer zone to dissuade nomadic people from
grazing livestock in the protected area.
Figure 5.10: Proposed Chatyr Kul “Ecological Passport” Zone

Customs Post
@ Km 531 –
Vehicle Safety
Checkpoint &
“Ecological
Passport” fee

Checkpoint @ Km 478 –
Vehicle Safety Checkpoint &
“Ecological Passport” fee

Chatyr Kul Lake and
buffer zone
Tuz‐Bel Pass
@ Km 501

Emergency
stopping only
between Km 501
and Km 531
Spill response kit pre‐positioned at existing
road maintenance facility near Km 525
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Mitigation Measures During the Operational Period

Paving the road will reduce dust, noise, and vibration, and computer modeling indicates that
primary pollutants from vehicle emissions will remain well below WHO guidelines during
operations, as discussed above. Aside from paving the road, no additional mitigation measures
are proposed for dust and vibration control.
Noise barriers are being considered for the section of the road passing near Kosh Kul. Noise
barriers could interfere with snow clearing and other road safety operations. Some provision
for livestock crossings is also recommended, such as enlarged culverts. This could require
increasing the elevation (height) of the road, which would increase costs. Enforcing speed limits
may be sufficient to prevent accidents involving vehicles and livestock. Vehicles using the road
are required to meet Kyrgyz emissions standards or equivalent PRC standard.
Contaminated runoff water and small fuel spills, discussed above, will be mitigated by passive
run-on/run-off controls including spill control berms, retention ponds, silt traps, and possible oilwater separators or oil-sorbent materials. An example of a retention pond is shown in Figure
5.11. MOTC will be responsible for routine maintenance of these components to ensure they
remain functional.

Figure 5.11: Example of Retention Pond (at electrical substation)

Automated monitoring stations are also recommended at 2 or 3 locations adjacent to Kosh Kul
and perennial streams. These would monitor electrical conductivity, dissolved oxygen, or
another indicator which would provide reliable evidence of a spill or other excessive pollution
from the road entering the surface waters.
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These passive controls will be complemented by upgrading spill response, control and
countermeasures. This will include development of a spill response plan, personnel training,
and pre-positioning of spill response gear between Km 501 and Km 531 at the existing road
maintenance facilities. Other active mitigation measures include visual safety inspections of
vehicles to identify active fuel and/or oil leaks, driver awareness, and additional signage noting
the Chatyr Kul basin is a watershed protection area.
5.3.3

Potential Biodiversity Offset

According to the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (2009), Appendix 1, paragraph 27, “the
project mitigation measures should be designed to achieve at least no net loss of biodiversity,”
which could be achieved by post-project restoration of habitats or “through the creation or
effective conservation of ecologically comparable areas,” i.e. an ecological offset. As discussed
above, the project is designed to avoid any loss of biodiversity, as the road alignment is 2 km or
farther away from the sensitive habitats. The Project is expected to reduce environmental
stress on critical habitats: paving the road will reduce dust and noise, and vehicle emissions are
expected to increase only slightly. Spill control and countermeasures, including engineered
drainage controls, will prevent any impact by hazardous pollutants on sensitive areas.
To ensure against potential loss of biodiversity, the protected area management capacity can be
improved and some enhancements to ecosystem protection can be made which will facilitate
restoration of habitats from current conditions. This proactive approach is consistent with the
ADB policy for post-project restoration.
Because of the unique nature of Chatyr Kul, there are limited opportunities for an ecological
offset in other areas. The protected area at Song Kul does host some of the same species
observed at Chatyr Kul, and would be a logical candidate for an offset.
Additional details of mitigation activities are included in the Environmental Management
Program (see Section 7).
5.4

Cumulative and Induced Impacts

In the KR, transport sector development is partly “demand-pull” and partly “supply-push.” The
need for improved transport access and services is being induced to some extent by growth in
regional trade between Central Asia and the PRC (“demand pull”). At the same time, transport
investments are being used to promote economic growth in the region (“supply push”). In this
case, the economic viability of the Bishek-Torugart road rehabilitation program is enhanced by
completion of the proposed Project.
Increased trade is seen as certain and foreseeable. Mineral resource development, increased
agricultural production, and expansion of tourism activity can be reasonably foreseen based on
current development planning, although growth in these sectors is expected to be modest in the
near term. Aside from potential investments in the mining sector, there are no known industrial
development investments related to the Bishkek-Torugart road corridor. Agricultural growth will
be inherently limited by water supplies and land capacity to support grazing. Tourism
development may be the potentially largest growth opportunity; tourism growth in the near term
will be concentrated around Issyk Kul.
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Cumulative and induced impacts can be expected to result from completion of the overall
Bishkek-Torugart road rehabilitation program, but most of the potential impacts would not be
dependent on completing the proposed Project (from Km 478 to Km 539). Tourism growth is
expected to be more likely than agricultural and industrial growth, and would be concentrated at
Issyk Kul where compensatory infrastructure investments are being supported by ADB and
other donor agencies. Agricultural growth is inherently limited by land and water resource
constraints. Mineral resource development is foreseeable, but would not obviously depend on
the road corridor.
The ADB-funded investments for the Bishkek-Torugart road will have cumulative impacts
related to increased emissions in proportion to increased traffic flow. Ambient environmental
quality objectives are expected to be maintained; therefore the cumulative impacts are
considered to be insignificant. Induced impacts are foreseeable, but limited in scale and
dependency on the proposed road Project, and are therefore considered to be insignificant.
Potential environmental impacts to the Chatyr Kul area will be mitigated under the proposed
Project environmental management program. The cumulative and induced impacts assessment
is presented in Appendix 4.
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE, CONSULTATION, AND PARTICIPATION

As noted in Section 1, CAREC Corridor 1 has been under development for several years,
beginning in the late 1990s with the initial concepts for transport sector development in the
context of regional cooperation. The Government of the Kyrgyz Republic (KR), Asian
Development Bank (ADB), and other development partners have been collaborating specifically
on the Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart road program for at least 5 years. The Bishkek-Torugart Road
Rehabilitation Project was included in the ADB Country Strategy and Program Update for 2006 2008 (published in November 2005) as a proposed loan project for approval in 2008. The Joint
Country Support Strategy for 2007 – 2010 (published in August 2007) also included the
Bishkek-Torugart road project. The proposed Project is included in the ADB Country
Operations Business Plan for 2009 – 2011, published in January 2009.
Information disclosure and public consultations for the ADB-funded portions of the BishkekNaryn-Torugart road have been carried out in accordance with the ADB Public Communications
Policy 2005. The country partnership strategy and country operations business plan have been
made available through ADB’s website. As required by ADB policy, consultations have
continued for the proposed Project, as discussed below.
6.1

Summary of Public Consultations and Stakeholder Consultation

Public consultation was made on the results of IEE at Naryn City Hall, inviting about 30
stakeholders on 18th September 2009. In the meeting, no objection about the project was made
but earlier implementation of the project was requested. As for the approach for EIA,
consultation with key stakeholders such as Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation Office was
recommended, as they are in charge of protection and monitoring of ecosystem in Chatyr Kul.
The second public meeting for the presentation of EIA draft report was conducted on
December 2009 in Naryn chaired by the permanent secretary of the ministry of transport
communication. Incorporating the recommendations made, the report was modified
submitted to PIU to obtain the approval from the state agency of environmental protection
forestry.

11th
and
and
and

In August 2010, additional consultations were conducted in Kara Bulung and Kara Suu villages
[by the JOC team]. Issues raised include concerns about dust, noise, and vibration;
employment opportunities; and other possible benefits of the Project. Details of these
consultation activities are presented in Appendix 5.
In September 2010, additional discussions were held with key stakeholders related to the
Chatyr Kul Protection area and outlines of discussion are presented in Appendix 6. Issues
raised include potential impacts on Chatyr Kul, long-term management of the Chatyr Kul
protected area, and road safety problems.
6.2

Public Disclosure

In addition to the public consultations, MOTC will make the environmental assessment and
other environment-related documents available in accordance with Kyrgyz and ADB
requirements for disclosure. In accordance with the ADB Public Communications Policy 2005,
the draft EIA report will be disclosed on the ADB website 120 days prior to Board consideration.
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Grievance Redress Mechanism

The negative environmental and social impacts of the Project are expected to be minimal.
Rather, the Project is expected to bring some environmental improvements as well as social
benefits in the form of reduced transit times and increased trade in the region. Some
employment opportunities will be created during the construction period, and a small number of
permanent jobs may be created in the Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation Office.
The construction activities will cause some disturbance in the project area due to temporary
movement of equipment and materials, and temporary increase in the work force. The Project
area does not have any permanent residents, although there is seasonal grazing by nomadic
families. Potential disturbance to these seasonal residents is expected to be minimal, and
would arise from restriction on grazing near the Chatyr Kyl protected area.
MOTC does have an existing procedure to receive inquiries and complaints about project
related activities (developed for the ongoing ADB projects), as well as responding to such
inquiries and complaints. Consultation with civil society representatives in September 2010
indicates that a more effective grievance redress mechanism (GRM) is needed, which would
cover the entire Bishek-Naryn-Torugart Road including the proposed Project.
The ADB Safeguard Policy Statement 2009, Appendix 1, paragraph 20, clearly notes that GRM
is the responsibility of the borrower:
The borrower/client will establish a mechanism to receive and facilitate resolution
of affected people’s concerns, complaints, and grievances about the project’s
environmental performance. The grievance mechanism should be scaled to the
risks and adverse impacts of the project. It should address affected people’s
concerns and complaints promptly, using an understandable and transparent
process that is gender responsive, culturally appropriate, and readily accessible
to all segments of the affected people at no costs and without retribution. The
mechanism should not impede access to the country’s judicial or administrative
remedies. The affected people will be appropriately informed about the
mechanism.

In the context of the proposed Project (as well as the broader Bishek-Naryn-Torugart road
program), there are potential language and other communication barriers. Potentially affected
people may have mobile phones and televisions, but may not have ready access to internet. In
addition, Russian and/or Kyrgyz are the native language of potentially affected people.
While meaningful consultation of potentially affected people has been undertaken for the
Project, there is a need for a sustained effort to address concerns and complaints. The general
information flow for registering and responding to concerns and complaints is illustrated in
Figure 6.1. During construction, concerns and complaints would be brought to the attention of
the construction contractors, supervision consultants, PIU, MOTC, [possibly the] Ministry of
Finance, and ultimately to ADB if necessary. During operations, concerns and complaints
would initially be brought to the attention of MOTC office in Naryn or At-Bashi.
Most complaints and concerns should be resolvable at the local level (i.e., in the project area).
For those instances where this is not the case, an appeals committee has been suggested by
civil society organizations as an appropriate forum for complaint resolution. This committee
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would comprise representatives from PIU, MOTC, ADB (Kyrgyz Resident Mission, Project
Implementation Unit), environmental agencies (KJSPO and possible SAEPF), and civil society
(local NGOs and other groups active in the project area). This committee would meet as
necessary to handle complaints, and could also meet on a regular schedule if it were engaged
in other aspects of project implementation such as routine progress reporting.
PIU will coordinate the further elucidation of a GRM for the Project, including the possibility for
creating an appeals committee. The GRM should be in effect prior to commencement of
construction on the Project.

Figure 6.1: GRM Complaint Flow
Ministry of Finance

State Agency for
Environment Protection
and Forestry

Ministry of Transport
and Communications

Asian
Development
Bank

Project Implementation
Unit (PMU)
Karatal – Japyryk State
Preservation Office
Supervision
Consultants

Construction
Contractors

Local Residents and
Other Stakeholders
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The Environmental Management Program (EMP) has been developed as part of the
environmental assessment to avoid, minimize, and mitigate potential negative impacts of the
Project. The proposed design has been selected from several alternatives based on economic,
financial, environmental, and social aspects.
The proposed Project has the smallest
environmental “footprint” of the alternatives (except for abandonment of the road and closure of
the border crossing).
As discussed in preceding sections, additional baseline data are needed to fully characterize
potential long-term impacts to the Chatyr Kul ecosystem. A variety of “no regrets” mitigation
measures are proposed to be built-in to the Project. The additional baseline survey work can be
conducted in parallel with detailed design, prior to commencement of construction, without
compromising the integrity of the Chatyr Kul protected area.
The EMP comprises a 2-track strategy: (i) pollutant source control and monitoring; this includes
proactive mitigation of potential impacts from road construction and operations; and (ii) receptor
protection; this includes upgrading the protected area facilities and management capacity, and
restoration of sensitive habitats in the Chatyr Kul ecosystem (in effect, this is an in situ
biodiversity offset). The EMP includes the following:
(i)

proposed monitoring plan and parameters (Table 7.1)

(ii)

proposed management and mitigation activities (Table 7.2)

(iii)

description of responsibilities and authorities for mitigation and monitoring,
reporting, and review

(iv)

preliminary cost estimates (Table 7.3)

(v)

work program (Figure 7.2)

7.1

Proposed Monitoring Plan

The EMP will be updated during the project inception and implementation stages as necessary
based on field conditions, construction contractor performance, and stakeholder feedback.
The purpose of the EMP is to guide the pre-construction, construction, and operational periods
of the project as per Kyrgyz and ADB environmental requirements.
Table 7.1 presents the minimum provisions for baseline ecological and environmental
monitoring. Monitoring activities may be modified during implementation depending on
contractor performance and analytical results. If field inspections, monitoring, and analyses
indicate good environmental performance, then successive monitoring intensity and frequency
may be reduced. Conversely, if environmental performance is less than expected, corrective
measures will be identified and monitoring activities will be adjusted accordingly to resolve any
problems.
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Table 7.1: Minimum Provisions for Environmental Monitoring
Parameters to be
Monitored

Location

Measurements

Frequency

Responsibility

“Grab” samples
for air and water

Air, noise, and
water sampling
and analyses 2
times per year
in springsummer season

MOTC / PIU through KaratalJapyryk State Preservation
Office or contracted laboratory

Pre-construction Stage
Air: PM, NOx, SOx
Noise: dB(A)
Water: pH, BOD /
COD, suspended
solids, nitrate,
sulphate, petroleum
hydrocarbons
Ecological surveys
at Chatyr Kul

5 locations
around Chatyrkul as shown in
Figure 7.1; initial
sampling can be
limited to the
Kosh Kul location
(see note a)
Locations to be
determined by
KJSPO and other
experts

Spot check for
noise using
portable
monitoring
device
Wildlife
population
surveys

At least 1 event
prior to start of
construction in
Chatyr-Kul area.

MOTC and PIU to include
EMP in bidding documents;
ADB to verify requirements in
bidding documents.
ADB to provide Small-scale
Technical Assistance for
baseline surveys.

Construction Stage

Air: PM, NOx, SOx
Noise: dB(A)
Water: pH, BOD /
COD, suspended
solids, nitrate,
sulphate, petroleum
hydrocarbons
Construction wastes:
on-site inspection

5 stations around
Chatyr-kul

Up to 3 additional
spot checks at
drainage
culverts, borrow
pits, and disposal
areas

Field inspection
to ensure that
appropriate
measures are
implemented
and facilities are
installed
“Grab” samples
for air and water
Spot check for
noise using
portable
monitoring
device

Contractors to implement
corporate EHS plan, including
wastewater and solid waste
control.

2 times per year
during
construction
period
Spot checks for
solid waste
activities

Supervision consultants to
conduct pollutant source
emissions monitoring, and
inspect wastewater and solid
waste controls.
PIU staff to provide oversight
via regular field inspections;
ADB to audit during project
review missions.
Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation Office or
contracted laboratory to
conduct ambient air and water
quality monitoring

Spot check for
solid waste
generation and
disposal
Operations and Maintenance Stage
Initially, the same
parameters as
during construction
period will be
monitored;
parameters may be
adjusted / deleted
based on negative
results

5 stations around
Chatyr-kul

Spot checks
based on visual
inspections and
any complaints

Minimum 1 time
per year, and
more frequently
as necessary
based on
inspections and
complaints

MOTC / PIU
ADB to audit during project
review missions

ADB = Asian Development Bank, BOD = biochemical oxygen demand, DO = dissolved oxygen, PIU = project
Implementation unit, SPM = suspended particulate matter, TSS = total suspended solids
a

NOTE: Water quality sampling should include preparation of a “blank” sample from distilled water (or
commercially available bottled water with known composition) and a duplicate or split sample from at least 1
location where contamination is suspected.
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Figure 7.1 presents recommended locations for routine air and water quality sampling to
determine baseline conditions and monitor potential pollution from the road. A background
station is recommended where the Ak-Say River flows into Chatyr Kul. There is no routine road
traffic in the Ak-Say watershed, and this location should be the most pristine with respect to
road-related pollution. One station is recommended on the north side of the lake to monitor the
Argali sheep habitat. Two stations are recommended on the south side of the lake to monitor
migratory bird habitats. An additional station is recommended at Kosh Kul, where the road is
closest to surface water flowing into Chatyr Kul; this is considered to be the point of maximum
potential impact. As discussed in Section 5, automated water monitoring stations are proposed
at Kosh Kul and 1 or 2 other locations where perennial streams cross the road.

Figure 7.1: Recommend Monitoring Stations
Sensitive receptor:
Argali Sheep habitat

Background:
mouth of Ak‐
Say River

Sensitive receptor:
migratory bird habitat

7.2

Maximum Impact:
Kosh Kul

Proposed Management and Mitigation Measures

Table 7.2 presents the overall EMP. The EMP will be implemented in 3 stages: (i) Preconstruction, (ii) construction, and (iii) operations and maintenance. The EMP is intended to be
dynamic, and will be updated and modified as necessary and appropriate based on results of
additional baseline studies, contractor performance, and monitoring results. Modifications to the
EMP will be made by PIU and included in the twice-yearly progress reports submitted to ADB.
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Table 7.2: Preliminary Environmental Management Program
Responsibility
Project
Activity

Environmental
Issues

Activities

Planning and
Implementation

Supervision and
Monitoring

Pre-construction Phase

Road design
and
construction
plan:
Selection of
materials,
location of
borrow pits
and quarries,
construction
staging areas,
and waste
management
procedures
Run-on/run-off
controls to limit
impacts of
traffic
accidents and
possible fuel
spills

Potential pollution
from air, noise,
and hazardous
materials during
construction and
operations
Road safety
during
construction and
operations

Analysis of alternatives completed; rehabilitation of existing
road is best option. Proposed design minimizes earth moving
and construction waste generation during construction.
Construction equipment to meet national air and noise
emissions standards. Construction contract to include
provision for adequate waste management. Contractors to
have established corporate environmental, health, and safety
program; ISO 14001 certification or equivalent is desired.

Kyrgyz design
institute (selected
by MOTC)
Design review by
Supervision
consultants

“No objection” from
ADB prior to
contract tender and
awards

New road advisory/warning signs; enforcement of speed limits
and no stopping zone in Chatyr Kul area
Establish “ecological passport” zone between Tuz-bel Pass and
Torugart Customs Post:

Impact on
sensitive
ecosystems:
potential loss of
ecological value,
and damage to
unique species in
Chatyr-Kul
protected area

(i) road design to include run-on and run-off control to
prevent hazardous pollutants from entering sensitive
ecosystems;
(ii) emergency stopping only; enforcement of speed limits;
(iii) provision of hazardous materials spill prevention, control,
and response capability.
Access control at Chatyr-Kul protected area to be maintained
and improved, including possible new fencing around critical
nesting / breeding areas to prevent disturbance by shepherds,
livestock, and dogs.

MOTC / Design
team
Karatal-Japyryk
State Preservation
Office, with support
from Supervision
consultants

State Agency of
Environment
Protection and
Forestry (SAEPF)
MOTC / PIU
ADB
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Responsibility
Project
Activity

Environmental
Issues

Activities

Planning and
Implementation

Supervision and
Monitoring

Pre-construction Phase (continued)

Baseline
monitoring of
Chatyr-kul
ecological
indicators and
air, noise, and
waste water
emissions

Qualification
and selection
of construction
contractors

Establish
adequate baseline
data so that
monitoring during
construction and
operation stage
can identify
possible
contamination and
ecological impacts

Environmental,
health, and safety
performance of
construction
contractors

Baseline surveys and monitoring; identification and
implementation of ecological protection measures and
restoration activities (funded through Supervision Consultants
contract); update of Environmental Management Program
(EMP) as necessary

Karatal-Japyryk
State Preservation
Office and
Supervision
consultants

Air, noise, and water quality monitoring to be conducted 2 times
per year, with at least 1 sampling event to establish baseline
prior to construction in the Chatyr-Kul area. Recommended
sampling locations: 5 stations at the areas shown in Figure 7.1

MOTC / PIU to
update EMP

ADB to provide safeguards capacity building for MOTC / PIU
staff
Construction contracts to include provisions for corporate EHS
program and/or ISO 14001
Special conditions of contract to include penalties for
inadequate environmental performance

SAEPF
MOTC
ADB

ADB to coordinate
safeguards training

MOTC / PIU to
include appropriate
provisions in
bidding documents
and contracts

“No objection” from
ADB prior to
contract tender and
awards

Construction Phase

Physical
construction:
manual labor
and
mechanized
construction

Worker / operator
safety
(noise, vibration)
Equipment wear
and tear

Construction techniques and machinery selection to minimize
noise and vibration. Noise to be limited to 70 dB(A) at site
boundaries. Construction equipment to be maintained in
accordance with national standards for noise exposure to
workers.
Air, dust, noise, vibration, and water quality monitoring at least
2 times per construction season.

Construction
Contractors will
implement
corporate EHS
plan.
Supervision
consultants to
conduct pollutant
source monitoring

PIU to conduct
periodic spot
checks to confirm
compliance.
ADB review
Missions
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Responsibility
Project
Activity

Environmental
Issues

Activities

Planning and
Implementation

Supervision and
Monitoring

Construction Phase (continued)

Ambient air
quality and
noise
nuisance

Dust, exhaust, and
noise emissions
from construction
equipment

Storage of
chemicals and
any hazardous
materials

Possible spills
resulting in
contamination
land, water, and
air

Construction
equipment
maintenance

Wastewater from
maintenance may
cause soil and
water
contamination

Health and
safety

Injury and
sickness of
workers and
members of the
public

Controlled construction activities and maintenance of
machinery, timely scheduling of construction activities to avoid
nuisance to sensitive ecosystems (and nearby communities)
Construction equipment to meet national emissions and noise
control standards. Water sprays to be used for dust control as
necessary.
Fuel, lubricants, and any other hazardous materials will be
staged outside of the Chatyr Kul sensitive area, and will be
securely stored to prevent spills.
Contractors to provide spill response kit in accordance with
Material Safety Data Sheets for chemicals and hazardous
materials
Construction equipment staging and maintenance areas to be
located outside of the Chatyr Kul sensitive area.
Construction contractor to provide wastewater containment,
and sedimentation and biological treatment if necessary.
Contract provisions specifying minimum sanitation, health, and
safety requirements for construction camps.
Contractor to prepare and implement a health and safety plan
including worker training and daily/weekly briefings.
HIV-AIDS awareness program

Provision of
sanitary
facilities for
construction
workers

Potential BOD and
fecal coliform
contamination

Construction camps to be located outside Chatyr Kul area.
Camps will include proper sanitation, water supply, and waste
disposal facilities, including primary treatment for domestic
sewage and secure disposal of domestic solid wastes.

Construction
contractors to
implement EHS
plan
Supervision
consultants to
conduct source
monitoring and
routine inspections
of construction
camps and staging
areas
Kyrgyz Agency for
Public Health to
participate in HIVAIDS awareness

MOTC / PIU
SAEPF
ADB review
missions
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Responsibility
Project
Activity

Environmental
Issues

Activities

Planning and
Implementation

Supervision and
Monitoring

Construction Phase (continued)

Construction
waste
management

Air, soil, and water
pollution due to
inadequate
management and
control

Inadequate/unsafe
working conditions
Construction
stage
environmental
monitoring

Environmental
impairment at
Chatyr-Kul area
and other project
sites

Construction wastes to be managed in accordance with
national standards and best practices. Soil, rock, and other
spoils to be used in run-off control structures to maximum
extent practical.

Construction
contractors

MOTC / PIU
SAEPF

Waste lubricating oils to be disposed or recycled off-site by
licensed service companies.
Appropriate contact clauses to ensure satisfactory
implementation of contractual environmental, health, and safety
measures.
PIU

MOTC, ADB

Implementation of environmental monitoring and reporting
system using checklist of all contractual environmental
requirements.
Implement ambient air, noise, and water monitoring program
[as outlined in Table 7.1]

Karatal-Japyryk
State Preservation
Office; Supervision
consultants

MOTC / PIU
SAEPF

Proactive measures to preserve and improve Chatyr Kul
ecosystem values to be developed, such as:
Biodiversity
protection and
improvement

Preservation of
critical habitat at
Chatyr Kul

(i) Revegetation of degraded areas with native plant species
(ii) Constructed habitats for waterfowl and other sensitive
species
(iii) Other measures to be determined

KJSPO and
Supervision
Consultants

SAEPF
ADB
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Responsibility
Project
Activity

Environmental
Issues

Management / Mitigation Measures

Planning and
Implementation

Supervision and
Monitoring

Operation and Maintenance Phase
Maintain “ecological passport” zone:

Routine road
operations and
maintenance

Road safety
improvements to
avoid and
minimize traffic
accidents,
especially
hazardous
materials spills

Collection of ecological passport fees
Enforce speed limits and provision for emergency stopping only
Maintain warning / advisory signs in good condition

PIU and
Supervision
Consultants

Provide ecological information sheet to drivers in Russian,
Kyrgyz, and Chinese

MOTC
ADB Review
Missions

Maintain expanded response capacity for accident assistance,
first aid / rescue, and spill prevention, control, and clean-up
Operations
and
maintenance
staff
development
Periodic
ecological, air,
noise, and
water quality
monitoring at
Chatyr-Kul
area

Potential lost-time
accidents and
injuries

Provide periodic training in the use of O&M manuals and
standard operating practices.

Maintain pollutant
source controls

Monitoring results to be reviewed by KJSPO, SAEPF, MOTC,
and ADB to confirm that run-on/run-off control and other
measures are adequately controlling pollution at the source and
preventing ecosystem deterioration.

Preserve and
improve
ecosystem
integrity

Pollutant source monitoring parameters and frequency may be
modified if results show no degradation. Evidence of
degradation would trigger operational review to determine need
for improved control measures.

PIU

Karatal-Japyryk
State Preservation
Office (with support
from Supervision
consultants)

MOTC

SAEPF
MOTC
ADB Review
Missions

ADB = Asian Development Bank, dB(A) = decibel acoustic, ESMU =Environmental and Social Management Unit, MOTC = Ministry of Transport and
Communications, PIU = Project Implementation Unit, RoW = right of way, SAEPF = State Agency of Environmental Protection and Forestry
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Responsibilities for Mitigation, Monitoring, Reporting, and Review

MOTC/PIU
The existing PIU includes 2 officers responsible for environmental and social safeguards
implementation. The PIU is responsible for the ongoing ADB-funded projects covering the road
section from Km 365 north of Naryn to Km 479. PIU has requested capacity building support
from ADB to implement the Safeguard Policy Statement 2009 for the Project; ADB has agreed
to this request and expects to conduct orientation during the first half of 2011.
The PIU will ensure that bidding documents include criteria for EHS policy and environmental
certification criteria as noted. Special conditions of contract will include penalties and incentives
for environmental performance. The PIU will prepare monitoring reports 2 times per year and
submit these reports to ADB. The PIU will prepare environmental management reports every 6
months during construction and annually through the first year of operations. The reports will
cover EMP implementation with attention to compliance and any needed corrective actions.
Additional public consultation will be conducted as necessary during construction. The PIU is in
the process of creating a new website, to be launched in November 2010, which will include
provisions for public disclosure and public comments.
Supervision Consultants
Consulting services will be mobilized to implement the 2-track EMP strategy. Supervision
consultants will be recruited to assist in overall project implementation including design review
and EMP implementation. The supervision consultants will take primary responsibility for the
pollution source control and monitoring track, including the routine emissions monitoring during
construction and operations. The scope of work is outlined below.
For the pollutant source control and monitoring track, the supervision consultants will:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Assist MOTC in developing and implementing spill prevention, control, and
countermeasures, including orientation / training on international best practices,
procurement and installation of appropriate road warning signs, and procurement
of spill response equipment and materials to be pre-positioned in the Chatyr-Kul
area;
Review construction contractors design for drainage and run-off control, including
retention ponds, and recommended design modifications as necessary;
Conduct pollution source environmental monitoring and analyses (air, dust,
noise, vibration, and water quality) twice yearly and at least once prior to
commencement of construction; the Engineer will coordinate with the KaratalJapyryk State Protection Office as necessary for water quality sampling, and
coordinate with environmental laboratories for the water analyses;
Prepare specifications and procure the necessary field equipment and materials
to implement the pollution source monitoring;
Prepare specifications for automated water sampling stations to be installed at
key locations in the Chatyr-Kul basin; procure, install, and commission the
stations (third party services may be employed as necessary); and
Assist MOTC in preparation and delivery of progress reports two times per year.

For the receptor protection track, the supervision consultants will:
(a) Compile analytical work conducted by various researchers and agencies, to identify
the long-term requirements for ecological and water quality monitoring;
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(b) Conduct ecological surveys to determine current status and health of key indicator
species in the Chatyr Kul ecosystem;
(c) Conduct water sampling and analyses to establish baseline conditions for
environmental monitoring during project construction and operations;
(d) Identify near-, medium-, and long-term opportunities for ecosystem protection
enhancements (e.g., fencing of key breeding and nesting areas; construction of
artificial habitat for breeding and nesting; re-vegetation with indigenous plant
species); and
(e) Implement low-cost near-term ecosystem protection enhancements.

Additional third-party services will be mobilized under the supervision consultants’ contract as
necessary, mainly for the receptor protection track. This will include baseline surveys,
identification of ecological preservation and restoration opportunities, training for KJSPO, and
initial implementation of biodiversity preservation and restoration activities. Third-party services
will be employed for laboratory analyses. [Preliminary cost estimates for these activities are
included in Table 7.3.]
Construction Contractors
Construction contractors will be required to have a corporate environmental, health, and safety
(EHS) policy, as well as environmental management certifications such as ISO 14001 (or
equivalent). Contractors will have primary responsibility for worker health and safety at
construction sites and camps. This includes provision of appropriate personal protective
equipment (e.g., hard hats, safety boots, and hearing protection), provision of sanitation
facilities, and maintenance of construction, domestic, and sanitary waste facilities. Supervision
consultants will conduct routine inspection and exercise oversight of construction contractor
EHS performance.
The construction contractors’ main environment-related work item is for drainage and run-off
controls; this will be included in the construction contract as a design-build line item. The
construction contractor will design the drainage controls, the supervision consultants will review
the proposed design, and PIU / MOTC will endorse the final design.
Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation Office
The Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation Office will have primary responsibility for regulatory
oversight in the Chatyr Kul protected area, including independent monitoring of air and water
quality parameters. ADB will also conduct periodic review missions which will include field visits
and auditing of EMP implementation.
Asian Development Bank
ADB will (i) review and endorse the EIA and EMP before contracts are finalized and
construction commences; (ii) review monitoring reports; and (iii) officially disclose environmental
safeguards documents on its Web site as necessary in accordance with the ADB Public
Communications Policy (2005).
7.4

EMP Cost Estimates

Preliminary cost estimates for the EMP are shown in Table 7.3. These estimates are based on
a 3-year implementation period and are subject to revision. Most of the EMP cost is expected to
be funded by the Project. Table 7.3 includes provisional estimates for training, equipment, and
materials for the KJSPO; funding for these items has yet to be secured.
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The single largest cost item is a provisional sum of $1 million for drainage and run-off controls;
this will be included in the construction contract as a design-build line item. The construction
contractor will design the drainage controls, the supervision consultants will review the proposed
design, and PIU / MOTC will endorse the final design. The overall scope of work is described in
section 7.3 above.

Table 7.3: Preliminary EMP Cost Estimates (subject to revision)
Activity
Track 1:

Unit

Unit Cost

Total

Pollution Source Control & Monitoring

Safeguards Capacity Building for PIU (arranged by ADB)

LS

$

30,000

$

30,000

Design Review by Supervision Consultants

LS

$

50,000

$

50,000

LS

$

25,000

$

25,000

LS

$

25,000

$

25,000

LS

$

5,000

$

5,000

LS

$

25,000

$

25,000

LS

$

100,000

$

100,000

6 p-m

$

20,000

$

120,000

$ 1,000,000

$

1,000,000

Spill prevention, control, & countermeasures program for MOTC / PIU
(including training)
Emergency Response Gear
Road signs (emergency stopping only, speed limits, wildlife crossing)
Air, Dust, Noise, & Water Monitoring & Construction EHS Inspections
– Equipment
Automated monitoring stations – initial installation and operations
Supervision Consultants – Professional Remuneration for Monitoring
[Assumes 2 times per year during construction season, 2 p-m/y x 3
years]
Spill control - interceptor drains and retention ponds (10 km x
$100,000 / km) [Provisional Sum in Construction Contract]
Subtotal

LS

$ 1,380,000

Track 2: Receptor Protection
Baseline data collection (sampling and analyses of air, water, noise,
particulate matter)
Baseline Ecological Survey and Identification of Initial Protection
Measures (consulting services, travel, workshops, etc.)
Installation of Initial Protection Measures

LS

$ 25,000

$ 25,000

LS

$ 100,000

$ 100,000

LS

$ 25,000

$ 25,000

Implementation of Ecological Restoration Measures

LS

$ 40,000

$ 40,000

Contingencies

LS

$ 10,000

$ 10,000

Subtotal
ADDITIONAL: KJSPO Upgrades (funding to be determined)

$

200,000

Training

LS

$

50,000

$

50,000

Laboratory Equipment

LS

$

50,000

$

50,000

3

$

15,000

$

45,000

LS

$

50,000

Vehicles
Field Equipment

$

50,000

Subtotal

$

195,000

TOTAL

$

1,775,000

% of total project cost (assumes $70 million total)
2.5%
Source: ADB staff consultant estimates and information provided by JOC and KJSPO.
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The budget for Track 2 is preliminary and subject to revision as new baseline survey work
progresses. As noted in Section 7.2, the EMP – including the budget – will be updated and
modified as necessary and appropriate based on results of additional baseline studies and
monitoring results.
7.5

Work Program

The preliminary work program for the first 3 years of implementation is summarized in Figure
7.2, illustrating the 2-track approach discussed above. EMP related work will begin in late 2010
or early 2011, with safeguards capacity building for PIU staff, to be organized by ADB (detailed
schedule to be determined). Design review activity will begin in first quarter of 2011.
Construction is not expected to commence until 2012. However, initial inspection of
construction staging areas and camps will be conducted by supervision consultants when
construction contractors are mobilized in 2011. Supervision consultants will begin routine
emissions monitoring when construction commences in 2012.
New baseline surveys and related monitoring will begin in early 2011. Initial biodiversity
protection measures will be identified in early 2011, and some of these installations can be done
in 2011 (e.g., fencing around sensitive breeding areas). Additional ecological restoration
activities, if necessary, will be implemented beginning in 2012.
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Figure 7.2: Preliminary EMP Work Program (2010 – 2014)
Year
Activity
Track 1:
Pollution Source
Control & Monitoring
Safeguards Capacity
Building for PIU
Design review
(MOTC /PIU & ADB)

2011
Q1

Q2

Q4

Q1

2013

Q2

Q3

X
X

Q4

Q1

2014

Q2

Q3

X

X

X

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Air, Dust, Noise, &
Water Monitoring
Visual Inspections of
Construction sites and
camps
EMP Update (as
necessary)
Track 2:
Receptor Protection
Baseline data collection
(air, water, etc.)
Baseline Ecological
Survey
Identification of Initial
Protection Measures
Installation of Initial
Protection Measures
Implementation of other
Ecological Restoration
Measures

Q3

2012

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Q4
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FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1

Key Findings

The analysis of alternatives concluded that, aside from the prospect of abandoning the road and
closing the border at the Torugart Pass, the proposed Project is the best alternative with respect
to potential negative environmental impacts. The “no action” alternative has a higher risk of
environmental deterioration and negative impact on the Chatyr-Kul ecosystem.
Other
alternatives are not economically and financially viable, or would not provide the type of
transport services needed to support economical and social development. The preferred
alternative avoids and minimizes potential impacts of the project.
Impacts during construction are acute, temporary, and reversible, with the exception of possible
hazardous materials spills. Impacts during operations are expected to be much greater as the
road has a design lifetime of 20+ years, and pollutants entering the Chatyr Kul aquatic
ecosystem will accumulate because the lake has no outlet. There has been no recent
monitoring to determine whether pollutants from the road are affecting the Chatyr Kul
ecosystem. Data on water quality and ecosystem indicator species is also limited. Given these
limitations it is currently not possible to fully quantify potential impacts to the Chatyr Kul
protected area. Additional baseline data collection and surveys are proposed to be conducted
prior to construction. This baseline data scenario is actually quite common on road projects in
remote sensitive ecosystems, and appropriate mitigation measures can be developed in parallel
with new baseline surveys.
A 2-track EMP has been developed which comprises: (i) pollutant source control, and (ii)
receptor [biodiversity] protection. A variety of “no regrets” mitigation measures -- mainly spill
prevention, control, and countermeasures -- will be incorporated into the road design, providing
insurance against loss of biodiversity. The pollutant source control track will ensure that
minimal impacts occur in the sensitive Chatyr Kul ecosystem. The receptor protection track will
include baseline surveys, identify short-term biodiversity protection measures, implement shortterm biodiversity protection improvements, and identify medium-to-long term biodiversity
improvement activities. The cost of the EMP is estimated at just over 2.5% of total project cost.
8.2

Conclusions and Recommendations

The proposed Project is the best alternative with respect to economic, environmental, financial,
and social criteria. The Project will reduce transit time and cost, improve traffic safety and
reduce accident risk.
The limitations of baseline data noted above are not unusual in international practice, and an
effective mitigation program can be developed in parallel with new baseline surveys. Potential
negative environmental impacts can be mitigated by implementation of the EMP. The EMP will
be updated and revised as necessary to ensure that environmental and ecological objectives in
the project area are met.
The environmental assessment to date complies with ADB and Kyrgyz policy and guidance for
transport sector projects, and is sufficient to allow the Project to proceed to ADB Board
consideration.
Appropriate assurances should be incorporated into loan and project
agreements to ensure that the EMP is updated as necessary and fully implemented.
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Appendix 1: Selected Photographs of Project Area
NOTE: photos taken during site reconnaissance on 21 September 2010

View to southeast at approximately Km 476 - Checkpoint at Km 478 visible in center
background
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Road maintenance facility located between Km 478 and Tuz-bel Pass. Facility is
equipped with a 10-kW wind generator, reported to be inoperable.
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Tuz-bel Pass, Km 501, looking west toward Arpo Valley. Note poor condition of road
surface.
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Karatal Japyryk Protected Area Sign at Tuz-bel pass. Only 2 such signs are currently
visible from the road in the project area.
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View toward PRC border at approximately Km 505, showing temporary location of
nomadic shepherds.
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View looking northeast at approximately Km 510: borrow area is visible in foreground;
Chatyr Kul is visible in background.
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View to east at damaged culvert near Km 512; note potholes in road.
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View looking north at Kosh Kul; approximately Km 520.
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“Narzan” spring, located between Kosh Kul and Torugart Customs Post.
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Torugart Customs post at Km 531; note truck which had been disabled for 5 days at time
of visit.
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Photos from Site Reconnaissance in 2009

View at Km493 looking toward Torugart

View at Km506 toward Checkpoint

(16 October 2009)

(16 October 2009)
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View at Km512 toward Checkpoint

View of Koshi-Kul at Km521
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(16 October 2009)

(16 October 2009)
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(16 October 2009)

View at Km530 toward Torugart Customs

(16 October 2009)
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Footprint of animals remained around Km512

Hole on the box culvert
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(16 October 2009)

(16 October 2009)
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Chatyr Kul Lake, Birds and At-Bashi Ridge behind (18 September 2009)

Wetland around Koshi-Kul Lake with Livestock (18 September 2009)

EIA for CAREC Corridor 1, Project 3
No.
Address
Number of family member
Age of householder
Sex
Total cultivated land using ha
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1
2
3
4
5
6
Kyzyltuu Dologoi Karabulun Karabulun Ak-Beit Ak-Beit
5
1
6
5
3
5
37
22
38
47
76
51
male male
male
male
female
male
4
2.8
1.5
Irrigated land
4
2.8
1.5
Dry land
Woodland
Orchard
Pasture

Quality of land
As good or better
Almost as good
Not nearly as good
Much worse

✔
✔

✔

Number of livestock
Cows
Sheep
Goats
Horses
Donkey and Mules
Chickens and other pourltry
Floor space of home m2
How old is the house year
Numer of vehicle owned
Passengers car
Truck
Tractor
Other(specify)

3
20
10
1

10
100
20
4
2
0
24
3

10
36
40

2
20
5
2

1
30

1
10
6
1

1

3
5
1

110
6

16
60

5

16
39

1

Products for sell
Crops
Vegetables
Livestock
Poultry
Milk
Egg
Fruite
Non-food
Household production

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

Location to sell
In the field or home to
Besides the highway
Local market
Naryn/At Bashi markets
Bishkek market

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
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1
2
3
4
5
6
Kyzyltuu Dologoi Karabulun Karabulun Ak-Beit Ak-Beit
Foot
Hand cart
horse/donkey
Passengers car (sedan car)
Van (mini bus)
Small truck
Large truck
Bus

If highway is improved you can sell at far distant market ?

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔

yes

yes

yes

yes

✔

✔

✔

✔

yes

yes

✔

✔

Source of water
Pipe
Well
Spring
River/lake
Rainwater
Buy

✔

What is the water quality?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Safe to drink without boiling ?
Toilet
Flushed toilet
Latrine outside of house
No toilet
Duration of electricity available? Hours/day
How many months your house was heated?
Location of public telephone
In your house
In neighbour's house
At public place within 5 minutes walks
At public place more than 5 minutes walks
No telephone available
How many minutes to walk to your nearest bus stop?
Mode of transportation to waorking place/school/market
Bus
Car
Truck
Foot

✔
✔

✔

✔
yes

✔
yes

yes

yes

yes

✔
yes

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

zero
10

zero
9

24
6

24 zero
8

zero
8

9

✔
✔
45

✔

✔

✔

✔
60

✔
5

5

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
3

✔

5
✔
✔
✔
✔
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Address
Kyzyltuu Dologoi Karabulun Karabulun Ak-Beit Ak-Beit
Did any school aged children miss attendance more than 2 weeks?
No
No
No
No
No
No
Main reason not missing more than 2 weeks
Cost too much
farm work
other work (specify)
School too far
no teacher
No book or supplier
No proper clothing
Bad weather
Illness
Don't like study
Rate the quality of education to childeren
Excellent
Good
✔
✔
Fair
✔
✔
✔
Poor
✔
Affordability to pay for education
Impossible
Very difficult
✔
✔
Difficult
✔
Not difficult
✔
✔
No body goes to school
In the past 3 months, any family member needed medical care?
No
No
yes
No
yes
yes
The person was treated by
Doctor
✔
Nurse
✔
✔
Dentist
✔
Pharmacist
Midwife
✔
Traditional healer
✔
No body (did not seek treatment)
Affordability to pay for medical care
Impossible
Very difficult
✔
✔
✔
Difficult
Not difficult
✔
No body goes to medical care
Rate the quality of medical service
Excellent
Good
✔
✔
Fair
✔
✔
✔
Poor
Very poor
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1
2
3
4
5
6
Kyzyltuu Dologoi Karabulun Karabulun Ak-Beit Ak-Beit
Cash purchase
Household production
Humanitarian assistance
From friend or relatives

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

Same as before
Becoming worse
Becoming better

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

Rate the situation of food securitye
✔

To secure the food, did you do following for last three months?
Shift to cheaper food
Reduce the number of meal
Eat less
Find other job
Sell households assets
Borow money
Accept gift /donation
Others

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

Rate economic level oy your family
Low
Lower middle
Middle
Upper middle
High

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔

Rate economic level oy your village
Low
Lower middle
Middle
Upper middle
High

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Necesity of following
Provision/improvement of electricity supply
Provision/improvement of water supply
Rehabilitation of main roads
Improve quality of medical care
Reduction of medical care cost
Improve quality of education
Reduction of education cost
Loan provision
Provide bath-house
Better access to distant market
More job for local people
Pay delayed wages and pensions

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
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1
2
3
4
5
6
Kyzyltuu Dologoi Karabulun Karabulun Ak-Beit Ak-Beit
Support
Indifferet
Against

Do you agree followings?
Communicatios between villages and oblast center improve
Travel will be more convenient and safe
Traveling time reduce
Traffic accident reduce
Damage to product while transport will reduce
More local products will be go to distant market
More outside products will be avilable in local market
About present life, you are:
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
After 1 year, your family will become:
Much better off
Somewhat better off
Nothing change
Somewhat worse off
Much worse off
After 1 year, your family are able to have basic necessities:
Very concerned
A little concerned
Not worried
Rather unconcerned
Not at all unconcerned
How many year your are using same land

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
No
yes
yes
yes

✔

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
No
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

16

✔

14
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Appendix 3:
Summary of Emissions and Pollutant Modeling Conducted by JOC Team in 2009

[Note: this appendix is extracted from JOC files in PDF format. The footer has
new page numbers for the November 2010 draft of the EIA.]
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VOC in the groundwater dispersion analysis as per ASTM E1739
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eff
ws

=

Ｄair

θas 3.33
──────+ Dwat
θT 2

1
───
H

θws
───
2
θT

Dair

θacrack3.33
────
2
θT

+ Dwat

1
───
H

θwcrack
────
2
θT

Dair

θacap3.33
────
θT 2

wat

1
───
H

θwcap
────
2
θT

(hcap + hv)

/ (

+ D

hcap
────
Dcapeff =

+

3.33

(

cm2
───)
S

(

cm2
───)
S

(

cm2
───)
S

3.33

3.33

hv
──── )
Dseff

(

cm2
───)
S
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Used
c(t,x,y,z)
Q
u
t
Dx
Dy
Dz
λ
ｄ
air
Ｄ
wat
D
ER
foc
Ｈ
hcap
ｈｖ
I

1.E-01
10,000

100
0.093
0.000011
0.00014
0.001
0.003
5
295
30

mg/L
kL
cm/day
day
m2/day
m2/day
2
m /day
1/day
ｃｍ
cm2/s
cm2/s
L/s
g-C/g-soil
cm3-H2O/cm3-air
cm
LGW-hcap
cm
cm/y
(g-C/gsoil)/(g-C/gH2O)
foc×Koc

Koc

100

Ks

0.1

LB

200 cm

Lcrack
LGW
Ls
Pe
S

15
300
300
6.9E-14
1750.0

cm
hcap+hv
cm
cm
g/cm3-s
㎎/cm3-H2O

Uair

225 ｃｍ/s

Ugw

2500 cm/y

W

1500 cm

δair

200 ｃｍ

δgw

200 ｃｍ

η

0.01

θacap
θacrack
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Default
Concentration of leaked liquid in the groundwater
Amount of leaked liquid
Velocity of groundwater
Time
Diffusion factor in x direction
Diffusion factor in y direction
Diffusion factor in z direction
Half life
Lower depth of surface soil zone
100
Diffuesion coefficient in air
0.05〜0.1
Diffuesion coefficient in water 0.5-1×10-5
Enclosed air exchange rate
0.00014〜0.00023
Fraction of organic-carbon in
0.001
soil
Henry's law constant
〜0.2
Thickness of capilary fringe
5
Thickness of vadose zone
295
Infiltration of water through soil
30
Carbon-water sorption
coefficient
Soil water sorption coefficient
Enclosed spacevolume/infiltration area ratio
Foundation thickness
Depth to groundwater
Depth to subsurface sources
Particulate emission rate
Pure component solubility
Wind speed above ground
surface in ambient mixing zone
Groundwater Darcy velocity
Width of source area,parallel to
wind, or groundwater flow
Ambient air mixing zone height
Groundwater mixing zone
thickness
Area fraction of cracks in
foundation/wall crack

200
300
300
6.9E-14

225
2500
1500
200
200
0.01
0.038

0.26

0.26

0.38

θwcap

0.342

θwcrack

0.12

Volumetric air content in vadose
zone soils
Total soil porosity
Volumetric water content in
capirally fringe in soils
Volumetric water content in
foundation/wall cracks

Ds

eff

7.28E-03 cm2/s

Dcrackeff

7.28E-03 cm2/s

Volumetric water content in
vaose zone soils
Soil bulk density
Average time for vapor flux
Effective diffusion coeficient in
soil based on vapor-phase
concentration
Effective diffusion coeficient
through foundation cracks

7.25E-04 cm2/s

Effective diffusion coefficient
through capirally fringe

0.12
1.7 g/cm3
9.46E+08 s

eff

0.1

Volumetric air content in
foundation/walls cracks

θＴ

Dcap

100>

0.038

0.26

ρｓ
τ

v1.1 - 22 Nov 2010

Volumetric air content in
capillary fringe soils

θas

θws

Appendix 3

0.26
0.38
0.342
0.12
0.12
1.7
9.46E+08
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D

eff
ws

6.33E-03 cm2/s
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Effective diffusion coeficient
between groundwater and soil
surface

VFwesp =

mg/m3-air
4.2E-04 (────)
mg/L-H2O

Groundwater ⇒ enclosed space vapors

VFwamb

mg/m3-air
2.1E-06 (────)
mg/L-H2O

Groundwater ⇒ ambient vapors

VFss

mg/m3-air
1.8E-05 (────)
mg/kg-soils

Surficial soils⇒ambient air(vapors)

VFp

mg/m3-air
2.3E-12 (────)
mg/kg-soils

Surficial soils⇒ambient air(particulate)

VFsamp

mg/m3-air
1.4E-05 (────)
mg/kg-soils

Subsurface soil → Ambient air

VFsesp

mg/m3-air
2.5E-03 (────)
mg/kg-soils

Subsurface soils ⇒ enclosed spaced vapors

v1.1 - 22 Nov 2010
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Numerical analyses were made based on the formula proposed by:
(1)Road Environment, Sankaido, 1997
(2) Technique of the Road Environmental Impact Assessment, Road Environment Institute 2007
(3) Technique for Environmental Impact Assessment, Chuou-hoki 1999
Noise
(1) Traffic noise
LAqe=LwA-8-20log 10ℓ+10log 10(πℓ／d・tanh（2πℓ／ｄ）)+ αd + αi
Modified from ASJ CN-Model 2000
LAeq
Equivalent noise level, d(B(A)
Noise increment ration in case of concrete pavement
0.1 Experimentary(Shoji)
LwA

Power level in average from a vehicle, dB(A)

LWA=46+6*a 2+30logV
(Low gear driving）
Modified ASJ RTN-Model2003, Table2.3
LWA=90+10logV
（High gear driving）
〃
a1:Ratio of smaller vehicle
0.01
a2:Ratio of larger vehicle
0.99
ℓ
Distance from source to the location of prediction（ｍ）
H
Effective emission height
0.3 m
ｄ
Average car head interval, ｄ＝1000V／N
V
Average driving speed km/h
N
Average hourly number of vehicle num／h
αｄ
Reduction by diffraction〔ｄB(A)〕
in case:
-9log10δ-14.3
αｄ＝
0.5≦δ
-2.7(log10δ)2-10.5log 10δ-14.5
0.07＜δ≦0.5
-3log10δ-9.5
0.01＜δ≦0.7
-10log10δ(0.2+2.5δ)-10
-0.001<δ≦0.０１
0.24δlog10❘δ❘-2.2
-0.015＜δ≦-0.001
0.2δlog10❘δ❘+1
-0.3＜δ≦-0.015
δ：difference of transmission distance
(2) Noise level
LAeq, T,Total
LAeq, T,Total
LAeq,T,con
LAeq,T,ve

from construction work and lorries
=10Log(10L Aeq,T,con/10 + 10L Aeq,T,ve/10)
Sum of noise by construction work and lorries
Total noise by construction work
Total noise by construction lorries
Table: Construction work power level at the reference point
LWAeff,I
⊿L
dB(A)
d(BA)
Subbase/base
a. Noise by construction work
103
5
Asphalt paving course
LAeq,T,con = 10・log (1/T・(ΣTi・10LAeff,i/10))
Asphalting
113
6
Subbase/base
Concrete
LAeq,T,con :
Total noise by construction work
course
116
5
paving
T
Working time
Concreting
108
5
LAeff,i
=LWAeff,i-8-20・log(r/r0)+⊿Ld,i+⊿Lg,i＋⊿L
Noise level by i-th construction work unit
LWAeff,i
Power level by i-th construction work unit at the reference point
⊿L
Correction
ｒ
Distance to the location of prediction
ｒ０
Distance to the reference point
⊿Ld,i
Reduction by diffraction, neglected for safety side
⊿Lg,i
Reduction by the ground surface condition, neglected for safety side
b. Noise by construction lorries
LAeq,T,ve
=10log(10 LA1*N) （Assuming only one type of lorry）
LA,i
LWA
N
ｒ
ｒ０
⊿Ld,i
⊿Lg,i

= LWA-8-20Log(ri/r 0)+⊿Ld,i+⊿Lg,i
Power level of 10 tone Lorry=
Number of lorry/hour
Distance to the location of prediction
Distance to the reference point
Reduction by diffraction, neglected for safety side
Reduction by the ground surface condition, neglected for safety side
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Air Pollution
(1) Air pollution by traffic during operation
Assuming infinite line source with wind direction right angle to the traffic
ｃ（x,ｚ)=Q/ｓｑｒｔ（２πσｚU）・（exp（−（H-z)2/2/σz2）＋exp（−（H＋ｚ）２/2σz2））
ｃ（ｘ、ｚ）
x
Q

Concentration of air pollutant, μg/m 3
Distance ｍ ℓ
Strength of emission of air pollutants（g／m・s)
Q＝E・N/1,000/3,600
NO2
E:
E=-0.902/V-0.00578V+0.0000439V 2+0.026 for Medium Car
（V<20km/h: E=0.118g/km)
E=-7.12/V-0.0895V+0.000735V 2+3.93) for Large Car
（V<20km/h: E=2.08g/km）
SPM
E=-0.0687/V-0.000385V+0.00000287V 2+0.017 for Medium Car
（V<20km/h: E=0.007g/km）
E=0.0318/V-0.0031V+0.0000227V 2+0.158 for large Car
（V<20km/h: E=0.107g/km）
CO
E=-12.5/V-0.0599V+0.000448V 2+2.2 for Medium Car
（V<20km/h: E=0.636g/km）
E=10.9/V-0.0168V+0.000115V 2+1.19 for Large Car
（V<20km/h: E=1.45g/km）
SO2
E=0.0783/V-0.000162V+0.00000131V 2+0.0112 for Medium Car
（V<20km/h: E=0.012g/km）
E=0.0411/V-0.000699V+0.00000551V 2+0.0424 for Large Car
（V<20km/h: E=0.033g/km）
CO2
E=976V(-0.43) g/km/day (By regression analysis, Shoji）

H

Effective height of emission
1
In case of viaduct, add that height
Vertical dispersion factor ｍ
σｚ＝1.5+0.31x0.83
Without barrier or less than 3m high
σｚ＝4.0+0.31x0.83
With a barrier equal or higher than 3m
Height of prediction m
Z0：Initial height of prediction ｍ
1
Z=Z0+⊿Z×N
⊿ｚ：interval
1
Wind velocity, right angle to th
1
Width of road lane ｍ
4

σｚ
Z

U

Table: Correction factor for the emission strength
Correction
factor
(multiply the
emission
Year
2000
3.4
2001
3.3
2002
3.1
2003
2.8
2004
2.7
2005
2.3
2006
2.1
2007
1.8
2008
1.6
2009
1.4
2010
1.3
2011
1.2
2012
1.1
2013
1.1
2014
1.0
2015
1.0
2016
1.0
2017
1.0
2018
1.0
(2) Air pollution during construction (applicable to NO2 and SPM only)
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Total of air pollutions by construction work and by lorries
a. Air pollution by construction work
Assuming wind direction of right angle to the road(y=0)
Σc(x,z)
Sum of concentration by respective construction activity
ｃ（x,ｚ)=Q/２πσｚσyU×（exp（−（H-z)2/2/σz2）＋exp（−（H＋ｚ）２/2σz2））
ｃ（ｘ、ｚ）
Concentration of air pollutants
x
Distance of prediction ｍ
Q
Emission strength（μg／s）
H
Emission height m
In case of viaduct, add that height
σｚ
Vertical dispersion factor ｍ
σｚ＝1.5+0.31x0.83 =
σｚ＝4.0+0.31x0.83
σy
Horizontal dispersion factor ｍ
σy＝W/2+0.46L0.81
W：Road width m
Z
Prediction height m
Table: Emission strength construction work （g／unit／day）
NO2
SPM
Soil excavation3,800-9,700 110-290
Rock excavatio7,000-18,000 200-520
Earth filling
3,400-8,600 100-260
b. Air pollution by lorries
See "air pollution by traffic"
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Vibration
(1) Vibration by traffic during operation
L10
Upper limit of 80% range (ｄB)
L10=L10*-αｌ
L10*
Upper limit of 80% range ｄB) at the reference point
L10*=alog(logQ)+blogV+clogM+d＋ασ＋αf＋αs
Q
Equivalent traffic volume per 500 seconds per lane (number/500s/lane)
＝500／3,600／M＊（Q1+KQ2)
Q1
Number of large vehicles per hour (Number/hour)
Q2
Number of medium vehicles per hour (Number/hour)
K
Conversion factor to medium vehicle from large vehicle=13
V
Driving velocity, km/h
M
Total number of lanes
ασ
Correction factor by the evenness of the road surface(ｄB)
=8,2＊log10σ（in case of asphalt pavement)）
σ：Standard deviation of 凸凹 on the road surface mm
αf
Correction factor by the prevailing frequency of ground（ｄB)
=-20logf
:f≥8
≥
=-18
: 8>f ≥ 4
=-24+10logf : 4>f
f
Prevailing frequency of the ground
αs
Correction factor by the road structure （ｄB) : Not considered for this analysis
αｌ
Damping factor by distance（ｄB)
=βlog（r/5＋１）／log2
β＝0.068L10*-2.0 (Clay）
β＝0.130L10*-3.9 (Sand）
ｒ
Distance m
(2) Vibration during construction
Ltotal
Total vibrations by construction work and lorries
=10Log(10LogL(r)/10+10LogL 10,ve/10)
L（ｒ）
Vibration by construction work
L10,ve
Vibration by Lorries
a.Vibratiion by construction work
L（r）=
L(r0)-15・log(r/r0)-8.68α(r-r0)
L（r）:
Vibration level
L(r0):
Vibration level at the reference point
ｒ
Distance to prediction
r0
Distance to the reference point
α
Internal damping factor =0.01 (given by the work type)
Table: Vibration by construction work at the reference point
L10*
Damping
factor
d(BA)
Subbase/base
Asphalt paving course
0.001
59
Asphalting
0.001
56
Subbase/base
Concrete
course
0.001
59
paving
Concreting
0.001
75
b.Vibration by lorries
L10,ve
Upper limit of 80% range (dB)
L10,ve=L10*+⊿L
⊿L
Increment of vibration by lorries
=a・log(logQ')-a・log(log(Q))
Q'
Equivalent traffic volume per 500 seconds per lane (number/500s/lane)
＝500／3,600／M＊（Q1+K(Q2+Qcon))
Q1
Number of medium vehicles per hour (Number/hour)
Q2
Number of large vehicles per hour (Number/hour)
Qcon
Number of construction vehicles(=lorries) per hour (Number/hour)
K
Conversion factor of large vehicle to medium vehicle
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Weight of dust fallen ton/km2/day
=N・Cd・(3.5･(0.2・x + 0.35))
N:
Daily total traffic volume
a・（u/u0)-b・（ｘ/x0)-c
Cd:
Amount of dust fallen at the location of prediction
which was raised by a truck ton/km2/m2/truck
a:
Unit dust fallen at the referent point
Dust fallen raised from 1m 2 by a construction vehicle, ton/km 2/truck/m2
u:
Wind velocity, right angle to road
u0:
Reference wind velocity
1m/s
b:
Factor by wind
1
ｘ:
Distance m
x0:
Reference distance m
1
C:
Coefficient of dispersion of fallen dust
2
Table: Unit dust fallen at the referent point
Surface conditions
ton/km2/truck/m2
Unpaved
0.23
Unpaved/steel plate
Unpaved/water sprinkled
Paved
Paved with tire washed

0.03
0.012
0.0014
0.0007
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Plume（Point loading）and Environmental Standards：Baetsle's Model
Recommended
Groundwater velocity

cm/day

Groundwater
standard
Benzene

mg/L

Air standard Benzene
Half life
Benzene
Henry's Coeffi Benzene
Amount spilled
Dispersion factor
Detectable limit
Pulume
Groundwat
er bevlocity

Benzene

0.01
3

mg/m
1/day /
air
ｋＬ
cm
mg/L
Elapsed day

ut
cm/day
10
10
10
10
10

NO.
1
2
3
4
5

10

0.003
0.0001
0.003
1.E-01
120
0.010
Distance

t
day
1
10000
20000
30000
40000

x
m
0.1
1000
2000
3000
4000

To be
changed

0.01

0.03

0.003
0.001〜0.01
0.22

0.2

Dispersion factor

Dx
m /day
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12

Dy
m /day
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2

2

Dz
m /day
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.012
2

0.77

Concentratio Demension of plume
above standards
n at the
center
c(x,0,0,t)
mg/L
2.97E+05
1.10E-01
1.44E-02
2.91E-03
7.00E-04

Length
m

Width
m
6
214
116
0
0

3
123
67
0
0

Distibution of plume above
groundwater standard

100
Width m ,

Trichloroethy
lene

50
0
-50
-100

Concentration mg/m3
,

Concentration mg/L ,

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Dsitance ｍ

2500

3500

4000

Groundwater concentration

Concentration in groundwater

1.E+06
1.E+04
1.E+02
1.E+00
1.E-02
1.E-04

3000

Groundwater standard

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Distance m

2500

3000

3500

4000

Room air concentrarion evaporatedfrom
groundwater

Concentration in the room air
Air standard

1.E+03
1.E+01
1.E-01
1.E-03
0

500

1000

1500

2000
Distance ｍ

2500

3000

3500

4000
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Plume（Point loading）and Environmental Standards：Baetsle's Model
Recommended
Groundwater velocity

cm/day

100

Groundwater
standard
Benzene

mg/L

0.01

Air standard Benzene
Half life
Benzene
Henry's Coeffi Benzene
Amount spilled
Dispersion factor
Detectable limit
Pulume
Groundwat
er bevlocity

3

mg/m
1/day /
air
ｋＬ
cm
mg/L
Elapsed day

ut
cm/day
100
100
100
100
100

NO.
1
2
3
4
5

0.003
0.0001
0.003
1.E-01
120
0.010
Distance

t
day
1
1000
2000
3000
4000

x
m
1
1000
2000
3000
4000

Benzene

To be
changed

0.01

0.03

0.003
0.001〜0.01
0.22

0.2

Dispersion factor

Dx
m /day
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

Dy
m /day
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

2

2

Dz
m /day
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
2

0.77

Concentratio Demension of plume
above standards
n at the
center
c(x,0,0,t)
mg/L
9.41E+03
2.69E-01
8.62E-02
4.25E-02
2.50E-02

Length
m

Width
m
16
251
288
288
265

9
144
165
166
152

Distibution of plume above
groundwater standard

100
Width m ,

Trichloroethy
lene

50
0
-50
-100

Concentration mg/m3
,

Concentration mg/L ,

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Dsitance ｍ

2500

3500

4000

Groundwater concentration

Concentration in groundwater

1.E+04
1.E+03
1.E+02
1.E+01
1.E+00
1.E-01
1.E-02

3000

Groundwater standard

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Distance m

2500

3000

3500

4000

Room air concentrarion evaporatedfrom
groundwater

Concentration in the room air
Air standard

1.E+01
1.E+00
1.E-01
1.E-02
1.E-03
0

500

1000

1500

2000
Distance ｍ

2500

3000

3500

4000
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Plume（Point loading）and Environmental Standards：Baetsle's Model
Recommended
Groundwater velocity

cm/day

Groundwater
standard
Benzene

mg/L

Air standard Benzene
Half life
Benzene
Henry's Coeffi Benzene
Amount spilled
Dispersion factor
Detectable limit
Pulume
Groundwat
er bevlocity

Benzene

0.01
3

mg/m
1/day /
air
ｋＬ
cm
mg/L
Elapsed day

ut
cm/day
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

NO.
1
2
3
4
5

1,000

0.003
0.0001
0.003
1.E-01
120
0.010
Distance

t
day
1
100
200
300
400

x
m
10
1000
2000
3000
4000

To be
changed

0.01

0.03

0.003
0.001〜0.01
0.22

0.2

Dispersion factor

Dx
m /day
12
12
12
12
12

Dy
m /day
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

2

2

Dz
m /day
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
2

0.77

Concentratio Demension of plume
above standards
n at the
center
c(x,0,0,t)
mg/L
2.97E+02
2.95E-01
1.03E-01
5.56E-02
3.57E-02

Length
m

Width
m
44
255
299
314
313

26
146
172
181
180

Distibution of plume above
groundwater standard

100
Width m ,

Trichloroethy
lene

50
0
-50
-100

Concentration mg/m3
,

Concentration mg/L ,

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Dsitance ｍ

2500

3500

4000

Groundwater concentration

Concentration in groundwater

1.E+03
1.E+02
1.E+01
1.E+00
1.E-01
1.E-02

3000

Groundwater standard

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Distance m

2500

3000

3500

4000

Room air concentrarion evaporatedfrom
groundwater

Concentration in the room air
Air standard

1.E+00
1.E-01
1.E-02
1.E-03
0

500

1000

1500

2000
Distance ｍ

2500

3000

3500

4000
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Plume（Point loading）and Environmental Standards：Baetsle's Model
Recommended
Groundwater velocity

cm/day

Groundwater
standard
Benzene

mg/L

Air standard Benzene
Half life
Benzene
Henry's Coeffi Benzene
Amount spilled
Dispersion factor
Detectable limit
Pulume
Groundwat
er bevlocity

Width m ,
Concentration mg/L ,

3

0.003
0.0001
0.003
1.E-01
120
0.010
Distance

t
day
1
10
20
30
40

x
m
100
1000
2000
3000
4000

To be
changed

0.01

0.03

0.003
0.001〜0.01
0.22

0.2

Dispersion factor

Dx
m /day
120
120
120
120
120

Dy
m /day
39.6
39.6
39.6
39.6
39.6

2

2

Trichloroethy
lene

Dz
m /day
12
12
12
12
12
2

0.77

Concentratio Demension of plume
above standards
n at the
center
c(x,0,0,t)
mg/L
9.41E+00
2.97E-01
1.05E-01
5.71E-02
3.70E-02

Length
m

Width
m
115
255
300
317
317

66
147
173
182
182

Distibution of plume above
groundwater standard

150
100
50
0
-50
-100
-150
0

Concentration mg/m3
,

Benzene

0.01

mg/m
1/day /
air
ｋＬ
cm
mg/L
Elapsed day

ut
cm/day
10,000
10,000
10,000
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Cumulative and Induced Impacts Assessment
1. Introduction and Scope of Assessment
1.
This assessment covers reasonably foreseeable cumulative and induced impacts
attributable to the proposed road rehabilitation Project from Km 478 to the Torugart Customs
post at Km 539 (the proposed Project). This is the final segment of the Bishkek-Torugart road
rehabilitation program which is being support by ADB and other donors. Work has commenced
on the sections from Km 0 to Km 365, with funding from the China Export-Import Bank and
other donors; and from Km 400 to Km 439, with funding from ADB. ADB has committed
funding for the sections from Km 365-400 and Km 439 to Km 478, but construction has not
commenced as of October 2010.
2.
Induced impacts are those from activities and projects that would not proceed without
the ADB-funded investments. Cumulative impacts are defined as potential environmental
effects from activities and projects that take place in parallel in the same project area with
possible economic linkage to the core project. The impact of a single project on an
environmental factor may not be significant, but the impacts of induced and parallel projects
may combine to produce irreversible damage. The purpose of assessing the cumulative and
induced impacts is to identify combined effects and identify limiting and mitigating factors to
ensure that the cumulative impacts will not exceed the carrying capacity of the environment.
3.
For this assessment, the spatial context is the Bishkek-Tourgart road corridor including
the Chatyr Kul basin. The temporal context is the near- to medium-term development period
from year 2010 to 2020. Potential impacts are considered on the basis of economic
dependency, and degree of certainty that collateral activities will proceed. Impacts and effects
are categorized as additive, compensatory, synergistic, and masking. Additive impacts increase
environmental stress, e.g., additional pollution loads from new industrial development.
Compensatory effects offset negative impacts, and might include specific environmental
management and ecological preservation activities implemented on a regional or sectoral basis,
e.g., common effluent treatment and waste management plants in industrial estates.
Synergistic effects mutually reinforce effects of the core project and could be positive or
negative. Masking effects arise from activities that are not obviously linked to the core project,
but may occur partly as a result of the core projects; e.g., access roads to a new hydropower
plant may facilitate uncontrolled entry to environmentally sensitive areas.
4.
In the context of transport sector in the Kyrygz Republic (KR), most of the [donor-funded]
projects are addressing regional cooperation for trade-related transport improvements.
Transport sector development is partly “demand-pull” and partly “supply-push.” The need for
improved transport access and services is being induced to some extent by growth in regional
trade between Central Asia and the PRC (“demand pull”). At the same time, transport
investments are being used to promote economic growth in the region (“supply push”). In this
case, the economic viability of the Bishek-Torugart road rehabilitation program is enhanced by
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completion of the proposed Project. Increased trade is seen as certain and foreseeable.
Mineral resource development, increased agricultural production, and expansion of tourism
activity can be reasonably foreseen based on current development planning, although growth in
these sectors is expected to be modest in the near term. Aside from potential investments in
the mining sector, there are no known industrial development investments related to the
Bishkek-Torugart road corridor. Agricultural growth will be inherently limited by water supplies
and land capacity to support grazing. Tourism development may be the potentially largest
growth opportunity; tourism growth in the near term will be concentrated around Issyk Kul.
5.

The scope of this assessment covers the following potential developments:
(i) Complementary investment in the Bishkek-Torugart road corridor, which has already
been committed by ADB and other financing partners; the other sections of the road
are not economically dependent on the proposed Project, and therefore are not
considered to be associated facilities1; no other associated facilities have been
identified in the project area;
(ii) Proposed future investment in a regional rail line linking Uzbekistan, the KR, and the
PRC;
(iii) Mineral resource development which is dependent on improved transport access and
services;
(iv) Increased agricultural activities facilitated by improved transport access and services;
and
(v) Increased tourism activities facilitated by improved transport access and services.

2. General Benefits and Environmental Implications
6.
Development indicators are included in the Design and Monitoring Framework to
evaluate the overall economic impact of the proposed Project. In terms of overall environmental
impact, the key issues for evaluation of cumulative and induced impacts are: (i) whether
ambient environmental quality objectives will be maintained within KR standards, and (ii)
whether the Chatyr Kul and other protected areas would be degraded.
7.
As discussed in Section 5 of the main report, the proposed Project is expected to have
some positive benefits in the form of reduced dust, noise, and vibration. Emissions models
indicate that SPM, NOX, SOX, and GHG emissions will increase slightly with the project, but
1

In practice, if a facility is economically dependent on ADB’s direct investment, then it is considered to be an
“associated facility” and may be subject to due diligence. In the context of safeguards compliance, due diligence is
limited to a determination of whether the facilities are in compliance with the host country regulatory requirements.
ADB standards are not imposed on the associated facilities. The safeguards categories of the ADB-supported
investments are determined independently. The ADB Rapid Environmental Assessment checklists do not include
associated facilities. Determination that an associated facility is present does not change the category of the ADBsupported investments.
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less than in the “no project” scenario. Similar benefits and impacts can be expected for the
other sections of the Bishkek-Torugart road. The total pollutant load from vehicle emissions and
contaminated runoff water will increase, but ambient air and water quality objectives are
expected to be maintained (see main text Section 5 and Appendix 3 for quantitative emissions
analyses). Potential impacts are presented schematically in Figure A4.1, summarized in Table
A4.1, and discussed below.

Figure A4.1: Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart Road: Cumulative and Induced Impacts
ROAD SUB-SECTOR INVESTMENTS
• Project 3 completes the Bishkek-Torugart corridor linking Kyrgyz to PRC, Kazakhstan,
and Russia
LIMITING FACTORS
RELATED TRANSPORT SECTOR INVESTMENTS AND
OUTCOMES

• Interconnection with other major
roads, rail, and air transport
networks

• Proposed Project will complete major milestone of regional
transportation corridors linking Central and East Asia

• Water supply

• Osh-Irkeshtam road provides 2nd, complementary transport
link between Kyrgyz, PRC, and Uzbekistan

• Low population density

MITIGATING FACTORS

• Rural to urban migration

• Future rail line depends on quantum increase in trade

• Maintenance and improved
management of biodiversity
protected areas

MINERAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT (Uncertain,
Foreseeable)

• Possible expansion of ecotourism

• Expansion of mining activities and development of new
mining concessions (coal, gold, other base metals)
• Increased air, solid waste, and wastewater emissions; land
degradation due to mining
AGRICULTURE AND TOURISM GROWTH (Reasonably
foreseeable)
• Reduced travel time and cost facilitates more efficient
agricultural market access

KEY:
Direct Link to Project

• Possible increase in tourism dependent on complementary
investment in hotel and other destination infrastructure

Indirect Link to Project
Related Factors
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TABLE A4.1: IMPACT CHARACTERIZATION
Impact Characteristics

Project or
Sector

Comments
Additive

Compensatory

Synergistic

Masking

Related
transport
sector
investments

Completion of BishhkekNaryn-Torugart road will
increase flow of traffic and
vehicle emissions, but ambient
environmental quality
objectives are expected to be
maintained.

Improved transport
efficiency will reduce
emissions intensity
(pollutant load per tonkilometer and per
passenger-kilometer).

Improved transport
access will indirectly
facilitate other
infrastructure
improvements.

Proposed rail line is
being developed
independently of the
road network.

Improved transportation
access should benefit future
development of social
infrastructure (e.g., hospitals
and schools).

Mining
Development
and other
Industrial
Activity

No major industrial
development planned, but
enhanced transport access
may facilitate future
development of mineral
resources in the southern
Kyrgyz region.

Value-added employment
opportunities could foster
social benefits for workers
and their communities.

Future emissions
growth could degrade
soil and water quality
and negatively impact
human health.

As of mid-2010, the rail
project viability is based
on mineral resource
development agreement
between KR and PRC
governments.

Pollutant emissions can be
minimized with advanced,
cleaner process
technologies.

Enhanced access to markets
could facilitate an increase in
livestock and crop production.

Use of chemical fertilizers
expected to be limited in
favor of organic fertilizers
due to relative costs.

Increase in chemical
fertilizer use could
contaminate surface
and shallow
groundwater.

Expanded agricultural
output will contribute to
overall economic
growth.

Increased agricultural
income is consistent with
economic growth and
poverty reduction objectives.

New initiatives on tourism
development would increase
demand for transport services.

Eco-tourism development
could support
improvements in protected
area management.

Eco-tourism
development requires
complementary
investment in waste
management
infrastructure.

Improved road network
will facilitate increased
tourist access along the
Bishkek-Torugart
corridor, e.g., at Song
Kul and Tash Rabat.

Increased tourism income is
consistent with economic
growth and poverty
reduction objectives.

Agriculture

Tourism
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Related Transport Sector Investments

8.
The transport sector investments directly related to the proposed Project are the other
sections of the Bishkek-Torugart road, for which funding has been committed by ADB and other
financing partners. Construction has commenced on most of the road from Bishkek to At-Bashi.
Other transport investments include: (i) possible relocation of the Torugart customs facilities to a
lower elevation site, possibly near the Checkpoint at Km 478; (ii) construction of a freight transshipment facility; and (iii) construction of a regional rail line connecting the KR with the PRC and
Uzbekistan.
9.
Relocation of the customs post and construction of trans-shipment facility are reasonably
foreseeable, but uncertain. Both of these projects have been discussed extensively within the
government, but neither project is proceeding as of late 2010. Construction of the transshipment facility commenced at a site between At-Bashi and Km 478, but the construction has
been suspended as of mid-2010. There has been no decision to relocate the Torugart customs
facility. Assuming these projects do proceed in the foreseeable future, they would be located
outside of the Chatyr Kul area. Environmental impacts would be limited and related principally
to incremental increases in truck traffic due to trans-shipment (smaller Kyrgyz trucks would take
cargo from larger Chinese trucks).
10.
The proposed rail line linking the Ferghana Valley in Uzbekistan with the PRC via
Jalalabad and the Torugart Pass has been under discussion and conceptual development since
1996. A preliminary feasibility study commissioned by the EU TACIS program was completed in
2010, including a preliminary environmental assessment. The conceptual design capacity is to
handle 10 – 15 million tons per year of freight. Assuming 20 tons of freight per truck, this would
be equivalent to 500,000 trucks per year, or 1369 trucks per day. The proposed ADB-funded
road project envisions an increase in traffic across the Torugart Pass from about 80 trucks per
day to about 200 trucks per day. If the rail line break-even feasibility is 10 million tons per year,
then projected freight traffic would have to increase more than 6 times beyond current traffic
projections (assuming larger trucks carrying 40 ton loads, the traffic increase would be more
than 3 times current projections). The feasibility of the rail line is further complicated by different
track gauges in the PRC and Kyrgyz, which will require a transfer station.
11.
Given the traffic projections for the proposed road project, it is not obvious that the
proposed road project would create sufficient economic growth to justify the rail line. Rather,
some other economic development would be required. During 2009, a preliminary agreement
was reached between the KR and PRC governments to finance the rail line via “resource
exchange for investment.” KR government order Number 168-p, date 18 April 2009, suspended
the holding of tenders, direct negotiations, and issuing of licenses for mineral development on
the following prospects (which presumably would be reserved for resource exchange): the
"Terekkan" and "Perevalnoe" gold deposits in the Jalal-Abad region; the "Chechekty" deposits
of nepheline syenite (aluminum) in the “Sandyk” area of the Naryn region; and the "Dangy" iron
ore deposits in the "Jetim too" area of the Naryn region. Thus, it appears that the rail line would
be driven mainly by extractive resource development, independently of the proposed road
project.
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Mineral Resource Development

12.
Other than the prospective “rail for mining” developments noted above, there are no
known industrial development projects proposed in the Bishkek-Torugart corridor. Development
of coal resources in southern KR could be influenced positively by the road project, but such
development would depend primarily on: (i) the type of coal resources identified (coking coal or
coal for steam boilers), (ii) market prices for coal, coke, and electricity, and (iii) a favorable
investment framework for coal production and new coal-fired power plants. After independence,
coal production in the KR declined from about 3,753,000 metric tons in 1990 to 332,000 metric
tons in 2005.2 There are no indications that local market conditions will change in the
foreseeable future which would result in new coal mining ventures in the KR, but coal use for
power generation in the Asia region is projected to grow during the next 2 decades, so this is a
foreseeable but uncertain development scenario.
13.
The Mineral Resources Map of the Kyrgyz Republic, 2002 (compiled by Vikoronov, et
al), shows identified coal deposits near the Torugart Pass with estimated reserves in the range
of 200 – 500 million tons. In the area between Naryn and Jalalabad, there are 7 other identified
coal deposits with the same range of estimated reserves. It is important to note that these
estimates are for “potential” reserves, which would require further quantification by exploratory
mapping, drilling, and analyses, which would then allow an estimate of economically
recoverable reserves to be made. None of these deposits have been developed. The only
developed coal deposits marked on the 2002 map are near Karakul (east of Issyk Kul) and near
Sylykta in extreme southwestern KR.
14.
Assuming that the coal reserve estimates are correct, the potential market value is
considerable: 200 million tons produced over a 20 year operational lifetime (10 million tons per
year) with a market price of $70 per ton represents undiscounted gross revenue of $700 million
per year. The logical destination for coal mined near the Torugart Pass would be the PRC; this
export scenario would not be dependent on the proposed road project. The cost of mine
development and operations would have to be recovered, and a long-term off-take contract
would need to be secured.
15.
Simultaneous development of several of the coal deposits in the Jalalabad-NarynTorugart region presents a more attractive scenario: if all 8 deposits with 200 million tons were
developed at the same time, producing over a 20 year period at $70 per ton represents
undiscounted gross revenue of $5.6 billion per year. This coal development scenario (80 million
tons per year) suggests the need for a rail line, which would be economically independent of the
proposed road project. As is the case for a single mine noted above, substantial capital would
need to be committed to coal mine development prior to securing an off-take contract.

2

ADB. 2007. The Kyrgyz Republic Natural Resource Sector Study. Manila; Table 1, page 5. The original
sources cited are: ADB Key Indicators 2006, and Selskoe khozyaisto KR 1999 – 2003, NCS 20004.
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16.
A more economically attractive scenario for coal exploitation would be for mine-mouth
electric power production, which could complement seasonal hydropower output and offset the
need for electricity imports (mainly from Uzbekistan). Assuming 350 tons coal per gigawatt-hour
of electricity generation, 10 million tons per year of coal production could theoretically produce
28,571 gigawatt-hours per year of electricity. Assuming $0.05 per kilowatt-hour off-take price
(which is a rule-of-thumb reference price for coal-fired power), 28,571 gigawatt-hours per year
of electricity represents about $1.4 billion per year in potential value-added revenue, or 2 times
the revenue associated with the simple sale of coal noted above. The development of coal for
electric power generation would be highly dependent on the off-take price, and independent of
the proposed road project. This scenario is considered to be unforeseen and highly uncertain.
However, aggressive development of coal for in-country power generation and export via highvoltage transmission lines would be a more valuable economic development prospect than
simple exports of coal.
3.3

Agricultural Development

17.
Agricultural productivity increases are reasonably foreseeable, as the Bishkek-Torugart
corridor provides improved transport access to markets. Increases in crop production are
limited by water resource constraints. Synergistic effects could result from increase in chemical
fertilizer applications, but the incremental expense to farmers is a limiting factor. Increased
cropping should improve farmers’ incomes, which is consistent with economic development
objectives. Increases in livestock production are limited by the available grazing area, unless
feed crops are utilized for animal feed operations.
3.4

Tourism Development

18.
The other sections of the Bishkek-Torugart Road provide improved access to the Issyk
Kul and Song Kul protected areas. Issyk Kul is a major tourism destination, attracting more than
1 million visitors a year from the Bishkek area, Kazakhstan, and Russia (rather than the PRC).
Rehabilitation of the road between Bishkek and Balykchy will support increased tourist arrivals
at Issyk Kul, independently of the proposed road Project. ADB is supporting development of
environment-friendly infrastructure for the Issyk Kul area through the Issyk Kul Sustainable
Development Project approved in late 2009; the water supply and wastewater treatment
investments supported by this project are intended to mitigate the impacts of expanded tourism.
19.
Improved transport access to the Song Kul and Tash Rabat areas may also result in an
increase in tourism, but this potential tourism growth is not dependent on the proposed Project
as most tourist arrivals are expected to originate from the Bishkek and Naryn regions rather
than the At-Bashi valley and the PRC. Potential impacts on Song Kul may be more significant
than in the case of Issyk Kul, as there is no comparable sustainable development investment
program.
20.
The Tash Rabat site is currently the only significant tourist destination between Naryn
and the Torugart Pass. The proposed Project will facilitate tourist traffic between Naryn and
Kashi in the PRC, with Tash Rabat being a logical destination for overnight stops. However,
most of the projected traffic increase on this route will be freight rather than tourists. Tourist
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arrivals from Naryn would not necessarily depend on the proposed Project. Tourist arrivals from
the PRC would be facilitated by the proposed Project.
21.
As discussed in the main report, the proposed Project is adjacent to the Chatyr Kul
protected area, which is off-limits to tourists at present. There are no plans to open this area for
routine tourism. Potential impacts on Chatyr Kul are discussed in detail in the main report.
4. Conclusions
22.
The proposed ADB-funded project will complete the Bishkek-Torugart road rehabilitation
program, which will improve transport access throughout the corridor. Cumulative and induced
impacts can be expected to result from completion of this overall program, but most of the
potential impacts would not be dependent on completing the proposed Project (from Km 478 to
the Torugart Customs post). Tourism growth is expected to be more likely than agricultural and
industrial growth, and would be concentrated at Issyk Kul where compensatory infrastructure
investments are being supported by ADB and other donor agencies. Agricultural growth is
inherently limited by land and water resource constraints. Mineral resource development is
foreseeable, but would not obviously depend on the road corridor.
23.
The ADB-funded investments for the Bishkek-Torugart road will have cumulative impacts
related to increased emissions in proportion to increased traffic flow. Ambient environmental
quality objectives are expected to be maintained; therefore the cumulative impacts are
considered to be insignificant. Induced impacts are foreseeable, but limited in scale and
dependency on the proposed road project, and are therefore considered to be insignificant.
Potential environmental impacts to the Chatyr Kul area will be mitigated under the proposed
Project environmental management program.
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Appendix 5: Summary Consultations Conducted by JOC Team in 2009 and 2010

[Note: this appendix is extracted from JOC files in PDF format. The footer has
new page numbers for the November 2010 draft of the EIA. The headers refer to
appendices 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 of the December 2009 draft report prepared by JOC.]
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Minutes of Meeting of the First Public Consultation
Date: September 18, 2009
Place: Naryn City, Naryn City Administration (meeting hall)
Organizers:
-

Vice Mayor of Naryn City Administration – Mr. Marazinov Ulan Turatbekovich

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japanese Overseas Consultants: JOC.) – Mr.
Shoji Takeo

-

International Social Specialist (JOC) – Mr. Yoshitoshi Kobayashi

Attendants:

A total of 40 participants including:

-

Naryn Ecological local NGOs

-

Local City Administration

-

Management of Architecture and Transport,

-

Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation

-

RMU

-

University

-

Mass media

Subject:
-

Collection of Stakeholders’ opinion, advice and questions for the project and EIA
report of section (km 479- 536) of Chatyr –Kul lake beyond the check point.

Outline of discussion:
-

More than 35 people took part in Stakeholder Meeting in Naryn City Administration
(meeting hall). Stakeholders Meeting was officially opened by Vice Mayors’
introduction of Japanese and local consultants to the participator of the meeting. All
the participators were paying attention in ADB Grant 0123- KGZ (SF): CAREC
Transport Corridor 1 (Bishkek- Naryn-Torugart Road) Project. Mr. Shoji Takeo and
PIU Ms. Sveta Keldibaeva had introduced EIA of Project 3, Outline and Benefits,
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Environmental Impact and Mitigation Measures regarding to Chatyr-Kul Lake as a
particular protected area, which is ratified in Ramsar Convention.
-

Mr. Bakyt Rysbekov (chairman of Ombudsman Local Representation in Naryn) has
raised the question about unemployment. (Working place for local people, there are
unemployment people in Naryn, its necessity them to offer by job during the
rehabilitation of the road). Require of Information about the overall project in detail

-

-

Mr. Bakyt Egemberdiev – Naryn City Administration worker, complained to the:
¾

No accurate information about Project Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart Project

¾

Necessity to involve to the project local people and workers

¾

Necessity to be provided to local mass media about activities of the Project

Mr. Bagysh Toktosunov – Head of Naryn Pubic Service, he complained and insisted
in:

-

¾

Lack of detailed and accurate information of the project section 1,2,3

¾

Exact and transparent budget of the project

Mr. Rahat Toktorbaevich – Local municipal government complained and insisted in:

Necessity of Environmental survey before the commence of the project
¾

Necessity to control the overweight of the load of Chinese trucks on the
Bishkek-Naryn –Torugart, because Chinese trucks are destroying the road

¾

-

Strict law enforcement not to over speeding

and

overloading

Mr. Maksat Joldoshbekov – Coordinator of the local project, he insisted in:
¾

Local people should be more involved in and more informed in activities of the
project

¾
-

Announce accurate and transparent budget of the project to local people.

Mr. Bolot Jandyraliev –senior research worker in the Scientific and Research
Department of Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation. He complained and insisted in:
¾

Maintain and preservation the bio variety of flora and fauna in Catyr-Kul Lake
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¾

To avoid

¾

To minimize the construction period at hatching/breeding season of the birds

noise, duster, land and water pollution

Mr. Ermek Baibagyshev – Head of International Department of Naryn State
University. He insisted in:
¾

Accurate and clear Power Point Presentation regarding to EIA for the
Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart Project in next Stakeholders Meeting

¾

Update about activities of the Project

List of Participants (Only for those who made signatures)
№
1.
2.
3.

First and Last Name
Egemberdiev B.J
Toktosunov B
Kaptanbetov Ulanbek

Title
Mayor adviser
Senior Architect

4.
5.
6.
7.

Kojomkulov Turdubek
Baigaziev Toktobek
Orokov A.D.
Kayimov Usonbek
Maadanbekovich
Jumaev Tologon
Mambetkulovich
Babaev O.

Guard
Engineer
Main Specialist
Director

Organization
Naryn City Administration
Management of Architecture and Transport
Management of Architecture and Transport,
Naryn
Naryn City Administration
Naryn Sewage System
Naryn City Administration
Naryn City Administration

Chairman

Naryn City Administration

Manager of cultural
department
Project Coordinator

Naryn City Administration

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Toktomamyt uulu
Zamir
Osmonaliev Jumabek
Ibraev Abdylda
Toktaliev R.
Ermek Baibagyshev

15.

Bolot Jandyraliev

16.

Takeo Shoji

17.

Yoshitoshi Kobayashi

18.

Keldibaeva Svetlana

19.

Jusupbekov
Shyrdakbek

National Environmental
Specialist

20

Sultanova Burulsun

Translator

Chief of RMU
Leading Specialist
Director
Head of International
Department
Senor Researcher of
Scientific and Research
Department
International
Environmental Specialist
International Social
Specialist
Environmental and Social
Specialist

Naryn City Administration
Naryn City Administration
Naryn City Administration
National Park “Salkyn-Tor”
Naryn State University
Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation, Naryn

Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd.
(JOC)
Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd.
(JOC)
Project Implementation Unit, Ministry of
Transport and Communication of Kyrgyz
Republic
Chuy- Bishkek-Talas inter-regional
management of preservation of the
environment the State EPA and to a forestry
Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd.
(JOC)
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Name of the Project: Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (Project 3)
Outline of the 1st Stakeholder Meeting
Coordinated by: Project Implementation Unit and Consultants
Schedule of EIA: Table 1 (Please note the second public consultation)
Place of meeting:
Date and time:
Attendants:
(1) Environmental protection office
(2) Ecological department who recommended as Ramsar site
(3) Local government
(4) MOTC
(5) University / Institute
(6) Local NGO
(7) Press / media
(8)
Topic
1. Outline of the project
2. Project benefit
3. Environmental impact
4. Alternatives
5. Mitigation Measures
6. Analyses proposed
Appendix: Major Fauna and Flora described in the Summary of Declaration Paper of
Chatyr Kul Lake as Ramsar Site

1
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Location of Project 3 (Tentative Title)

2
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

3
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Outline of the project
1.

The 540 kilometer (km) Bishkek-Torugart road is part of the CAREC corridor 1linking

the Kyrgyz Republic with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and other Central Asian
countries. The Torugart post is a major border control and customs facility between the
Kyrgyz Republic and the PRC. The road condition is poor; border-crossing facilities and
procedures are outdated and inefficient, and the obstruct international traffic and trade.
Improved road and customs infrastructure will remove the obstruction and open up this
corridor for wider regional trade and economic cooperation. It will reduce travel and transit
time from the current 3-4 days to 2 days.

The section of Project (Chatyr Kul Section) is rehabilitation of gravel road of about 60km
long from the Checkpoint (km479) to Customs (km536) as shown below:

Checkpoint
(km479)

Torugart
Customs
(km536)

Figure

Location of Road to be Rehabilitated

4
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Project benefit
2.

Reduction of Transportation cost. By improving the Bishkek -Torugart road, the

Project will substantially reduce the existing obstruction to trade and foster regional
economic cooperation. The entire region will benefit from the Project, while the project area
will gain through economic development and increased access to markets and social
services. Improving the project road will reduce transport cost, contribute to commercial and
industrial development opportunities. The overall economic internal rate of return of the
Project is 14.7%, and the net present value is about $37.8 million. The project is expected to
help boost trade between the Kyrgyz Republic and the PRC. The total volume of bilateral
trade is expected to grow from 0.5 million tons in 2007 to 3 million tons in 2015, of which the
Kyrgyz Republic-PRC border at Torugart is expected to contribute more than half.

3.

Poverty Reduction. The Project is not a targeted poverty intervention. Nevertheless,

by, stimulating economic development, it will have poverty reduction impact and benefits.
While the Project aims to facilitate regional trade and thereby benefit major businesses and
those involved in trade and commerce, it will also significantly benefit rural communities and
especially rural poor. Speciffically, the Project will indirectly benefit 2.3 million people living
along the project road, 51% of whom are women dominant in intra- and inter-oblast
(province) trade and commercial activities in the Kyrgyz Republic, Two of the three oblasts
where the project road passes have poverty levels below the national average of 46%.
Extreme poverty in these two oblasts is almost double the national average of 13.5%.

4.

Reduction of Present Adverse Environmental Impacts to Chatyr Kul.

Presently, the

Chatyr Kul is registered as Ramsar site. However due to acceleration of deterioration of
road, disturbance such as noise, vibration and exhausted gas generated by heavy trucks, to
the ecosystem of Chatyr Kul are being worsen year by year. In addition, the number of
passing trucks will be increased year by year. Therefore, to minimize the impact by these
vehicles, it is necessary to improve/rehabilitate the present shabby road.

However it also

is noted that there is a risk that the unforeseen excessive increase of traffic volume may
cancel the merit of road rehabilitation.

Environmental impact
5.

Based on the data collection from existing reports and internet, the impact to

environment is summarized as in Table 1. As shown in the table major impacts will be
arisen during construction.

5
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Table Su mmary of IEE
Environmental impacts during
operation

Environmental impact during construction

Workers'
camp

Noise,
vibration
and
emission

Oil
leakage

Detour
construction

Serious

Potentially
serious

Potentially
serious

Serious

Noise,
Vibration
and
emission

Increase
of traffic
volume

Scoping

Endangered
Biodiversity
Site / Species

Borrow
pit /
quarry

Waste
dumping

Pamir
Brown-headed
gulls

Serious

Serious

Bar-headed
geese

Serious

Serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Potentially
serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Tadorna
ferrunginea
with other 8
ducks

Serious

Serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Potentially
serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Argali sheep
(Red Book
listed)

Serious

Serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Potentially
serious

Serious

Flrora

Patamogeton

Serious

Serious

Serious

Negligeable

Potentially
serious

Serious

Plankton

Gammurus
krevetiki

Serious

Serious

Serious

Negligeable

Potentially
serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Human

Nomad

Serious

Serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Potentially
serious

Serious

Potentially
serious

Fauna

6

Oil
leakage
Potentially
serious

Likely not seriously
impacted since the
lake is 3km away
from the existing
road, except around
auxiliary ponds
which are not
included as Ramsar
Site

Potentially
serious

Collection
of data on
hatching /
breeding
period
and area
together
with
studies of
mitigation
measures

Potentially
serious

Data
collection

Possible mitigation
measures

1) No borrow pit /
camps located
around Chatyr Kol,
no discharge of
liquid waste
including muddy
water into the lake
2) Construction of
road side drainage
for oil leaking and
regular patrol,
3) Regulate the
traffic volume while
breeding and
migration period
etc, overloading /
overspeeding
4) Maintenance
check of vehickles
before passing
(especially check
of oil leakage)
5)Noise barrir near
auxillary ponds /
sensitive area
6)Cleaning of
vehicle to prevent
import of alien
flora/fauna from
PRC
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Alternatives
6.
-

We studied following alternatives studies:
No action alternatives. This baseline action will continue to be barriers to transport
section and, especially to environment of Chatyr Kul ecosystem

-

Transport mode alternatives. There is no railway or waterway in this section

-

Alternative alignment. An east bounded route from Torugart through Ak-Sai Valley to
Naryn is available. However this route also disturbs the ecosystem of Chatyr Kul
more or less and construction cost becomes quite expensive compared to the
proposed route through At-Bashi valley.

Mitigation Measures
7.

Most serious environmental impact is caused during construction. Operation of

borrow pit/quarry/asphalt batching plants will rise noise, vibration and dust. To minimize
these impacts, these facilites will be located much enough away from the habitats of
fauna not to scare them. All the construction waste will be move out of the protected
area and properly treated. Equipments shall be always well maintained not to cause oil
leakage. Construction period shall be limited at other than breeding time of migrating
birds.
8.

Strict law enforcement, in addition to construction of ditch/noise barrier when

necessary, shall be proposed to reduce environmental impact to

Chatyr Kul Lake

including:
-

Inspection of trucks at Customs/Checkpoint if they are properly maintained not
cause oil leakage, generation of excess noise and/or emission

-

Regulating overloading/overspeeding

-

Some traffic control while breeding period

-

Environmental education

7
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Analysis Proposed
9.

Following analyses are proposed for to analyze environmental impacts and

planning mitigation measures:
-

Confirmation of breeding time and locations for migrant birds

-

Comparison of adverse environmental impacts incases with and without Project 3

-

Hydraulic Study

-

Vehicle noise transmission analysis,

-

Exhausted gas dispersing analysis

-

Bio-disintegration rate of oil

8
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Appendix: Major Fauna and Flora described in the Summary of Declaration
Paper of Chatyr Kul Lake as Ramsar Site

Brown-headed Gull

Bar-headed Geese

Tadorna ferrunginea

9
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Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (chatyr Kul Section)
Public consultation handout
September 2009

Argali sheep (Red Book listed)

Patamogeton

Gammurus krevetik

10
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Speech made at the first stakeholders meeting

Name of the Project: Kyrgyz Republic: CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (Project 3)

Outline of the 1st Stakeholder Meeting

Ladies and gentlemen,
Thank you very much for coming to this First Stakeholder Meeting for the Project. My
name is Shoji, an environmental specialist coming from Japan working on behalf of
Kyrgyz Government.
The purpose of this meeting is to get your opinion, advises and questions from you
about the Project and Environmental Study we are going to do for the Section
(km479-536) of Chatyr Kul beyond the checkpoint.
Project Outline and Benefits
ADB, Asian Development Bank, will give money to Kyrgyz Government to rehabilitate
the road from Torugart, border with China to Checkpoint, length of about 70km at the
southside of Chatyr Kul Lake.
This road is one portion of Bishkek-Torugart Route and, by rehabilitation, the trade
between China through Torugart Customs, will be boosted to grow from 0.25 million
(2007) tons to 1.5 million tons (2015), since the traveling time from Torugart to Bishkek
will be halved from 3-4 day to 2 days only.
Thus, the project activates the total national economy, contributing poverty reduction.
Specially, the project will indirectly benefit many people who reside the road side
engaging trade and commercial activities in below poverty level.
In addition, rehabilitation of road will reduce the present adverse impacts caused by
heavy trucks from China, noise, vibration, dust and exhausted as are excessively
emitted due to poor road condition. (at the same time, there is a risk that the improved
road may increase of traffic volume as may again worsen the environment.)
Environmental Impact
The problem is that Chatyr Kul Lake is registered as Ramsar site since many important
migrating birds such as Brown-headed Gulls, Bar-headed Geese, and Tandorna
ferrunginea, flies to here for breeding at summer. Also there are Red Book listed Argali
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sheep are there at the shore of the lake. The Kyrgyz Government is committed to
protect them
Environmental impacts predicted at this stage are as follows:
During construction
-

Dust, smoke, noise, vibration caused from Asphalt Batching Plan/Quarry site/Borrow
pit may drive away fauna (birds, animal)

-

Noise, vibration and bad odor while earthwork and asphalt pavement

-

Mudwater from embankment, leakage of oil from oil, bituminous liquid, liquid waste
from workers’ camp damage lake water ecosystem.

Operation stage
-

Noise, vibration and exhausted gas emitted from heavy trucks from China may drive
away the birds.

Mitigation measures
During construction
-

Asphalt batching plant, quarry, Borrow Pits shall not located close to Chatyr Kul and
Its surrounding protected zone

-

To minimize the construction period at breeding season of migrating birds

-

Generally the shoreline of Chatyr Kul Lake is 3km away or more than that. So,
although road work will not seriously affect the ecosystem, effort shall be made so
that no liquid waste, mudwater or bituminous liquid will from into the lake or
protected land around the lake.

After operation
-

Noise barrier may be constructed, when necessary, for the portion where auxiliary
ponds south of Chatyr Kul beside the road.

-

Strict law enforcement not to overspeeding or overloading

-

Check the condition of maintenance of heavy vehicle thoroughly so that no excess
noise, gas are emitted or leakage of gasoline

-

Furthermore, traffic volume control may be necessary at breeding season or in case
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the volume are likely being increased too much.
Scoping (what to study from now on)
-

Monitoring of migrating birds has been conducted yearly from 2003. Collection of
data about hatching and breeding for migrant bird to identify the most sensitive
seasons for them

-

Site reconnaissance to confirm above

-

Analysis of environmental adverse impact, such as noise, vibration and emission
with the case of Project and without Project to estimate the advantage of the road
rehabilitation

As is not directly related to EIA, we are going to make baseline survey consisting of
socio-economic conditions at before, while and after construction to see the change of
life-level and you cooperation is highly appreciated in that survey time.
Above are our plan and we appreciate you if you can advise us:
-

You are happy with the project or not

-

If you say so what is the reason

-

Or any comment or question is welcome.

-

Do you think following issues can be arisen:
z

Gender

z

HIV/AIDS

z

Human trafficking

Thank you very
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CAREC Transport Corridor 1, (Bishkek-Torugart Road) Project 3
Minutes of Meeting of EIA Second Public Consultation
December 11, 2009
Naryn City
Organizer:
1. Mamaev K. – MOTC Permanente Secretary, Chairman
2. Chimchikov K. – PIU Director
3. Jumakadyrov M. – Naryn Oblast (Province) First Vise Governor
4. Takeo Shoji – International Environmental Specialist «Japan Overseas Consultants
Co., Ltd.»
5. Sultanova Burulsun – Translator «Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd.»
Minutes of Meeting consists of following questions:
1. Rehabilitation of Bishkek-Torugart Road
2. EIA of Chatyr-Kul area
3. Mitigation Measures of Chatyr-Kul Lake

Following was explained:
1) General view of Project by Mr. Mamaev
2) EIA Draft and Final Report about Project 3 and, among all, benefits, present condition,
environmental impact and mitigation measures by Takeo Shoji, Environmental Specialist,
Japan Overseas Consultants.
Questions and suggestions made:
Suggestion from Mr. Jandyraliev B.- senior researcher of Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation:
1) It’s necessary to build stationary laboratory for analysis and research of water
and soil quality at the administration building of Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation.
2) Necessity of providing with binocular, digital and video cameras for strengthen
the protection area while construction
3) Increase ecological education to hold seminars, discussions with constructors
and local people.
Answer of Mr. Mamaev K.: According to Kyrgyz Government Standard, it’s necessary before
road construction to conduct EIA report of Chatyr-Kul protected area, also follow the proceed of
ADB, where provided to carry out public consultations for comments and changes in EIA. All
your comments and proposition will be accepted.
Questions of Mr. Kulmatov A. (Mayor of Naryn City):
1) International Environmental Consultant’s Privileges
2) Environmental impact to Naryn city ecosystem and mitigation measures, plant trees and
lawn along the streets, sidewalks and parks, where located close to Bishkek-Torugart
Road.
Answer of Mr. Shoji Takeo:
ADB has already made EIA report of Naryn city ecosystem, then classified category B, it
means there are not serious environmental impact, therefore not necessity of mitigation
measures.
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Answer of Mr. Mamaev K.:
1) ADB announces large entry for construction companies all over the world, and
appropriate consultants and specialists were corresponding to requirements of
ADB. For a moment consultation company «Japan Overseas Consultants Co.,
Ltd.» provides with service, but Mr. Shoji Takeo as a environmental specialist
is engaged in Chatyr-Kul area.
2) What about your second question, regarding to planting trees and gardens and
mitigation measures of impact of Naryn city ecosystem, specialist and
consultants from Arab coordination group will be in charge in it. Their section
from 272-365 km, where Naryn City is included, they are responsible and
empowered for EIA and mitigation measures to protect city ecosystem.
Mr. Mamaev explained in detail the whole project Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart including its period,
cost and international donors. The first project has to be implemented from April 2010 from km
400- km 439 At-Bashi bridge until Tash-Rabat section, extension is 39 km. Project 3 without
ADB approval won’t get finance for construction. Every year the cost of project is getting higher
and higher, therefore we need to start existing road rehabilitation immediately.
Question of Mr.Jumabekov T. (architector):
1) As above said, one of the way to prevent water pollution is oil separator device
construction along the road. As you know that is permafrost area, so how the
device will work in winter period?
2) While construction could do damage to houses located near the road. What sort of
compensation will be provided and assume appropriate measures?
Answer of Mr.Takeo Shoji:
In winter period oil separator doesn’t function, just in summer only period. However, also
other versions of mitigation measures will be proposed such as strict inspection of
maintenance of car, oil absorber materials to be prepared by RMU and so on.
Answer of Chimchykov K.:
1) Oil separator will be erected for permanently, and work systematically just in
summer season.
2) If existing road rehabilitate appropriately by construction standard, then negative
affect to houses located near the villages are exception.
Question of Arakeev T. (Parliament Member Naryn City Hall):
To prevent negative construction affects to local villages as: Kara-Suu and Kara-Bulung
at At-Bashi region, is it possible to build bypass?
Answer of Mr.Mamev K.:
ADB allocates finance only the existing road, but as you mentioned bypass isn’t included
in project.
Question of Mr. Tolgoev K. (General Director of Joint-Stock Company Naryn Telecom):
How many workers from PRC come to work during the construction for this project?
Answer of Mr. Mamaev K.:
At the moment still has not yet held tender for this project and how many people work
from where isn’t confirmed.
Question of Mr. Duishonaliev A.:
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There are main streets Lenin and Sovetskaya in Naryn city, rehabilitation of these streets
will be included in the project?
Answer of Mr. Mamaev K.:
The project Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart these streets are not included in the project, but the
President of KR Bakiev K.S has issued decree of rehabilitation of these streets in the
future.
Question of Mr. Moldokadyrov N. (First Vice- Mayor of Naryn):
There are two bridges at the entrance of the Naryn. One of them Jangy-Je, other one
Moskovskaya, and how much money need to rehabilitate these bridges?
Answer of Mr. Mamaev K.:
This road is only one road where are bridges will be included as well as others also. The
project rehabilitates all the bridges as: Kuaky and Kyzyl-Kopuroo.
EIA report presentation and discussions regarding to road Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart at the end of
second public consultation
Decided:
Elimination of negative impact to ecosystem by Project 3 Chatyr-Kul protected area:
1. Accept recommendations of Mr. Mamaev K. and Mr. Takeo Shoji, mitigation
measures of negative impacts to protected area Chatyr-Kul, while construction.
2. Modify EIA report (if it necessary) according to stakeholders comments and
proposals.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS OF SECOND PUBLIC CONSUTATION
No

FIRST AND SECOND NAME

ORGANIZATION AND TITLE

CONTACTS

1.

Kalmambetov U.

City Architecture Management

03522 51634

2.

Kurmanov D.

Park Maintenance and Plantation Section

03522 55540

3.

Kulmatov A.

Mayor of Naryn City

03522 50404

4.

Mambetov K.

Director of school № 8 (Parliament Member of Naryn City Hall)

0352 51737

5.

Stamov K.

Director of school №7 (Parliament Member of Naryn City Hall)

03522 50553

6.

Bolotbekov M.

Parliament Member of Naryn City Hall

03522 51979

7.

Mambetov S.

Chief of Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart Production and Technical Department

0555612957

8.

Sultangaziev Y.

Chief of RMU 955

0772717040

9.

Sabyrov T.

Deputy of At-Bashi PLUAD

10.

Kudaibergenov

RMU 957

11.

Talipov T.

Chief of City Internal Affairs

03522 50951

12.

Ibraev T.

Chief of Water Channel System

03522 50823

13.

Baigaziev T.

Chief Engineer of Water Channel System

03522 50823

14.

Kanimetov Ch.

Chief of City Motor Vehicle Inspectorate

03522 51803

15.

Mamaev O.

Head of Department at Naryn Oblast (Province) State Administration

03522 51729

16.

Shaltaev R. S.

Head of Department at Naryn Oblast (Province) State Administration

17.

Mambetaliev D.

Chief of Department Management of Internal Affairs

03522 50916

18.

Egemberdiev B.

NGO “Jash-Danaker”

03522 60265

19.

Moldokadyrov N.

First Vise Mayor of Naryn City

03522 50829

20.

Mambetakunov

Main Specialist at Naryn Oblast (Province) State Administration

21.

Temirova Ainura

Press Secretary of Governor

22.

Naamatbekov Ulan

NGO “Bugu-Maral”

23.

Jeenalieva Jypara

Chief of Organization Department

03522 50747

24.

Amanov Jumabek

Chairman of Court of Alderman

03522 52581

25.

Asanbaev Duishenbek

Edition Newspaper «Kyzyl-Tuu»

0555670412

26.

Jumakadyrova Gulaiym

Lead Specialist at Naryn Oblast (Province) State Administration

03522 50058

27.

Omuraliev Bakyt

Lead Specialist at Naryn Oblast (Province) State Administration

03522 51465

03522 51467
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CONTACTS

Mamyrov Tazabek

Deputy of At-Bashi Regional Administration Office

03522 50872

29.

Kasymova S.

Naryn TV

03522 52158

30.

Oskonbaev K.

Ombudsman

03522 50994

31.

Nurkasymov J.

At-Bashi Village Head

0770285286

32.

Maialiev T.

At-Bashi Jibek-Jolu, RMU

0772 240047

33.

Bapiev T.

Kara-Suu Village Head, Economist

0773508402

34.

Jumakadyrov T.

Resident of Kara-Suu Village

0773 438847

35.

Akmatbekov E.

Municipal Economy

03522 53357

36.

Shaiypov Seitaly

Court of Elderman

03522 50727

37.

Omuraliev T.

Karatal-Japyryk Sate Preservation

03522 51628

38.

Taiyaliev S.

Karatal-Japyryk Sate Preservation

0773115859

39.

Isaev M.

Karatal-Japyryk Sate Preservation

0773621802

40.

Turdubekov K.

Karatal-Japyryk Sate Preservation

03522 53728

41.

Musaev

Senior inspector of Traffic Safety State Management

03522 51579

42.

Sultanaliev M.

Inspector of Traffic Safety State Management

03522 51580

43.

Duishonaliev A.

Joint-Stock Company Naryn Telecom

03522 51412

44.

Tolgoev M.

Joint-Stock Company Naryn Telecom

03522 51000

45.

Omuraliev E.

Naryn City Administration

03522 50676

46.

Beishebaev

Edition Newspaper «Erkin-Too»

0555764810

47.

Jumabekov Tolkunbek

Oblast (Province) Architecture Department

03522 50778

48.

Bekturganov

PLUAD-3

03522 53061

49.

Abdykadyrov

RMU

03522 50833

50.

Okiev T.

Edition Newspaper «Tenir-Too»

03522 53728

51.

Arakeev T.

Naryn City Parliament Member

03522 51920

52.

Eshkulov A.

Naryn KG Media Center

03522 52614

53.

Toktogulov Ch.

Naryn KG Media Center

03522 52614
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Handouts delivered at the meeting are
1) Executive summary
2) Power point presentation
3) Full EIA report for who is especially interested in EIA.
Power point presentation is attached at nest page
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Project Location
From Checkpoint to Torugart Customs
(km478-531)
Check point
km478

Torugart
Customs
km531

Kyrgyzstan

BISHKEK- NARYN-TOURUGART ROAD
PROJECT 3
CHECKPOINT-TORUGART CUSTOMS
(KM478-531)
PRC
1

Outline of Presentation

2

1. Purpose of the meeting

1. Purpose of this public meeting

To follow the rules of Kyrgyz Government and
ADB (donor) for the approval of the project as:

2. Project description

zTo have comment from stakeholders on our EIA
study results

3. Project Benefit
4. Present Condition at the site

z To modify EIA report considering the comment
and submit to the Government and ADB

5. Environmental impact
6. Mitigation measure
7. Contact details
3

2. Project Description

4

Aero-photo of Chatyr Kul

2.1 Outline/objective
z Rehabilitation (paving) of section between
Checkpoint-Torugart Customs(km478-531)
z Economic and environmental benefits

5

6

1
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Pollutants Emitting Trucks

7

Road Conditions

8

2.4 Road Profile

• Before Paving

3,700
Tuz-Bel Pass
km501

3,600

Elevation m

3,500

• After Paving

Customs
Km531

Check point
km478

3,400

Road level

3,300

Lake water level
3,200

3,100
470

9

480

490

500

510

520

Mileage, km

530

540

10

3. Project Benefit

2.5 Cost and Period (tentative)
zCost
1. Checkpoint to Tuz-Bel Pass (from km478-501)
in case of asphalt pavement: $10,000,000
(tentative)
2. Tuz-Bel Pass to Customs (from km501-531) in
case of oil impervious pavement
:$15,000,000 or more
zPeriod:
36 months, starting April 2011 in the most earlier
case

z Economy
To reduce the traveling time and cost of between
Bishkek and Kashi in the PRC
z Environment
To improve present environmental impact to the
ecosystem of Chatyr Kul Protection Area

11

12

2
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4.2 Topographic and Hydrological
Features

4. Present Condition
4.1 Chatyr Kul Protection Area

4,200

Kakshalto Ridge

4,100
North→

←South

Chatyr Kul Lake + Surrounding Area 2km from
shoreline is:

4,000
At Bashi Ridge

Elevation m

3,900

z A national wildlife refuge
z An international Ramsar Convention Site

Ground Surface
3,800

Chaty Kul

3,700

Hydrological Flow

3,600
Lake water level,
+3,530m

Road
+3,570m

3,500

Chatyr Kul lake and protected zone

3,400
0

5

10

Surface water (Pond)

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Distance km

13

14

Small stream

15

Spring Water (groundwater)

16

4.3 Ecosystem
z Breeding area of rare/number decreasing birds
in the Kyrgyz Republic
z Habitats of IUNC Red listed Argali Sheep in the
summer
z Colony of internationally important Potamogeton
(submerged pond weed)
z Resource of yet fully revealed aqua lives in the
lake water

17

18

3
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Anser Indicus

19

Argali Sheep

20

Potamogeton

21

Gammurus krevetki

22

Ecosystems in the Area
Area of Argali Sheep (Red
Data Book Species) is
distributed in summer (In
winter goes east)

Area with most
Area
withof migrating
most birds
of
hatch and breed from April to
migrating
birds hatch
June
and breed from April to
June

Small lake close
to the road (Kosh Kul)
23

24

4
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6.1 Mitigation measures during
construction (1/1)

5. Environmental Impacts
5.1 Environmental Impact by the Project in
the Future
z Risk of spilled oil by passing vehicles flown in the
vulnerable lake water ecosystem
z Potential of increment of noise, dust and other
emissions from increased number of vehicles
z Menace from poachers and domestic animals of
nomads (sheep, shepherds)

z Bituminous liquid: Oil impervious pavement for
the section facing Chatyr Kul (Km501-531)
z Muddy water: Not to put additional earth on the
road but by trimming and compaction only
before concrete pavement
z Noise, vibration etc: Batching plants and
workers camp shall be located out side of
sensitive Chatyr Kul section and, especially
breeding seasons of April to June, construction
work in the sensitive section suspended

25

26

6.2 Mitigation measures during
operation (1/2)

6.3 Mitigation measures during
operation (2/2)

z Spilled oil: Pave the road with side trenches and
oil traps to prevent the spread of oil
z Noise levels: Reduce by smoother driving with a
higher gear together with enforcement driving
speed limit
z Poachers and domestic animals: Erection of
watch posts, tighter control and providing a
vehicle for better mobility around the lake with a
accommodation facility attached for the
protection office during construction and, as well
as operation

z Difficulties for animals crossing the higher road
embankment: To minimize embankment height
z Deterioration of Pavement: Sufficient soil
investigation, proper design based on it and
strict construction supervision shall be done
z HIV/AIDS: Safety goods are provided for
workers and seminar shall be held.
z Gender: There should be no wage difference
between man and woman, and contractor shall
monthly report number and salary for man and
women

27

Oil Separator

28

8. Contact Details
Within 2 weeks, Please send your opinions,
if any, to:
Mr. Shoji Takeo, Environmental Specialist
e@mail: btn-road@hotmail.com
Telphone:
Address:

Inflow of gasoline
contaminated water
Outflow of
Water only

Separated
gasoline

Thank you very much
29

30
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List of stakeholders discussed with

6.

First and Last Name
Kozubekov Timur
Jusaevich
Tentimishov Jumakul
Tokon uulu Jenishbek
Abdylov Kuban
Mamytbekov
Duyshonbek
Kabyl uulu Nurbek

7.
8.
9.

Abdraev Baksh
Tashtanbekova Astra
Askat Kysanov

Village resident
Village resident
Head of Forestry Ecosystem Development
Department

10.

Chief of Environmental Impact of
Assessment Department

11.

Kubanychbek
Noruzbaev
Mukashevich
Kylychbek Jundubaev

12.

Asanbai Kyrchybaev

13.

Salamat Tayaliev

14.

Talant Omuraliev

15.
16.
17.

Ulan Marazinov
Turatbekovich
Ermek Baibagyshev
Bolot Jandyraliev

18.

Emil Ibraev

19.
20.

Askar Davletbakov
Esen Jusumatov
Jusumatovich
Abdraev Rudbek
Kubanychbek
Turdubekov
Anatoliy Nikolaevich
Ostashenko
Ulan Namatbekov
Kurmanbek
Chimchikov
Priianka Nalin
Seneviratne
Eshenaliev Mirdin

№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Title
Deputy of local administration

Organization
At-Bashi Regional Administration

Head of economy development department
Office Management
Chief Engineer
Leading Specialist

At-Bashi Regional Administration
At-Bashi Regional Administration
At-Bashi RMU
At-Bashi Regional Administration

Local Ecologist

Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation,
Naryn
Kara-Suu village, At-Bashi Region
Kara-Suu village, At-Bashi Region
State Agency of Environmental
Protection and Forestry under the
Government of KR, Bishkek
State Agency of Environmental
Protection and Forestry under the
Government of KR, Bishkek
State Agency of Environmental
Protection and Forestry under the
Government of KR, Bishkek
Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation,
Naryn
Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation,
Naryn
Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation,
Naryn
Naryn City Administration

Chief of Maintain of Bio- diversity of
Protected Areas, Ecological Education and
Press Service Department
Head of Karatal - Japyryk State
Preservation
Chief of Scientific and Research
Department
Deputy Director of Scientific and Research
Department
Vice-Mayor
Head of International Department
Senor Researcher of Scientific and
Research Department
Leading Specialist of State Preservation

Zoologist and ornithologist
Deputy of Director

Naryn State University
Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation,
Naryn
State Agency of Environmental
Protection and Forestry under the
Government of KR, Bishkek
National Academy of Science, Bishkek
Water Industry of KR, Bishkek

Head of NGO “Eco-Joomart”
Junior researcher of Scientific and
Research Department
Zoologist and ornithologist

Naryn
Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation,
Naryn
National Academy of Science, Bishkek

Director of NGO “Bugu- Maral”
Head of PIU

Naryn
MOTC

Principal Transport Specialist ADB mission

ADB

Project Implementation Officer/ Resident
ADB Mission in the KR

ADB

1
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№ 1 Minutes of Meeting with State Agency of Environmental Protection and Foresting
Date: September 15, 2009
Place: State Agency of Environmental Protection and Forestry under the Government of Kyrgyz
Republic, Bishkek City
Attendants:
-

Head of Foresting Ecosystem Development Department – Mr. Askat Kysanov

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:
-

Courtesy Call to the head of State Agency of Environmental Protection and Foresting

Outline of discussion:
-

Mr. Shoji has made a visit to announce that he will start EIA study for Project 3 at Chatyr Kul
section.

№2 Minutes of Meeting with Chief of Environmental Impact of Assessment Department
Date : September 15, 2009
Place: State Agency of Environmental Protection and Foresting under the Government of
Kyrgyz Republic, Bishkek City
Attendants
-

Chief of Environmental Impact of Assessment Department – Mr. Kubanychbek Noruzbaev
Mukashevich

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

-

International Social Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Yoshitoshi
Kobayashi

Subject
-

Discussion of Environmental Impact Assessment

Outline of discussion
-

Mr. Kubanichbek Noruzbaev Mukashevich has explained the contemporary condition of
Chatyr-Kul Lake and advised to get EIA from their department for the Bishkek-Naryn-Torugat
Road Project. Before the completion of EIA has to be done the IEE for this he addressed to
the “Maintain of Bio- diversity of Protected Areas, Ecological Education and Press Service”
section.

№ 3 Minutes of Meeting Chief of Maintain of Bio- diversity of Protected Areas, Ecological
Education and Press Service Department
Date: September 15, 2009
Place: Maintenance of Bio- diversity of Protected Areas, Ecological Education and Press

2
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Service Department, State Agency of Environmental Protection and Foresting under the
Government of Kyrgyz Republic. Bishkek City
Attendants:
-

Chief of Maintain of Bio- diversity of Protected Areas, Ecological Education and Press
Service Department – Mr. Kylychbek Jundubaev

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

-

International Social Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Yoshitoshi
Kobayashi

Subject:
-

Discussion of Environmental Impact Assessment and current situation in Chatyr-Kul,
consulting and advice of mitigation measures during the construction.

Outline of discussion
-

Mr. Kylychbek Jundubaev described the present condition of the lake and maintenance of
the “Chatyr- Kul Lake” was ratified to the International Ramsar Convention as a protected
area. The reason is Bar-headed Goose as threatened and disappearing birds, more
sensitive and more protected area. Mr. Kylychbek Jundubaev proposed some ideas of
mitigation measures, they are:
z

to construct noise protection walls during the construction of the road

z

Necessary to meet the local workers and scientific researchers at the KaratalJapyryk State Preservation in Naryn City, because they know better the existing
condition.

№4 Minutes of Meeting with Head of Karatal - Japyryk State Preservation
Date: September 17, 2009
Place: Naryn City, Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation office in Naryn City.
Attendants
-

Head of Karatal - Japyryk State Preservation – Mr. Asanbai Kyrchybaev Sydygaliev, Chief of
Scientific and Research Department in Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation in Naryn City –
Mr. Salamat Tayaliev

-

Deputy Director of Scientific and Research Department in Karatal- Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn City – Mr. Talant Omuraliev

-

National Environmental Specialist – Mr. Jusupbekov Shyrdakbek

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

-

International Social Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Yoshitoshi
Kobayashi

Subject
-

Environmental Impact Assessment and data of Chatyr-Kul Lake, consulting and suggestion
of mitigation measures during the construction.

-

Outline of discussion
¾

Mr. Kyrchybaev Asanbai had indicated that the area is a protected and ratified as a
Ramsar Convention, there are more than 130 species of birds. A hatching/nesting

3
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stage is end of May till end of June; those months are very sensitive and need careful
attention because disturbing birds is more hazardous, because we can loose them
forever. A mountain goats and sheep are migrating from east to west part of the lake
during the summer and autumn.
¾

Mr. Salamt Tayaliev added that there are transitive birds from India, Sri – Lanka and
other southern countries. There are a lot of water-swamp birds, which are staying for
hatching/nesting, for the period from the beginning of May to the end of June, mostly
birds nesting around the lake of the southern part and also in the lake Kosh-Kul lake,
where is located near the road. In October birds gather at the south-east and northwest of the lake, get ready to fly south countries.

¾

There are about one hundred people (nomadslive in check point in location km 501 and
customs station “Torugart” in km 531; they are mostly a border guards, custom officers
and public service (café, restaurants and hotels) workers. There are small fish in
Chatyr-Kul lake “Osmonchik”.

¾

There are two scientists from National Scientific Academy in Kyrgyz Republic Mr.
Anatoli Ostashenko and Mr. Askar Davletbakov, who are in charge of Chatyr-Kul lake
make study and watch verity of birds. Three hunters monitor and protect the area. The
head of preservation proposed these ideas:

¾

9

to construct towers for monitoring of the birds

9

to acquire mobile house vehicle during the construction work

9

to acquire equipments for observation (binoculars, clothes, etc.)

At the end of meeting all the staff of Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation office in Naryn
City were not against to the project of rehabilitation Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart Road. They
uttered concord to the project for common wealth of the country.

№ 5 Minutes of Meeting with Naryn City, Naryn City Administration
Date: September 17, 2009
Place: Naryn City Administration
Attendants
-

Vice-Mayor of Naryn City – Mr. Ulan Marazinov Turatbekovich

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

-

International Social Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Yoshitoshi
Kobayashi

Subject
-

Assistance to organize stakeholders meeting invites representatives from Ecological NGOs,
Local Government, Management of Liner Production of Roads, Management of Architecture
and Transport, State Preservations, RMU and Universities.

Outline of Discussion
-

Vice mayor has promised to invite stakeholders to meeting on 18 October, 2009 at 10 am in
the meeting hall of City Administration. He was informed about project Bishkek-NarynTorugart and Project 3 the portion close to Chatyr-Kul Lake. Mr. Shoji informed to vice mayor
about Chatyr-Kul Lake and EIA and asked to invite 25 people.

№ 6 Minutes of Meeting with University

4
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Date: September 18, 2009
Place: Naryn City, Naryn Sate University
Attendants:
-

Head of International Department of Naryn State University – Mr. Ermek Baibagyshev

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

-

International Social Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Yoshitoshi
Kobayashi

Subject:
-

Exchange of knowledge and experience about EIA

Outline of discussion
-

Mr. Ermek Baibagyshev as an agriculture and livestock specialist had told his view about
Chatyr –Kul Lake and exchanged his experience of Global Ecology Found project few years
ago had carried out. This project’s aim consisted to monitor and survey of wild birds in the
small lake near in the Ak-Talaa region in Naryn oblast.

№ 7 Minutes of Meeting
State Preservation

with Sc ientific and Research Dep artment in Karat al- Japy ryk

Date: September 18, 2009
Place: Scientific and Research Department in Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation. Naryn City,
Attendants:
-

-Senor Research worker, Scientific and Research Department in Karatal- Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn City – Mr. Bolot Jandyraliev

-

PIU Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

-

International Social Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Yoshitoshi
Kobayashi

Subject:
-

Collecting data of Chatyr-Kul Lake, consulting and advice of mitigation measures during the
construction.

Outline of discussion:
-

According to Senor Research worker – Mr. Bolot Jandyraliev,
¾

altitude of Chatry-Kul Lake is 3.517 m. There are a lot of culverts and fertilized ground
water.

¾

Birds gather on the south-east and west-north parts of the lake in September and all
the bird leave to south countries in October.

¾

They hatch and breed from end of May to end of June. This is the most sensi tive
period for birds.

¾

They leave Chatyr Kul in October

¾

Arigali sheep, one of Red Book Species, stay at the west and north of the lake in the
summer and go to east in winter

5
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As mitigation measures, he proposed:
¾

Avoidance from noise pollution close to shore on the south-east and west-north parts of
the lake

¾

Avoidance from water pollution, mud water, leakage of oil from bituminous liquid

¾

To implement regular and full monitoring

¾

To endow this division with
accommodation facility)

¾

To make enclosure the core zone with fire fence 1km from the shore and to put some
posts and marks in buffer zone

¾

To construct some embankments to avoid water pollution

¾

To make noise reduction aid (noise reducer wall )

mobile house (a four wheel vehicle mounted with

№ 8 Minutes of Meeting
Date: October13, 2009
Place: State Agency of Environmental Protection and Foresting under the Government of
Kyrgyz Republic. Maintain of Bio- diversity of Protected Areas, Ecological Education and
Press Service Department, Bishkek.
Attendants:
-

Leading Specialist of State Preservation – Mr. Emil Ibraev

-

Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:
-

Outline of the Institute

Outline of Discussion:
-

Increased or decreased of numbers of migration birds (reasons, difference between figures
in 2004 and preceding years in Reports A and in Report B in 2008)

-

Structure of Agency, its sections, departments, employees, functions of each department

-

Agency’s policy (e.g. budget, manpower, control illegal actions such as: egg taking, birds
hunting etc.)

-

Present problems (lack of budget, man power, illegal birds hunting and smuggling)

-

The ways of solution, what shall be done?

-

Information about Red Book Sheep

-

Name of ecological NGOs especially interested in Chatyr-Kul Lake flora and fauna

Leading Specialist Mr. Emil Ibraev said that the numbers of the birds fluctuate every year, there
are not exactly numbers, sometimes they increase, and sometimes they decrease. He promised
to answer questions in written form at the end of October. According to his opinion, Mr. Emil
advised Mr. Shoji to make an appointment with zoologist and ornithologist National Academy of
Science, Kyrgyz Republic.
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№ 9 Minutes of Meeting with zoologist from National Academy of Science
Date: October13, 2009
Place: National Academy of Science, Kyrgyz Republic. Institute of Biology, Bishkek.
Attendants:
-

Zoologist and ornithologist – Mr. Askar Davletbakov

-

Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:
-

Opinion about mitigation measures and Chatyr-Kul Lake

Outline of discussion:
-

Mr. Askar Davletbakov has carried out research on water-swamp birds investigated,
observed and conducted monitoring with other researchers from Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn. According to his information there are a lot of geyser waters and
ground waters, also near the lake there are some ponds, where are birds are hatching/
breeding swamp places around the lake.

-

He proposed to:

-

¾

stop construction activity from April to June when bird are breeding at the section from
km 501 to km 531 where the lake is directly facing with road

¾

prevent water pollution of underground water, geyser water. It would be better concrete
pavement is constructed, not asphalt pavement. Oil leakage would danger of polluting
water.

¾

Especially not construct asphalt pavement to prevent the seepage of bitumen into
subsoil and groundwater by which the bitumen may finally reach to the lake, at least for
the section where the road is close to the lake (km 501 to km 531), since Chatyr Kul,
has no outflow and pollutant remains forever once flown in, where many types of
valuable and vulnerable fauna and flora are.

¾

To prevent the land erosion and other disturbance, it’s prohibited to quarry and borrow
pits from close to Chatyr-Kul Lake.

¾

To prevent noise, it may be necessary to install noise reducer device or wall

Mr. Shoji Takeo wants to figure out the velocity of ground water, unfortunately Mr. Askar
Davletbakov did not have a data, he advised to obtain from the Water Industry Department
of Kyrgyz Republic. Also there is no water quality data for Chatyr Kul at all.

№ 10 Minutes of Meeting with Water Industry Department
Date: October13, 2009
Place: Water Industry Department of Kyrgyz Republic, Bishkek
Attendants:
-

Deputy of General Manger of Water Industry – Mr. Esen Jusumatov Jusumatovich

-

Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:

7
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Data of groundwater velocity around the Chatyr-Kul Lake

Outline of Discussion:
-

Mr. Esen Jusumatov claimed no exploration has been hold concerning to velocity of
underground water around the Chatyr-Kul Lake. Regarding to his statement, nobody has
made survey or measurement of velocity department and even in Republic.

-

Mr. Esen Jusumatov, concerning water pollution had proposed, if possible better to construct
concrete pavement from the km 501- km 531.

№ 11 Minutes of Meeting with Local NGO in Naryn
Date: October 14, 2009
Place: Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation office in Naryn
Attendants:
-

Director of Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation – Mr. Asanbai Kyrchybaev

-

Chief of Scientific and Research Department in Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation – Mr.
Salamat Tayaliev

-

Head of NGO “Eco-Joomart” –Mr. Abdraev Rudbek

-

Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Keldibaeva Svetlana

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:
-

Mitigation measures.

Outline of discussion:
-

-

According to Mr. Asanbai Kyrchybaev’s current condition of the Chatry-Kul Lake is very cold
and covered by snow about 15-20 cm and almost all the birds are flew away. The lake is
freezing. Director of preservation recommended a few ideas to prevent reduction of
disappearing and threatened as follows:
¾

Construction of monitoring and observation tower (two units)

¾

Provision of equipments (binoculars, clothes etc.)

¾

Mobile house for hunter (four wheel vehicle)

According to director of NGO “Eco-Joomart” Mr. Rudbek Abdraev,
¾

Some animals migrate from one side of the road to another side, therefore it’s
necessary (1) to make the height of embankment as low as possible or (2) to install
square box culverts, which can help migration of animals.

¾

Before putting concrete pavement it’s necessary to examine soil quality, because some
place is hard, some place is soft, just after confirmation of soil test, would be better
concrete pavement, otherwise it will be broken.

¾

There are around 18 ecological NGOs, which are merged into the Association
“Collaboration Eco Fair” and Mr. Rudbek Abdraev is director.

¾

As well he proposed to strengthen the capacity and facility of Karatal - Japyryk State
Preservation.

№ 12 Minutes of Meeting with Junior Ecologist at Naryn
Date: October 15, 2009
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Place: Karatal- Japyryk State Preservation in Naryn
Attendants:
-

Junior research worker of Scientific and Research Department in Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn City - Mr. Kubanychbek Turdubekov

-

Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:
-

Chatyr-Kul Lake Survey

Outline of Discussion:
-

-

Regarding to Mr. Kubanychbek Turdubekov proposed following ideas of mitigation measure:
¾

to install protection fence from the shore of the lake (1 km) far till the buffer zone
(protection of livestock and dogs)

¾

to set post signs or marks in buffer zone

In addition he complained that the money allocate to the state preservation is not enough
for:
¾

transportation (site visit)

¾

accommodation (during the site visit)

¾

equipments (hunting gun, binoculars and clothes)

№ 13 Minutes of Meeting with a Customs Officer
Date: 15 October 2009
Place: Customs Office at Torugart
Attendant:
-

A Senior Customs Officer

-

Junior research worker of Scientific and Research Department in Karatal- Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn - Mr. Kubanychbek Turdubekov

-

Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Svetlana Keldibaeva

-

International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject: Miscellaneous
Outline of Discussion:
-

Function of customs is to register the trucks coming from China

-

The number of trucks coming from China decrease to 200 these days from 500 trucks per
week before. This may be caused by the increment of import tax.

-

Facility is very poor and they want followings to be improved:
¾

Waterline

¾

Communication system especially such as internet, TV etc

¾

Building

¾

Food

9
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Simplified HIV check for every diver

№ 14 Minutes of Meeting with National Academy of Sciences
Date:

November 5, 2009

Place:

Bishkek City, National Academy of Science, Kyrgyz Republic. Institute of Biology

Attendants:

Zoologist and ornithologist of birds – Mr. Anatoliy Nikolaevich Ostashenko
Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:

Opinion of EIA Executive Summary and some proposals regarding bird protection
of Chatyr-Kul Lake

Outline of discussion:
Mr. Anatoliy Ostashenko has carried out research on water –swamp birds investigated,
observed and conducted monitoring with other researchers from Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn.
- According to his objection regarding to barbed wire fence around the lake is not safety
for birds. During the night, some types of the birds are fly lower so that they could hit the
fence as well it makes some obstacles to migrate wildlife and mountain sheep.
- He proposed to strengthen facilities of ecological staff of Karatal Japyryk State
Preservation, that they can be able to provide strict control around the lake. Only strong
control by manpower could protect area from the poaching
№ 15 Minutes of Meeting with NGO
Date:

November 6, 2009

Place:

Bishkek City, JOC office

Attendants:

NGO “Bugu- Maral” director – Mr. Ulan Namatbekov
Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co. Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji

Subject:

Opinion of EIA Executive Summary and some proposals regarding of Chatyr-Kul
Lake

Outline of discussion:
Mr. Ulan Namatbekov was under research of Chatyr- Kul Lake’s environmental protection.
His NGO cooperate with the staff of Karatal-Japyryk State Preservation. He suggested:
He will cooperate with JOC in information exchange and arranges a round table
discussion with ecological NGOs in Naryn City, before stakeholders meeting on 20th
November in Naryn City.
- He complained land pollution by Chinese truck drivers, along the road from Torugart
custom post till the Bishkek City. To decide the problem he proposed following:
- To improve driver’s manner, organize seminars or trainings for the custom officers and
check point officers about driver manner to the Chinese drivers.
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№ 16 Minutes of Meeting with PIU and ADB Mission
Date:

November 12, 2009

Place:

PIU Office at Ministry of Transport and Communications

Attendants:

Head of PIU – Mr.Kurmanbek Chimchikov
Principal Transport Specialist ADB mission – Mr. Priianka Nalin Seneviratne
Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Keldibaeva Svetlana

Subject:

Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) – Mr. Takeo
Shoji
Project Implementation Officer/ Resident ADB Mission in the Kyrgyz Republic –
Mr. Eshenaliev Mirdin
Concrete pavement’s cost for 501-531 km in the Chatyr-Kul section

Outline of discussion:
-

Compare the cost of the concrete and asphalt pavement’s costs.
Scientific data of underground and surface water.
Concrete pavement was proposed by the scientists and ecological department because
it can reduce oil leakage through the underground water. Concrete pavement is more
expensive than asphalt because it will sustain for a long time, but asphalt could be
repaired again and again, at least not much cost difference has explained Mr. Shoji
Takeo.
Scientific analysis velocity of groundwater should be done, visual aid (pictures, posters,
handouts etc.), they help to provide with information stakeholders and local people
according to Mr.Prianka
Mr. Chimchiov Kurmanbek promised to negotiate with Kyrgyz authorities from MOTC
regarding to concrete pavement for 30 km in the Chatyr-Kul area.

№ 17 Minutes of Meeting with PIU and ADB Mission
Date:

November 13, 2009

Place:

JOC office at Ministry of Transport and Communications
Attendants:
Principal Transport Specialist ADB mission – Mr. Priianka Nalin Seneviratne
Project Implementation Officer/ Resident ADB Mission in the Kyrgyz Republic –
Mr. Eshenaliev Mirdin
Environmental and Social Specialist (PIU) – Ms. Keldibaeva Svetlana
International Environmental Specialist (Japan Overseas Consultants Co., Ltd) –
Mr. Takeo Shoji

Subject:

EIA draft report discussion

Outline of discussion:
Executive summary should be changed into positive introduction and consider about
concrete pavement, more pictures have to placed for explanation people, posters of present
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and future condition of the road. Data of underground water velocity, calculation of noise,
vibration etc has to be provided. Invitation for stakeholders meeting should provided by PIU
recommended by Mr. Prianka.
“During the survey we try to find information from the Water Industry Department, regrettably
velocity research didn’t conduct at the Chatyr-Kul area” – said Mr. Shoji. Mr. Prianka
proposed alternative ways of construction; he suggested consulting with the head of Design
Institute as a competent person of all the roads in Kyrgyz Republic. Also in the summary
necessary to put list of people who were involved into every meeting and discussion
mentioned Mr. Prianka.
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Results of Public Consultation at Kala-Bulung
Prepared by: T. Shoji
Date and Time: 10 August 2010 14:00-15:00
Location: Yard of community house
Chaired by: Mr. Habib( SRE), Mr. Kedibek(DRE), Mr. Shoji(Environment)
Attendants: 27 residents (8 females)
The proposed work was explained and questions/requests were raised. Participation of
women to the project is also requested. Opinions/replies obtained include:
Opinion raised by residents
Reply by us
What kind of job is there?
Labor work if he is not qualified.
What kind of job is there for lady?
Cleaner, Watchman, Flagman etc
If the sidewalk will be constructed?
Yes
If a side drained will be dug in front of his No
house, he wants it covered by lids
Please make humps at entrance, middle First, we make sign boards only and
and exit of village since they drive so fast. monitor. If the boards are found not
effective, we plan alternatives including
humping
Noise and vibration may be worse after Noise and vibration will be reduced after
pavement?
paved
Dust is serious. Please complete pavement Paving will start next year. We will
in August
instruct the contractor to repair potholes
and spray water
They need removed pavement waste for We try to follow your request
their small roads in the village.
They need removed old culvert of precast
concrete pipes.
Thickness of asphalt?
12cm
Life of the pavement
This is an international trunk line and
always maintained/overlaid time to time.
How much cost per 1 km?
US$500,000/km
Who pays?
Asian Development Bank
5 shops are told to move out of ROW. We study and reply you later
Compensation will be made?
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Results of Public Consultation at Kara-Suu
Prepared by: T. Shoji
Date and Time: 11 August 2010 10:00-11:00
Location: Yard of house near the main street
Chaired by: Mr. Habib( SRE), Mr. Kedibek(DRE), Mr. Shoji(Environment), Mr. Jing
Chaohong (Project Manager)

Attendants: 27 residents (6 females)
The proposed work was explained and questions/requests were raised. Participation of
women to the project is also requested. Opinions/replies obtained include:
Opinion raised by residents
What kind of job is there?
Cracks and damages of buildings
compensation, caused by vibration
If the sidewalk will be constructed?
Please make humps at entrance, middle
and exit of village since they drive so fast.
Noise and vibration may be worse after
pavement?
Dust is serious. It causes many disease
and car accidents.
They need removed pavement waste for
their small roads in the village.
Thickness of asphalt?

Reply by us
Labor work only if he is not qualified.
Open question, if it was caused during the
construction works, then they will be
compensated
Yes
First, we make signboards only and
monitor. If the boards are found not
effective, we plan alternatives including
humping
Noise and vibration will be reduced after
paved
Paving will start next year. We will
instruct the contractor to repair potholes
and spray water two times in the evening
and morning.
We try to follow your request
12cm
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Appendix 7: Minutes of Meeting of Draft EIA Third Public Consultation
CAREC Transport Corridor 1, (Bishkek-Torugart Road Rehabilitation) Project 3

Date: September 24, 2010
Place: ADB meeting hall, Bishkek
Organizers:
1. Nurlan Djenchuraev - Environmental Specialist, ADB
2. Dan Millison - Environmental Specialist, ADB
3. Sveta Keldibaeva - Environmental and Social Specialist, MOTC
4. Asylbek Keshikbaev - Social Specialist, MOTC
5. Burulsun Sultanova - Assistant of Environmental Specialist, JOC
Aim of Public Consultation:
Collect from Stakeholders’ opinion, advice, ideas, questions and answers to improve
Draft EIA Report Project 3 Checkpoint –Torugart customs (km 478- 531)

Outline of discussion:
1. Draft EIA of Chatyr-Kul Lake
2. Analysis of Alternatives
3. Mitigation measures during the construction
Public Consultation was officially opened by State Secretary Mr. Mamaev K. and he
has informed about CAREC Transport Corridor 1 (Bishkek- Naryn-Torugart Road
Rehabilitation), Project 3 to be financed by ADB, Outline and benefits, Environmental
Impact and Mitigation Measures regarding to Chatyr-Kul Lake as a particular
protected area, which is ratified in an international Ramsar Convention.
Mr. Dan Millison made Power Point presentation of draft EIA. He covered wide range
of questions such as: overall project Bishkek-Naryn-Torugart Road Rehabilitation,
project description; location; road profile; cost and period; project benefits; present
condition of the lake; topographic and hydrological features; ecosystem; analysis of
alternatives; environmental impacts; physical/environmental, social, ecological
mitigation measures during the construction and next steps to improve EIA.
Mitigation measures include the possibility of a biodiversity “offset” as noted in ADB
Environment Safeguards.
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Question of Ms. Maya Eralieva “NGO on Forum ADB”:
•

How will you complete EIA without deep study of lake?

Answer of Mr. Dan Millison, ADB Environmental Specialist:
•

ADB is planning to provide technical assistance to conduct further baseline
monitoring and surveys at Chatyr Kul, and determine what measures could be taken
to enhance biodiversity at Chatyr Kul or and if need be of a similar ecosystem. This
biodiversity offset approach has been used in the US wetlands “banking and trading”
system. Banking and trading is a similar concept to emissions trading systems, such
as the Kyoto Protocol Clean Development Mechanism.

Using the “Banking and

Trading” system should not impact ecological function of the lake. This system is the
option of measures mitigation. It has been experiencing for 30 years in US legislation
it works very well. The system works on fully compensating the negative impacts at
“one place” by improving the environmental conditions at similar “other places”.
Question by Mr. Asylbek Keshikbaev:
•

How do you think how long time and finance would be taken by using the system
“Banking and Trading”?

Answer of Mr. Dan Millison, ADB Environmental Specialist:
•

We will try to understand in more detail the impact of the project on water quality,
ecosystem and biodiversity of the lake through monitoring and with the assistance of
experienced ecologists integrate sound ecorestoration/enhancement measures in
project design and mitigation actions.

Answer of Dr. Shukurov (Independent Ecological Expert):
•

I have been surveyed Chatyr-Kul lake at the end of 1950s, during that time most of
areas were covered by hatching/nesting areas. The road has been existing for 50-60
years. Nowadays traffic is heavy, compare that time and is has been affecting to
whole ecosystem of the lake. So in the future, the impact would be very high. In
addition, there is a world experience in such situation; we can prevent negative
impact from the road. The project directorates are considering and have been paying
more attention for this question, which is very important. . The Team Leader and
Consultants need to acknowledge that there is existing data and knowledge about
Chatyr Kul sufficient to design mitigation measures. In case of negative impact, there
is a way of compensation to the Song-Kul lake. Song-Kul and Chatyr-Kul have similar
ecosystem of water birds. But there is negative output that we could reduce account
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of water birds in Chatyr-Kul lake. It’s better carry out detail study of both lakes. In
yesterday meeting with ADB mission, we have already mentioned detail study of
Chatyr-Kul lake before construction, we have to include Song-Kul also. In addition,
nesting mountain gees in Song-Kul lake is reducing every year, it needs measures of
mitigation as well. Concluding my speech, I want to say that if we really want to do
something, we won’t say that less information or no data, everything is possible, if
you strongly want.
Question of Ms. Zulfija Marat (Bureau of Human Rights and Rule of Law):
•

EIA has been undertaken only for this section of project, what about other sections?

Answer of Mr. Asylbek Keshikbaev (Social Specialist):
•

This section (km 478-531) is under the category A, which is sensitive area. The
problem is that Chatyr Kul Lake is registered as Ramsar site since many important
migrating birds, which are in Red Book listed. According to ADB procedures for this
section has to be done EIA in an appropriate way. The other sections are under
category B and only Initial Environmental Examination are required to be carried
which was done and Contractors suppose to conduct Environmental Management
Plan (EMP), which is supervised an implementation by Consultants.

Answer of Mr. Vijay Joshi (ADB Environmental Specialist):
•

According to ADB procedures, environment category “A” projects requires an EIA
which is being prepared for Project 3 (Km 478 – Km 531) and is being discussed
today. The project has been classified as category “A” because its potentially
negative impacts on the sensitive ecosystem of Chatyr-Kul Lake. The objective of
EIA is to avoid and where avoidance is not feasible minimize and mitigate the
anticipated negative impacts.

Question of Ms. Zulfija Marat:
•

The question is on the correctness of funds allocation to the mitigation measures. It is
assumed that the 2-3% of Project sum will be allocated to mitigation measures? Let
me express the concern of society about the priority of this road and debt burden
decrease. The focus is made on human factor rather than environmental factor.

Answer of Mr. Asylbek Keshikbaev, Safeguard Specialist:
•

The mitigation measures will not worsen the existing condition of ecosystem. During
design-estimate documents working out we include all mitigation measures,
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particularly that measures required to minimize risks. Hence all measures are
included to the bidding documents. Some simple measures as dust suppression,
noise level decrease are included in EMP which is worked out by the Contractor.

Question of Ms. Zulfija Marat:
•

What it the ADB position if other donors have no such kind of EIA?

Answer of Mr. Prianka Seneviratne(Principal Transport Specialist):
•

Standard FIDIC contracts are used by international donor agencies [including China
EXIM?]. The standard contract includes Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
and responsibilities for contractors to implement the EMP.

The environmental

measures of mitigation included in Bills of Quantity, tender documents. There is
written environmental measures of mitigation during the construction, such as: keep
environment in construction camp, recultivation of borrow pits etc. FIDIC contract has
an international environmental responsibility for all the banks, they follow policy of
procedures even it is ADB, China bank, European Bank etc.

Answer of Mr. Asylbek Keshikbaev, Safeguard Specialist:
•

There are some standard procedures, goods, works and services procurement.
Consultant is supervising Contractor’s job and PIU MOTC is supervising Consultant
and Contractor’s job. So the sufficient control is made.

Comment of Mr. Askar Davletbakov:
•

Chatyr-Kul areas has not just water birds, there are also wild life/ wild animals. It’s
necessary conduct complex monitoring before construction, which helps to determine
exact measures mitigation.

Comment of Ms. Maya Eralieva:
•

May be first of all, it’s better clarify, what exact objects has to be mitigated, deeply
study and research, conduct all the monitoring, definitely find the problem and take
mitigation measures, before the project approval.

Comment of Mr. Vijay Joshi:
•

ADB’s safeguards require that the ecosystem of Chatyr-Kul Lake is not negatively
affected as a result of the project. We know what the main impacts are and can
design mitigation measures according as suggested by Dr. Shukurov, in parallel with
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additional baseline surveys of Chatyr Kul. We know the potential ecological impacts
are mainly from noise and potential hazardous materials spills.

We are taking a

“preventive” approach, for example preventing noise increase without necessary
knowing impact on all species, and preventing spills so that negative impacts from
such events are avoided. Mitigation measures will include measures to stop
poaching, and prevent use of borrow pits near the protected area. The EIA will also
include monitoring to establish effectiveness of mitigation measures to prevent
increase in noise and dust, emissions, control impacts of accidental spills and the
state of health of biosphere of wild and water life. Yesterday we have visited Design
Institute and had exchange of opinions how to include spill control and management
measures by design interventions in road drainage. We understand the importance
of the lake and take all the possible measures to improve and save habitants of the
lake.

Question of Ms. Maya Eralieva:
•

To reduce noise, will be constructed noise barriers during the hatching period?

Answer of Mr. Vijay Joshi:
•

Noise barrier needs to be installed near such places like Kosh-Kol small lake from
the road and some other vulnerable places along the alignment where nesting areas
of the bird are close to the road and may be negatively impacted due to noise. Next
spring we will start to study to identify such areas and keep a provision in the project
design to build noise barriers at the required location. We are discussing with
Design Institute regarding noise barriers location and necessary places need to be
constructed.

ADB also has a requirement to constitute a Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) for
the project. The committee will have participation of NGOs representatives and other
stakeholders who will have opportunity to ensure that the proposed mitigation
measures are adequately implemented. This project being a sensitive project, EIA
will also propose constitution of an Environment Monitoring Committee that will
provide feedback on EMP implementation.

Question of Ms. Maya Eralieva:
•

Is it possible to include civil society participation in Committee environmental
monitoring?
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Answer of Mr. Vijay Joshi:
•

All stakeholders are welcome to Environment Monitoring Committee . Final EIA will
suggest a proposed composition for such committee. It will be available in English
and Russian languages in ADB website your review, recommendations and
suggestions. Maintaining ecological integrity of Chatyr-Kul Lake is a high priority for
ADB and suggestions from stakeholders in this respect are highly appreciated.

Recommendation of Mr. Bolot Jandyraliev (Senior Researcher of Karatal –Japyryk State
Prservation):
•

We would like that all our office’s suggestions and recommendations have to be into
consideration as much as possible. As local experts, we know everything of the lake
and we want to be involved in the monitoring process and assist you in preserve biodiversity of the unique lake.

Comment of Mr. Prianka Nalin:
•

ADB assist and cooperate with you to preserve the lake. EIA includes your
recommendations and suggestions, which you had recommended and suggested.

Question of Mr. Ulan Naamatbekov (CEO of NGO “Bugu-Maral”):
•

Where will be located construction camps and will they keep sanitarian norms?

Answer of Mr. Vijay Joshi:
•

Construction camp will be not be located within the sensitive stretch (water shed of
Chatyr Kul lake. Construction camps will be required to adopt appropriate sanitary
measures.

Question of Mr. Kalicha Umuralieva (Social Found “Nashe pravo”):
•

I heard information regarding construction of new terminal in the checkpoint at km
478, checkpoint will move from km 531 to km 478. If it will happen then man and
traffic impact will be huge. How do you mitigate in such case?

Answer Mr. Nurbek Jumaliev (Coordinator BNT Project 1,2 MOTC):
•

Yes, this question was raised up in parliament, but government rejected the
construction of new terminal. New terminal started to build, but not completed.
Government decided to put weight scale in the checkpoint instead to construct new
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terminal. The cargo should not overload more the 40 tones per vehicle, it has ratified
by government.

Question of Mr. Anatoliy Ostashenko:
•

You had mentioned construction of noise wall, if it you construct it, it will interfere the
wild animals migration from one side of the mountains to another side. How can you
provide them free movement?

Answer of Mr. Dan Millison:
•

In Draft EIA nothing finalized, mitigation measure is not final, even the construction is
not yet designed. Design Institute will take into consideration construction of noise
barriers in appropriate locations and provide free movement of wild animals as well.

Question of Ms. Maya Eralieva:
•

What are the economical and social benefits for Naryn province? Did you make any
analysis for these issues?

Answer of Mr. Asylbek Keshikbaev:
•

Project benefits is another round table discussion, it’s another item to discuss,
because it includes many themes such as: poverty reduction, tourism and trade
development, social impact, work with civil society, compensations etc. which will be
conducted in the future and all of you will be invited for these questions will answer
competent specialists. We will design program of BNT project, which will be available
on the MOTC website and inform you beforehand.

Comment of Mr. Prianka Nalin:
•

We have around US$ 50-60 million for the Project 3 right now. It will cost US$ 400500 thousand per km., even we are able to reach up to US$ 1 million, but people will
pay it off. Taking into consideration, we have to allocate money appropriately. So we
and you cannot be able to write absolutely perfect EIA include everything, anytime
will occur and arise issues, we will appreciate your cooperation, your
recommendations and ideas.
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List of Third Public Consultation Participants
ADB Grant 0123-KGZ (SF): CAREC Transport Corridor 1,(Bishkek - Torugart) Project 3
№

First and Last
Name

1.

Kalicha Umuralieva

Director

2.

Maya Eralieva

3.

Nurgul
Esenamanova

Coordinator in
Central Asia
and Caucasus
Assistant

4.

Levan Markovich
Alibegashvili

Deputy Director

Kyrgyzdortransproekt

5.

Erik Shukurov

Airport “Manas”

6.

Emil Japarovich
Shukurov

Engineer
ornithologist
Director

7.

Zulfija Marat

Officer

8.

Talant Omuraliev

9.

Bolot Jandyraliev

10.

Ulan Naamatbekov

Deputy Director
of Scientific and
Research
Department
Senior
Researcher of
Scientific and
Research
Department
CEO of NGO

11.

Askar Davletbakov

Zoologist and
ornithologist

National Academy of
Science , Bishkek

12.

Anatoliy
Ostashenko
Nikolaevich
Kubanychbek
Mamaev
Sveta Keldibaeva

Zoologist and
ornithologist

National Academy of
Science , Bishkek

0550697440

State Secretary

Ministry of Transport and
Communications
Investment Projects
Implementation Group,
MOTC
Investment Projects
Implementation Group,
MOTC
Investment Projects
Implementation Group,
MOTC

0312 314385
0312 314313
0312 314356
sveta_keld@mail.ru

13.
14.

15.

Asylbek
Keshikbaev

16.

Erkingul Kasymova

Title

Environmental
and Social
Specialist
Safeguard and
Social
Specialist
Social expert

Organization

Contact numbers

Social Found “Nashe pravo”,
NGO Forum on ADB
NGO Forum on ADB

0543916702
kalicha56@mail.ru
0555680523
maya@forumadb.org
0312901216
office@unison.kg

Social Ecological Found
UNISON

Independent Ecological
Expertise “Oleine”
Bureau of Human Rights and
Rule of Law
Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn

0312 567873
0312 561112
0312 562177
0312 693063
blackbird@salam.kg
0312 680418
shukurovemail@mail
.ru
0312 311599
zm05hrb@elcat.kg
0555211884
03522 51980
03522 51981

Karatal-Japyryk State
Preservation in Naryn

0772142119

NGO “Bugu-Maral” in Naryn

0778040920
03522 53046
narynulan@rambler.
ru
0550965108
0312 243369

0312 314356
asylbekak@gmail.co
m
0312 314356
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17.

Nurbek Jumaliev

18.

Nurlan Djenchuraev

19.

Title
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Organization

Contact numbers

Coordinator of
BishkekTorugart Road
Project 1 and 2
Environmental
Specialist

Investment Projects
Implementation Group,
MOTC

0312 314054

Office of the Director
General Central and West
Asia Department
Asian Development Bank

Dan Millison

Environmental
Specialist

Asian Development Bank

20.

Prianka Nalin
Seneviratne

Principal
Transport
Specialist

21.

Vijay Joshi

Environmental
Specialist

Transport and
Communications Division
Central and West Asia
Department
Asian Development Bank
Asian Development Bank

Tel.: + 63 2 683
1983
Fax: +63 2 632 6318
ndjenchuraev@adb.
org
+1 757 565 2070
danmillison@gmail.c
om
Tel.: + 63 2 632
6327
Fax: +63 2 636 2428
pseneviratne@adb.o
rg
Tel.: + 63 2 632
6790
Fax: +63 2 636 5961
vjoshi@adb.org

22.

Eshenaliev Mirdin

Resident ADB Mission in
Kyrgyz Republic

23.

Gulja Kolbaeva

Project
Implementation
Officer
Translator

24.

Burulsun Sultanova
Karybekovna

Assistant of
International
Environmental
Specialist

Japan Overseas Consultants
Co., Ltd (JOC)

MOTC

0 555004903
g_kolbaeva@mail.ru
0557 820731
sulbur@rambler.ru

